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EDITORIAL 

^hen I came to Dungeons sj Dragons in the early 

1980s, a DM's home world was situated in the Prime 

II Material Plane, with the implication that other, "alter- 

nate" Primes existed, and that these housed the campaigns 

of other Dungeons &i Dragons players. Second .edition 

D&fD tooh this a step further, unifying all of the Primes 

together into a single Prime Material Plane, with indi¬ 

vidual campaign worlds existing in the “Wildspace" of the 

then-new Spelljammer campaign setting. A few years later. 

Plane scape was the newest campaign setting, placing its 

action on the so-called "Great Wheel5' cosmology that has 

defined D^D’s multi verse from the game's earliest days. As 

D8fD headed into the early 1990s, a strong sense developed 

dial all DSfD campaigns were set in the same over-arching 

"world/5 even if they were very, very far apart. 

These days, the game has moved away from tills har¬ 

mony somewhat, with Ebhkron sporting an entirely new 

cosmology and the Forgotten Realms—-somewhat sud¬ 

denly—developing a new set of planar realities that, um, 

have “always existed/' despite decades of earlier product to 

the contrary. The philosophy makes a certain amount of 

sense. Most players need only one. world, after all, so what 

exists beyond the sky and earth doesn't really matter, and 

what exists on other sides and other earths matters even 

less. The planar cosmology must serve the DM's campaign 

world first, and if it makes more sense (dr if it seems more 

fun} to have a completely new take on the planes for a given 

campaign world, go for it. 

I am sympathetic to this argument, even if 1 don't really 

agree with it. While the individual campaign setting may 

gain luster, something of the whole is lost. There is cer¬ 

tain community of peers in a cosmology that can encap¬ 

sulate all DSfD players and campaigns, a certain sense of 

belonging inherent to the pre-third edition make up of the 

multi verse. But let us not cry over a spilled potkm of cure %hf 

mounds. Despite their newfound isolation, Eeerron and the 

Forgotten Realms remain connected to the Great Wheel 

through the transitive Plane of Shadow, a novel tie that 

allows everyone to have their hero's/cast and eat it too* Even 

a decade ago, when T5R published a comic book featuring 

speUjamming trips to a variety of official D^D worlds, some 

realms remained more isolated than others* RavenlOFT, 

the Demiplane of Dread, was nearly impossible to escape, 

and more often came to you than you to it. Athas, the cruel 

world of the Dark Sun campaign setting, was isolated in 

a "sealed'1 crystal sphere, which is & fancy second edition 

D8[D way of saying “you pretty much can't get the ref But 

there were clearly exceptions to these rules. Lots of players 

(and even a few dark lords) managed to escape Ravenlgft. 

The gith of Athas had to come from somewhere* 

For more than a decade, Dragon has offered glimpses 

Into the many worlds of Dungeons bj Dragons in its Cam¬ 

paign Classics articles. Two years ago, we decided to take 

things a step further by introducing an annual Campaign 

Classics issue, with the magazine in your hands represent¬ 

ing our third such effort. With so few pages to dedicate 

to each campaign setting, we've had to put considerable 

thought into howr to make the articles useful to the largest 

number of readers* Not everyone wants to introduce plane- 

hopping or magic space boats into their campaigns, after 

all, and a 6-page article is hardly long enough to kick off a 

full-scale campaign set in a newr world. Thus we fell upon 

the idea of a framing device that would allow players to 

easily explore these fascinating worlds without putting too 

much stress on a "regular" D8{D campaign* 

The solution was obvious, not least because it had been 

done before. The little-remembered GPi; Tales from the Outer 

Planes super-adventure faced the same problem with a novel 

solution, a magical inn that was simultaneously connected to 

all planes and worlds. We5ve dusted off the idea—and a lot of 

other good old. ones—for this issue, and we hope your first 

visit to the World Serpent Inn won’t he your last. 

See yon on. another world. 

Erik Mona 

Editor-in-Chief 

erikm @ p aizo. com 
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SCALE MAIL 

Tell us what you think of this issue. Send an email to scalemail@palzo.com. 

Please include your name, city, and state. 

Another enjoyable issue, ladies and 

gentlemen. From the very Hallowcen-y 

cover (ohr dear old Vecna, always looking 

for a hand up) to a nice variety of articles 

inside, you've guaranteed I'll be back 

again next month. Random thoughts: 

It is with great shame that I admit 

that I have never played a game in the 

Raven loft world, not even back in the 

“Alleged Day/' It doth intrigue me with 

its spookiness and fangs. 

Always nice to read the dark genius 

that is Sean K Reynolds, and his “Core 

Beliefs" article on Vecna did not disap¬ 

point. Can Sean do cuddly? is it pos¬ 

sible? Is a “Core Beliefs" of the Smurfs 

in the offing? I challenge thee, Master 

Reynolds, trademarks be damned. 

The fiction question: Irm down for 

more fiction, if it's interesting. I don't 

want to read about another dungeon 

raid or encounter with a fell beast. 

I’d like some smaller stories set with 

characters just living in the world of 

Ebekeon or Greyhawk. Some color 

to breathe some life into these worlds 

outside of the monsters, dire threats 

from beyond, and cursed treasure. 

Some "fifth business'" in the D8fD 

world would be interesting. 

Requests? Less stats, more colon 

I thought there was a nice balance 

of this in Nicholas Herold's "Hor¬ 

rors of the Daelkyr.” As for covers, I 

prefer the more classic B^D look, as 

evidenced in this issue. Nice to see 

some atmospheric monsters, but nicer 

still axe the elf maidens and other 

curvaceous heroines. The cover of 

Beacon #285 still needs to be unseated 

as Best Cover Ever, by the way. 

Sean Twist 

London, Ontario 

Tm afraid a “Core Beliefs; Smurfs" install- 

me.nt is unlikely, not least because the jevarf 

god Raxivorf, a little blue runt, didn't quite 

make the cut from the Grethawk Pan¬ 

theon to the Core Pantheon that serves as 

the hash for the series. 

While Larry Elmore’s cover to Dragon 

#2§5 (affectionately nicknamed “Ralfing 

Pole Dancer7’ by the staff) is surely among 

the best of that year, I regret to inform you 

that it is not only not the Best Cover Ever, 

but it is not cueu the Best Larry Elmore 

Cover Ever, Don't believe me? See for your¬ 

self in Paizo7s fastest hardcover release, The 

Art of Dragon: 30 Years of the World's 

Greatest Fantasy Art, a iGo-page compi¬ 

lation of some of the finest fantasy master¬ 

pieces ever to appear on the cover or inferior 

of this magazine. We evaluated the entire 

archive to put together this uotume, and the 

final result is absolutely astonishing. Works 

by Lany Elmore, Clyde Caldwell, Daniel 

Hornet Brom} Wayne Reyno/ds, Todd Lock- 

wood, and many more comprise a “who's 

who" gallery of fantasy masterworks you 

won't want to miss. Look for it at quality 

book and game stores, or pick it up online 

at paizQ.com. 

I picked up issue #348 last week and 

have to say I am much pleased. 

In a previous letter of mine, which 

was printed in issue #345 (I’ve gotta say 

it was thrill to see my name in print in 

Beacon), I said that I always look for¬ 

ward to the April/April Fool's issue and 

the October/Hafloween issue of Deacon. 

Here's what 1 like: it was a good issue 

of Deacon (lots of useful, nifty gaming 

content) and at the same time a good 

Halloween issue of Dragon (lots of 

scary, useful, nifty gaming content). 

In the past, I wondered when Core 

Beliefs would start bringing on the 

bad guys. “Cotc Beliefs: Vecna" was an 

excellent start to what I hope is a con¬ 

tinuing trend: fleshing out the bad guy 

groups in detail as rich as they deserve. 

I loved it. 

“Bestowed Curses” was a nifty lit¬ 

tle goody. The existing effects in the 

rulebooks Tot curses feel more than 
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a. little dry. This added, some much 

needed flavor. 

"Bloodlines'' was nice. No DM has 

enough monsters, and three new vam¬ 

pire templates are a welcome addition. 

As for "Horrors of the Daelkyrf 

1 don't really know much about 

Eberron, so much of the specific 

details of the flavor was lost on me, 

bnt t have to say; What DM can't use 

six new ugly monsters? 

“Ecology of the Wight” was another 

excellent entry in the ecology series, 

but if you're going to mention the 

real world history of the wight and 

the saga of Grettir the Strong, then 

perhaps you might mention the 

article in issue #210 or #198 (I can't 

remember off the top of my head) 

that contained D8fD stats for that 

sort of wight* 

One thing I miss from the old days 

is the just about annual inclusion of 

a Call of Cthulhu article in October. I 

remember particularly the ones in 

#198, #210, and #222, mostly because 

they were from around when I started 

reading Dragon regularly. 

Justin Taylor 

Walker, Ml 

If Cthulhu is on your mind, I hope last 

month's Demonomicon hit the spot with 

its focus on Dagon, a demon heavily 

inspired by H.P. Lovecraf's demented 

writings, Chat wight you were looking 

for is in issue #198, by the way, Jhanks 

for the kind comments, ft's always fun to 

take on one of Dragon's annual themes, 

and this issue's “Campaign Classics" is no 

exceptionl Please write in again and let us 

k$Q\v whafyou think. 

Thanks Ed Bonny Brian Cortijo, and 

Lazio Roller for writing up the End¬ 

less Waste article in issue #349. Ramdn 

Pdrez and Eric Deschamps put a nice 

fed to the article with the art, and 

Rob Lazzaretti did a GREAT job with 

the map* I'm so happy about that* Tm 

also happy to see that Erik and all the 

Dragon staff really listened to us wThen 

we asked for articles on places outside 

of the main continent* 1 like the idea 

of more information on places further 

away from Faerun. 1 liked it even better 

when you all wrote at the present time, 

with some current history to help out 

some of us. 

Darkmeer 

Via Email 

No problem, Darkmeer? Here';; hoping that 

/■his issue's loot ai Kara-Tin? and Al- 

Qadtm hit the spot for off-map Forgot¬ 

ten Realms regions. Sorjy we couldn't 

gel to Maztica or the non-canonical con¬ 

tinent from the Double-Diamond triangle 

novels this time aroundt hut we only have 

so many pegged 

Well, 1 have to say 1 am impressed* I 

have been a long time (okay at least 

for me) player and reader of D^D 

material and the Forgotten Realms 

in general. Big fan of the Realms, I 

have to say I love the recent increase 

in interesting material* I liked it so 

much that I decided to get a sub¬ 

scription to Dragon* So I hope you 

keep it up and continue to produce 

quality material. I loved the Lmpiltur 

article by George Kras bos, as well as 

the Hordelands article, and the web 

supplement, which I have to say, was 

very awTesome! 1 am looking forward 

to the Legacies of the Ancients as well. 

Hope that it lives up to the hype, but 

then Eric L. Boyd does a pretty good 

job. I have to say the feedback on the 

Candlekeep Forum, as well as the Wiz¬ 

ards of the Coast boards, seems to be 

pretty favorable so far for your new FR 

articles. Keep up the good job* 

Kevin Romine 

Emporia, Ks 

Well lieep printing qualify FORGOTTEN 

Realms articles so long as dedicated fans 

keep sending them our 1my. This issue 

kicks off "Vole's Guide to the Forgotten 

Realms,” a new monthly series of short 

articles with introductions by Ed Green - 

wood and ideas from so?nc of our favorite 

authors* Af this rate, the Realms won’t be 

forgotten for long! —Erifc Mona 

I ,vr;.• >1 

if you doh’t raw to 
youR car about amr, 
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FIRST WATCH PREVIEWS, NOTES, AND NEWS FOR GAMERS 

Complete Scoundrel teaches your character 

how to lie, cheat, and. steal with the best 

of them. Written by Dragon associate 

editors Mike McArtoi and K Wesley Sch¬ 

neider, this companion to last October's 

Complete Mage gives tricky characters a 

host ot new tools, from, the typical pres¬ 

tige classes and spells to more unusual 

fare. The biggest innovation is the trick 

mechanic. Based on skill points, it pro¬ 

vides rules for movielike effects, like 

sliding down, banisters, dropping chan¬ 

deliers, and drawing hidden blades. Tire 

more tricks you take, the more options 

you have for using them. Finally, you can 

watch your favorite fantasy movies and 

say, “My character can do that!" 

AGt 12 

GAICGANJUAN’ 

BiucDk^gon 
] GARGANTUAN NCUKE, BATTLE MAT, AM* SCENARIO SHHF-T 

Following in the Colossal footsteps of the Red 

Dragon (not-so) miniature comes the newest 

DS{D Icon, the Gargantuan Blue Dragon, The 

figure rum 16 inches from the point of its horn 

to the tip of its tail and stands 6 inches tall. Min¬ 

iatures Developer Steve Schubert says, “It's down 

on all fours, so it really looks like it's about to 

bite someone's torso off; it's more of a stalking 

pose with wings out to the side and spread.” The 

blue beastie also comes with a stat card, two new 

combat scenarios, and an Egyptian-themed des¬ 

ert map designed by Jason Engle. 

Speaking of maps, also releasing this month comes Dungeon Tiles Set 3: Hidden 

Gypri a collection of 2-D tomb and catacomb features, along with a number of 

other bits of dungeon decor, perfect for depicting or inspiring your next delve. 

NEXT MONTH IN DRAGON #352 

The World of China Mieville 

by Wolfgang Hour 

Explore the intriguing and fantastical 

world of China Mieville with an inter¬ 

view with the author himself and in- 

depth DS^D conversions pulled right 

from the pages of Perdido Street Station, 

The Scan and The iron Council 

Bas Lag Gazetteer 

Travel from Lhe city-state of New 

Crobuzon to the mysterious lands of 

High Cromlech, from the ship-city of 

Armada to Lhe deadly Gengris In this 

expansive gazetteer. 

The People of Bas Lag 

Four new player races, including the 

cactacae, kbepri, vodyanoi, and the 

tortured remade. 

Monsters of New Crobuzon 

From the deadly slake moth to the 

incomprehensible weaver, this bestiary 

reveals eight new monsters of Bas Lag, 

Plus! 

The Ecology of the Yrthak, Vofo's Guide, 

Dragon marks, Class Acts, First Watch, 

Sava ge Tidings, comics—i ndudtn g the 

Order of the SLick—and morel 
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MASTERWORK ITEMS 

GamcMaskry Campaign Workbook a leatherette-bound jour¬ 

nal designed to handle an entire campaign's planning needs, 

releases from Paizo Publishing (paizo.com) this month. It 

features a calendar, map templates, character registries and 

over one hundred sheets of graph paper. “The most impor¬ 

tant thing about this product is that it's truly portable," said 

Joshua Frost, Paizo Marketing Director* “The book fits in 

your back pocket" 

Also new is the Item Pack: Adventure Gear deck, which 

allows players to track equipment with fifty-four non-ran¬ 

dom item cards covering everything from caltrops to the 

ubiquitous 10-foot pole. “Our message boards give us a won¬ 

derful venue to share ideas with our customers,” said CEO 

Lisa Stevens about the fan-re quested product. ‘Adventure 

Gear is one result that we are really excited about.” 

D«tD ONLINE UPDATE 

Dungeons si Dragons Online (ddo.com) has 

com e a 1 ong way sin ce its tel eas e last J an nary an d 

continues to evolve. The most recent expan¬ 

sion, Curse of the Demon Sands, introduces 

many additions to th e game. “One of the 

things we wanted to focus on particularly 

with Demon Sands was giving players 

an [outdoor landscape] area to begin to 

explore,” said James Jones, executive pro¬ 

ducer of DDO. Curse of the Demon Sands also 

introduces two types of player-versus-player 

modes and an increase in the maximum level from 

10th to 12th. “We're also very interested in implement¬ 

ing prestige classes, adding the rest of the races and cla sses 

from the Player's Handbook, and we're looking into adding the 

Hbekron races and classes as weH1’ 

Also of note, starting with Demon Sands players can expect 

to see dragons Hying over the city of Stormreach. This conies 

as a prelude to module four, which, James hints, is “going to 

be based around battling three rogue dragons and a giant we 

call the S tormreaver.” 

reported by Shelly Baur, William Christensen, Mike L Fiegel, and Joshua J Frost 

GETTING GRAPHIC 

Devil’s Due Publishing (devilsduemet) has more in 

store for fantasy fans this month, releasing several 

new graphic novel adaptations of popular fantasy 

and D^D stories. Of particular note, the Forgotten 

Realms; legend ofDrizzt box set features a new cover 

by artist Todd Lockwood, and includes the origi¬ 

nal graphic novel adaptations of R.A. Salvatore's 

Homeland, Exile, and Sojourn novels. And if that's not 

enough Salvatore in graphic form, look for the first 

of three installments of The Demon Awakens, book 

one of the Demon Wan series. Also releasing this 

month is the last installment of Dragons of Winter 

Night, the second book in Margaret Weis and Tracy 

Hickman's classic Dragonlance Chronicles saga. 
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FIRST WATCH 

A WORLD GONE MAD 

The stars must be right, as 

there's two new games based 

on HfEV Love craft's Cthulhu 

Mythos. Steve Jackson Gaines 

(sjgames.com) adds Munch- 

kin Cthulhu to its popular 

Munchkin line, a stand-alone 

game that can be combined 

with the other titles in the 

series. Mem whole, Toyvault 

(toyvaiftt.com) releases Do 

Ton Worship Cthulhu?7 a game 

designed for live to thirty 

players. Some players assume 

the roles of CthulliLuwoi- 

sliiping cultists bent on sac¬ 

rifice, while others play vil¬ 

lagers set on lynching those 

they believe are respon¬ 

sible for the grisly acts. It’s a 

game of lies and deception, 

CthuLhu style. 

ENDLESS INSPIRATION 

Here's an idea so simple it's 

genius. PDF Pad (pdfpad. 

com) has almost everything 

you need to make a good 

map. The barebones web¬ 

site allows users to quickly 

download various types 

of printable graph paper 

in PDF format. Choose 

from Cartesian (standard 

squares), iso metric, hex¬ 

agonal, and other types 

of graph paper. Each type 

offers several customizable 

sizes so that you can make 

your maps exactly as you 

envision them. The website 

also provides a handy ref¬ 

erence tor calendars from 

any year, world flags, and 

other useful graphing and 

mapping tools. 

AVAST MATEY! 

just in time to set sail with 

Dudgeon's Savage Tide 

Adventure Path, the bucca¬ 

neers over at Mega Miniatures 

have put a whole armada of 

piraticaUy-themed set pieces 

to sea. Both the three-part 

Boats Si Quay set and the two- 

piece Raft and Escape Boaf set 

give you everything you need 

to send a raiding party out 

to pillage, while the detailed 

pirates' hideout gives scala¬ 

wags a place to drop anchor. 

The set of twenty-four 

Townsfolk even comes with 

a number of appropriately 

scurvy-looking prospects for 

sea-faring characters. You can 

plunder Mega Miniatures’ 

entire catalog right over at 

megaminis, com. 

WHAT BIG EYES YOU 

The popular Japanese anime 

and manga-inspired RPGT 

Big Eyes, Small Mouth returns, 

now under the aegis of 

White Wolfs Arthaus studio 

(white-wolf.com/arthaus). 

Formerly released by Guard¬ 

ians of Order, Arthaus s 

incarnation features an 

expanded and easier to use 

version of the game’s classic 

Tri-Stat system, promising 

more options without sac¬ 

rificing ease of playability, 

and the flexibility to create 

a wider range of characters. 

Being the new custodians 

of this popular line, Arthaus 

assures fans that it is com¬ 

mitted to retaining the rules 

and feel that HESM fans have 

come to love. 

THIS MONTH IN DUNGEON #142 

Masque of Dreams 

by B, Matthew Conklin III 

A masquerade ball turns tragic when the 

party is crashed by goblin minions of a 

priestess of Zargon. Can the PCs rescue 

the kidnapped guests before they vanish 

into the desert, the latest victims of the 

Lost City of the Valley of Death? A D&jD 

adventure for lst-levei characters. 

Here There Be Monsters 

by Jason Bulmahn 

Shipwrecked on the Isle of Dread, the 

PCs must escort a band of ragged cast¬ 

aways th rou gh monster-infested jungles, 

gargoyle-haunted cliffs, and dangerous 

underground passes in order to reach 

the safety promised by the colony of 

harsh ore. A Savage Tide Adventure Path 

scenario for 7th-level characters. 

Bright Mountain King 

by Caine Chandler 

A nefarious villain's plan to ruin a 

dwarven nation's economy draws 

the PCs into the perilous depths of 

an ancient dwarven tomb. Yet does 

achieving their goal in the tomb only 

play into their enemy’s hands? A D^D 

adventure for i6th-level characters. 
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FIRST WATCH 

fall of the dragon kingdom 

McFarlane Toys is at it again with 

Dragons V: The Fall of the Dragon 

Kingdom, the fifth set in its ongo¬ 

ing Dragons series. Each of the fig¬ 

ures is hand painted and 6 inches 

tall (malting them perfect for use 

as DSfD dragon miniatures). Of 

particular interest to D^D players, 

the set’s water dragon makes for an 

excellent black dragon, the koirtodo 

dragon for a demonic-looking blue 

dragon, and the berserker dragon 

makes an excellent green (albeit a 

chained one). Check out spawn.com 

for an extensive preview of the new 

set and a look at the past Dragons 

series and special figures. 

D READ AND D20S 

Green Ronin (gieenronimcoTn) is bring¬ 

ing adventure out of the wilderness and 

onto your home turf A Dreadfd Dawn, 

the fourth title in the Bleeding Edge series 

features a modem dash against a band 

of cultists who set up shop a little too 

dose to the tap. It’s up to the adventurers 

to thwart their mission before the sun 

rises (or before last call, if possible). 

Also, the True20 Companion offers a 

plethora of tips on world-creation and 

campaign customization, this rule- 

book—designed foT both Game Mas¬ 

ters and playera—features advice and 

information on adapting the Trnezo 

System to various genres, customizing 

heroic roles, and adding your own. 

PATHS OF DOOM 

In the tradition of the ever-populai 

Choose Tour Own Adventure series, Mar¬ 

garet Weis Productions Ltd. (marga- 

retweis.com) has created the Paths of 

Doom line, where the reader chooses 

the story's path. "The reason for the 

name is because there is only one 

‘good' ending. All of the rest range 

from ‘wow, that kind of sucks’ to horri¬ 

ble deaths/’ said Managing Editor Sean 

Everette. Sete Ka's Dream Quest and The 

Lost Sword have already been released, 

while the next two titles, The Time Curse 

and Realm of the Enchanter> release this 

month. The books are available at both 

book stores and hobby stores, and in 

PDF versions online at RPGnow.com. 

RPGA REPO 

Taking n break from hectic preparations for 

the 2006 Worldwide Game Day and 

Gen Con So. Cal, fm happy to share some 

exciting news. As some folks have doubt¬ 

lessly seen on our website, the search for 

a new RPGA Content Managei has conic 

to a close and it is my pleasure to intro¬ 

duce Mr. Chris Tubch as the new face 

here at RPGA Headquarters. For those of 

you asking/'Who's Chris Tubch?” here’s a 

brief RPGA resume. Chris started playing 

D^D in 1983 and joined the RPGA 1991. 

FI is very first RPGA advonlure/'jorvik/’was 

written for the Living Deati-e campaign 

and premiered in 1999. just scant weeks 

later, he was brought on board to help 

bunch the Living Greymawk campaign 

as a regional triad member for High folk 

(real-world Wisconsin, USA). In 2004 Chris 

took the mantle of Living Greyhawk circle 

member for I iris Border States. Through¬ 

out his Living Greyhawk involvement, 

Chris has written more than twenty-five 

sanctioned rounds of adventures, includ¬ 

ing three core specials. I hope everyone will 

join me in welcoming Chris Lo RPGA HQ 

and I know you’ll he hearing lots from him 

both online and in these pages. 

Next is the announcement lot of peo¬ 

ple have been waiting for. Winter Fantasy 

2007 has become the DS(D Experience. I'll 

elaborate more about the changes here 

next month and what we see as the rob of 

DSrD Experience going forward. I do want 

to confirm, though, that D&iD Experience 

will be held at the Hyatt Regency Crystal 

City, 2799Jefferson Davis Highway, Arling¬ 

ton, VA. 27.202 on February 15—18. More 

information about the program of events 

and special room rates are on the RPGA 

website from early December onwards. 

Dft(D Experience promises more fun, 

games, and community than ever before. 

If you're serious about you need to 

be at DS?D Experience! 
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FIRST WATCH 

GOD OF 
WARII 
God of War II picks up 

right where the first left 

off: the Spartan hero 

Kratos has succeeded 

in murdering Axes and has taken up his mantle as the god of 

war. The rest of the Greek pantheon immediately conspires 

against their newly raised brother* though, betraying him and. 

returning him to mortal form. Letting his rage again take hold* 

Kratos decides that if killing a god won't sate bris bloodlust hell 

go one step further: Hell kill late. 

Thus, Kratos sets out to kill the three Fates—the sisters 

whose laws govern Zeus and his host. Relying on sheer bru¬ 

tality and a bit of magic, Kratos fights his way across th e 

Greek world, hunting the sisters to the literal edge of the 

world: the Temple of Fate. 

God ofWar II captures the look and feel of the original with 

nice stylistic changes to the game play. If you’ve ever played 

in a campaign where youVe challenged the might of a god, 

or youJre into fast-paced action and have the stomach for a 

healthy dose of gore, then this is the game for you. 

GODS $ HEROES: 
ROME RISING 
Gods Q Heroes: Rome Rising is a massively multiplayer online 

RPG set in a fantasy version of Rome. The fledgling repub¬ 

lic has conquered most of the known world and subjugated 

the barbarian hordes throughout Latium. Now they face a 

threat greater than their unruly neighbors: a powerful and 

ancient enemy once banished by Jupiter, the thunder god, 

has returned and wants to see nothing less than the total 
destruction of Rome. 

You begin the game as a captive of the evil Telchines, a 

race of sorcerers who believe that toppling Rome is the first 

step to killing the gods. Your choice of a variety of class 

and god combinations determines how you'll escape and 

seek greater glory in Latium. As you advance, wide arrays of 

combat feats* weaponry* squadrons of loyal followers, and 

powers granted by the gods become available. Perhaps most 

interesting, though, is that Rome Rfcimj features a new fast- 

paced, squad-based combat system that promises to set it 

apart from other MMOs. With its innovations to combat 

and its basis in classical mythology* God 8( Heroes promises 

to be much more than just another online fantasy RPG. 

IS DRAGON 351 January 2007 
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I pent lina is -a 

JL. taverp between . 

Wdrlefe;,-, mt^rmitteptly 

p^eB, to cities across 

eHiraetfiis without 

scrapping the current 

_ mg;;$he third possih^ 't 

ity allows, the DM to try 

■. aspects tifli>oth approaches, ....• 
fSi'JvCT](5^ ’***■ S 

! •• mixing a pew game element 

into the campaign without 

•fcxh introducing it into the wider cam- 

although there is no guarantee they : paign or niothhg tp lnew setting, 

13ever re,urnMl" t : .' ■ If■ f ■ r ,, - 'S;.'I • _ ?; m 
Introducing the World Serpent TY^ve &"* '"n 35 3 

• Intt to Yotir Campaign 
The World Serpent Iim allows the BM to bring %w 

elements from.other game worlds into his home cam- he entered into or departed from atb time and,place 

paign, to sehd^tii player^-characters mth other campaign opthe BftfS; Chdo^ii^ In the parlance of the Manual 

settings for a brief spjo.uxn ox extended stay, of to .con- of the Planes, the World Serpent Inn is a 

within, the boundaries tit the live plane that can replace ot supplement the Astral 

;:: -World:; Serpent Itin itself In the fet ease, the .variable Plane in lb e cosmology. Whereas the Astral £lkne is 

: naturd of connections to the World Serpent lnmallows generally accessible; from. any point on oth^f; plaiieK 

the DM to -decide which elements of another cam- ' Lhe World Serpent .inn is coterminous with a given 

paign setting to import and which to ban. In the sec- other plane at only hiie particular point in tithe, ^iS 

X ond, the World Serpent Inn provides a simple mechanic sometimes not at alt There are a hpitiful of “regu- 

j i|jp trying ont a new camp^psiting with an existing lar” linkages between the Wb.rld Serpent Inn and each 

by Eric L. Boyd • illustrated by Andrew Hou • cartography by Robert buzzardli 
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“Afka} one visit to the Wild Goose, you'll 

' either swear qjf dnnkin'forever. . . ymstart!” 
' ' '. - "■' | " ■ . ': :1 :V?^: : ■ ■ - ■ ■' ,= 

: ;;V; -(Ml^aiBTdceblade 

' "Tear ofthe Tankard (1370 it&Jj 

, »r 
jiA_' •.'-J I*/ .'Tlj% -p’.! 

■ -■ y. ^ 

individual.'world, although other 

lo c ale s ax if: always pos s ihl eat' th e'' 

:'T% • DM s prerogative. ■ il.ijvi!' T: 

The World Serpent Inn has the 

.following plan at .traits:" nor mil, 

$ . gravity^ timeless, mfinite size, 

positive ‘ energy trait,'“ impeded 

magic; damage reduction;- and vis¬ 

ibility. Planar traits are defined ; 

in the Dungeon Master-s'. Guide oil; 

pages-147-150 aml th e "M4?uia/ of the 

M pages-7-14.' • 

iilji In game terjhs, the i dmdfaff 

13|jjjP di' tbe|mifc. Serpent ,%h 

differs from the Material Plane 

: as follows: creatpres/do: not- age. 

§TT, ffhut they do suffer. fipin Hpirgeir 

and thirst. The back passages and 

IS '-T -■■ chambers • extend fbceveiv ^though 
. . ' v: x* l - £-•>■: 

many doors and passages return 

1 ^tel^^anderers to . the ■ comhion room. 

., i Creatures gain fast healing 2 and.: 

,, jP;:* may even regfow lost limbs over 

-■,!iJ 1: time. To cast a spell or use a spell- 

History of the 
Worid Serpent Inn 
The World Serpent ' inn 

first appeared in print in 

1988 in OPI: Tales 0/ the 

Outer Planes, followed by 
■ 

numerous mentions in 

the Forgotten Realms, 

Planescape, and elsewhere. 

Most recently, it was detailed 

in the web enhancement 

for the Manual of the Planes, 

found at: wiiards.com/ 

j dnd/ftfes/World_Serpent. 

Sf_. pdf. As that web enhance- 

■ i ment is still available online, 

|j) this brief overview focuses 

y more on the atmospherics 

>r f and personal itse.s of the Wo rl d 

\Y]/ Serpent Inn than the game 

mechanics of its operation. 

5 

Tfce PlUef 

fifm •. g t.... 

The common room is domi¬ 

nated by a large bar surrounded by 

stpiOtlsym the: Center j|| 

of the chamber (variously described 

as rptmd; square, ; br ocTagpiial). In 

the de#cr of the bat area is 

sive pillar lined with, shelves Med 

with dll maimer of exotic drinkif A 

on mother - plane; hi the wine cellar l[ ■ M 

of a bacchanalian; go3 of adcohot , fy$. 

Surrounding the bar sit tables large 

and small. Long tables and booths •{_ 

line the walls of the-place. One side 

of the room is dominated by a mas- . ,V:J 

ti'Sive Imwlihg- giajb''ieef:'hpSi. : if® 

feet long by zo feet deep) ringed by a 

v. low wall p n which patrons can rest a 

dxfohwMeobser^Tng ahoilt below 

The main entrance into the World 

S er pc iit Inn is a se t of mas sive dou¬ 

ble: doors leading past a pair of cha¬ 

trooms into the common room, A : 

half-dozen passages lead out of the 

common inom, .into tine back halls 

J " is t spell level);. Withimthc-..com- ;jbut eerjiairi; eierdents dh?Va^held glooip^ althbugfe the:-coh^uctLian 

mon room, all creatures gain dam- in common; the World Setpeht:Inn varies from pla^tet' to wbod to stone 

consists: of a coiiuiion mom bujit biockS, The bad; chambers Mso dif age reduction 10/—. Allcreatines 

The main entrance toihe WotId inii exists bn its dwb demiplaiie and tude effaces and;.cultures; : 

Serpent Inn is a two-way variable is Irregularly linked to every other The house rules are simple: 

portal whose destination changes world in the Multiverse. The far sides Fbod's on the hoii$e- Leave When 

quite frequently. The Inn also has of the common room ire always hazy yorfre. ready. Do hothttack thewHit- 

bundTeds of other exits, most of midindistinef maldng precise map- staff Attacks on other patrons are 

which axe one-way portals and ping of the inn impossible. * scorned by the regulars, outside of 

some of which are variable portals, The common room of the World the brawling pit. Management is not 

accie^sible from the maze of pas- Serpent .Ian reserq^^ aniail?ieii t respohsibie fqj foe loss hf p^ejfy IjSi * 

sages leading out of the common tavern, with plank floors underfoot or lilein the hack rooms.. 

rv* TD03T1 in -all diTPrtlfltlS; TllP World anr! upnpralilp -n/rin^pri lipomc - - - ' A=y room in all directions. The World and venerable wooden bearps: oveff 

Irf:; Serpent Inn has its owp .Ethb^eal. head. Illummalion cdmesffom glow- Thei Atmosphere 

Plane and is coterminous with ing fluted pillars scattered about aird An eerie, sweet-smelling blue mist 
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bar bazy/aiid rndMintt filli the 

'='air of.lhe'World Serpent Inn; As a 

res nhj a ct eattii e can never s e e th e 

■ entirety of the common roqm at 

!; any one time, which makes' appar- 

v|]ent changes in the number and I and o th ct fluctuations in tb e d^nxi - llfl 

fCi pbiTie^s ‘reality-. II PE 
d = - Some travelers to the World Ser- | J 

pent, irpi have described;it as a.fled-: p_9 

tral ground, where 'by custom-..all'.: ||S 

J®i enaiinef ofqrdatures^frGiri uiidead || w 

to aberrations, humanoids to oid> IImm 

Siders—can mingle" safely without jf|9 

fear of attack* Others dee^y siich 

tries as nonsense, recounting inci- MSSsil iv":": "• dents .where a /simple nussunderr . ^ 

; standing precipitated a tavern hra^J World Serpent UbatibftS 
enconi^assmg every patron of the All manner df drinks .aid; offered 

■ ^;tab|islmient,.The truth k piplijir; /for sale at die World Serpent inn, 

among patrons' is: allowed him: 

•jl frowned, upon outside1 the brawling. 

H* '.pit, where such- disputes, arc: par- 

I ^settled as dwarf-brewed, deity 

One Square = 5 feet 

Tales of the Wild Goose 
Although a porLal to the World Serpent Inn can appear anywhere 

in the Forgotten Realms, just like in any other campaign setting, 

the only regular means of accessing Mitchifer’s demesne on Faerun 

requires a visit to the Wild Goose, a run-down tavern along the north¬ 

ern wall of the city of Arabd (location #152 on most maps of the city) 

in the kingdom of-Cormyr. Access to the World Serpent inn requires 

passing under the signboard of the Wild Goose, standing in front of 

the regular door, knocking on an imaginary door in the air, and calling 

on any divine being by name. The invocation must include a proper 

name of a deity and the words fT and fienteriJ in the language being 

spoken. For example, say "By the honor of Azuth, I will enter'" or "In the 

name of Set, I enter/ Once performed, the would-be entrant sees the 

signboard change to read “The World Serpent lnnN across a horizontal 

figure-eight of a serpent eating its tail. {. 



’ ''of many reptilian :races::'The- jiag: "between visits,whale-otherar0iint3' 

it r men t at-i on oi the Worl d S ei^ent s ugge stale yal z 'very 

p; Resulted - uL']rgqxij;- &f the loitg tenure. 

©j [ in^pist®ie^ i t W&i ‘i#: 1^1 I 
Lvv‘. j$|adpp:vy pi0®S^fca|^j^^^Si6a| Mitchifer 
. tioh. pf the demiplane: Adeording The liarieep of the • World Sefpdhf 

te ^ oinh pliilb sophers r ■■ the; di mb inn, commonly; Known.&$ ;the:A'|as.t.ei:;; 

;vl plane is a sonmolent deity (i Mg- of the Serpent, appears to be a tall, fat 

.. me nt o f th e Wo rid S er pent) whos e human male fch: a long whi te beard, 

; dreams manifestin the forin of rosy cheeks; ahd . a hoqmin| Jatlgh, 

; ; intermittent portals to worlds: His face is perpetually split in a. wide 7 

^hioh its .ebhstihiisness- 

drifting, but the'Mthof such con- reveals it to he ^ thicket of thousands 

^ ^ gectureis unknown. .' of xmni^rerw^^ 

;:The World Serpent Inn itself is His eyes have ornately carved jet- 

I said to he centuries-614 although bladk do or sun lieu of irises. 

.: ' .'ieach culture has its own tales about Mitchifer is full of zest and never 

" the builders of the inh and their angers or ;d^iiirS^no matter ffee 

j motivatiqns fyr constructing it. provocation. He never harbors 

| In most desciiptiotis,: the builders grudges and is unfailingly polite tb 

>| of the World Serpent Inn include ail clients, regardless of their past 

two of the following individuals; behavior,: Despite his v.:ilhngnesk-tp : 

the archmage Alaurum : of T%il, • chat, the Master pf the ^rp^rfneyer 

Ilyndele of the Arcane (a mercane conveys any sighiflq^htThformatipp 

i or the illithid High One, ; beyond the basic rules of the hodse. 

Sharth. Most also include :a third Mitchifer is thoughtto be a divine 

creator, who varies depending on servant of the owner (the conscious- 

l^l who is; asked, hut all frllbrs of the ness whose wliidisi govern the denrf 

legend, claim the third builder to plane). Mthou^pbe has been sl^in, 

|g be fro m the if ho me wori ds, on rare oc casious ,-Mitchifex is always 

|| - • , fpund at his regiiih: joS dh sqfec- 

it 1 IlC Waitstatt quent visits, with a/inaxy a ffclpei; in 

r; The staff of the World Serpent his smile. 

j Inn consists of a baikeep, Mined=• Mitchifer^s to 

m : Mitchifer, an d the serpent wenches, the DM to determmer but one sug- 

|f| as the generally fe^^^ryer^ are gestion is to make him-anpiifral mdip 

comma,hly known. According, to human paragon (Ejtic Lei>d 

|M some reports, the serpent wenches fighter 20 whose hupa^lMltihg 

d . vary greatly in number and race guise is a direct manifest at ion of Lhe 
v . - i-ir. o. 

jJjACNiFicerrr Ecos 

on bur site! 

iJll^ardaf; 

rifj^siU! Min in 24 
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fhe Queen's Kiss All items 10-30% off SRP 
OVER 5,000 HEMS 
ilR STOCK FROM... 

In Eberron, the World Serpent Inn has a number of portals that 

open from time to time, all across the continent of Khorvaire and 

beyond. Of these, only one is relatively permanent: the Queen's Kiss. 

Located in the bustling city of Fairhaven, the capilo! of Aundair, the 

Queen's Kiss is a flower shop throughout the day, but those who 

approach it after hours often hear the sounds of laughter and merri¬ 

ment, even though it is dark and empty inside. Anyone who attempts 

to open the door to the shop while standing on any sort of flower 

petals instead finds the portal to the World Serpent Inn. Other door¬ 

ways to the Inn certainly exist, but they are not constant Known por¬ 

tals open to Sham, Stormreach, and Sarlona, while a single rotting 

door opens to the ruined city of Metro I in the Mourn land. 

•MARKKA 

www.miniaturemarket.com 
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demiplane-ddry -who -governs ■ the 

; . World Serpent IniL y 
' 

Serpent Wenches ’ 
': ■ Most of tlie. s.erpeh't':Wenches resemA. 

^ ble cafne.Iy* cherubic gnomes some- 

3 feet in-height with pointed ears ^ 

. and n o s'e s' • with a slight,. re d.dish ; 

Hue. They wear revealing'frocks 

mad e from • tH e deep indigo skin • 

dly^efji^r 

3& adorned with twite, 

klingipoints of white 

Light A close exami- - 

natiok of'each- wench^y 

jjfil ■ garhspggests a view idthy; I 

a'section, of the heayene, 

l i ’ , almo st 0 iftSte:3±e s s wd:s d : 

portal to outer space. 

For • the most .part, :the ser- 

pent wenches' are chaotic neu-- • 

tral fe male half- fey :gnome - rqgi i e s. 

.although'1 their- exact.- level - should 

: .he adj usted to match th at, of the 

player characters > Regardless of tlieir 

v: Strengthi eadTSerpeait wench is c&pa- 

■ hie of tiffin g. hii ge p] at E; ers o f' dri nks 

'and.'navigating tlirbughthe always - 

crowded common room without the 

' slightest bit of effort/ • 

The serpent, Wenches are said 

Kff/VU. 
■ r? %*' 

the hMf- mad shWii ihrm ^ diately tie d 

to seek His own destiny. / 

.After . s (unnbliug. through a por¬ 

tal to the World Serpent Inn in 

the'ffl^h Desfert of ZaikharayAMTn 

now resides in a back room and 

spends hif days in: a quiet corner 

of the common room. Tlie sliair 

has :found a quiet line of work 

as an. information. broker and. 

• regularly m eets with-genies from . 

fee Elemental Planes. 

Chchkraran 
ChchTiraran :{N male 

thri-laeen fighter 5/ 

dervish 4 [Compete 

•'Warrior]); is ■ a hulking 

• thx.i-kreen standing over 7 • ■ 
feet tall. He has six limbs with 

a -tough/ sandy-yellow exoskeh 

.... tton, His four forward Jihibs each 

have'a hand vMfli three fingers and 

Than o.pposabiedhtimb., fie Has.lost the 

. naivete of youth, but retains his ins a- 

tiable curiosity about the customs of 

Akim a]-Kalaafs • Tiff- oiher races, .y ' 

Akim al-Kdaas (CE male. ;£akharan - Chdblmjramha jIa from:the world of 

• hum ah: fshaftr te Co mpm - Alias, where • he: Was ..dispatched, by his 

dium]) is-'a tall* unnaturally thin man . tribe- tO-.tb the citf of Tyr to acquire .the 

with a: dark' scraggly -beard, hooked famed steel weapons bfTVrian crafts- 

nose, and., wild eyes. He- wears silk men, Hd%turiibled uitdflie World Ser- 

mbes-of either: durkgredti-ctf maroon ' pent Irmby accident long ago and :ha4 

skmiteP :-and always wears a deep vel-. never found a way.to return. 

•low turban set with an blood-red Cliclfkraran has adopted the 

. fuby.'He'Carries.-a tedkystaS caiwed wait-staff and. regular patrons 'of 

with -two mterlocicirig spirals and the World Serpent Inn as his pack 

topped with,a- brass figurine of a. and evinces e'mhplete and utter toy- 

capering monkey, , ally to thenl Other patrons of tire 

Akim-hails from. Hiyaf the' City of World -Serpent Inn might find-bite 

• Intrigue, dn the continent ofZalchara • friendly one minute and murder ous 

• in. At-Q A dim. In his youth.; he tried . the nbxtyThe thri-kreen is a regular 

and failed to magically- coerce- the ' comfiteaht m life brawling pfts^as He 

peni Jim has fts regulars: long- sultana of Hryal to marry him. He lr^.a.tendency to challenge patrons 

time: patrons '. who .'never seem Lo !"later took:?service Whiteopense: ;to-the-' s^bent 

U : leaye.i.^nd;are asyopch^ the , Mafwaif al-jaba 1 al-ffiyiK, the Gift w0idhdsy^ matter how Vmail, 

backdrop -as the:ever-preseht hazei; Man df the Mountain, sweartegi'ter.':;-T;.^cMkrarah's loiigstandingfnten 

Some,0c^ trappeddiere, unable to odth tb Sefye him dntil Mafwan^ est in acquiring steel weapons for 

find a way hom^ while others have \death. Ebhtedny years AkimTed^tee =:'?• his: pack has transformed into an 

, .fled their native worlds and fear, UnHeapy a- quiet -and unassuming ' fdiiierest.in magiodl weapafpisV Jnbw 

the day the doors open wide Lo the faction among the holy slayers of -rrt^ke.s a living buying and selling 

placedrom whichThcyran. -Ahand- " the bveHasting .in "tee fortress uf Uajgc arms and -.ar-maTaciifl'with 

ji fill dwell elsewhere but return reg- Sarahin^better known as Assassin the patrons of the World 

••;v .'ularly by way-.oftetebut-guateb^^ Mountain; Maiwah's death finally thin. He keepsh\$ current inventory 

rM 

"-li 

Mspdftct hail ffom the realni bf"Faerie,- 

cal though it is unclear if that is 

p . ;;a-world unto, itself dir a sejidiMe 

|®|i \ dimefi^ibfi of another .place. They 

tTt;stalks ' the backroads .: and cross- 

r oads.of te ei r r'eal m/hut -the • nature 

of such a- creature,; if at even exists, 

•is tmkndwm., • 

The Regulars 
hike any tteern7 the World. Ser- 
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•u:. 
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Kraksha of Khorvaire gives consultations for outrageous 

7 ' Kraksha of KhoTVaire (LE male rak- ' fees), many suspect that Mdlomir 

fe shasa sorcerer $j:is a painfully thin has foreseen some, great cataclysm 

humanoid tiget garbedin great how- . that wiil soon unfold, on his. native 

ing robes of purple and gold. His ' world, which he seeks to -avoid by 

tiger fur is greasy and -sparse, with •: residing within the World Serpent 

of Mellomir's wffiihgness to hire 

ous portions of his anatomy: adventurers to recover artifacts of 

This renegade raksh as a- is-an exile . Eaeruman cons tmction lost .on other 

&om the continent of Khorvaire on ; planes add s credence to this theory. 

the world of Eberkctnc During the. 

Last War, he; succumbed to- some • Phoebus 
jp: •■■■ - fpM. .of qurseyand whs driven-into. Phoebus' (N male::imtd&lk- fighter,: 

p; exile by his Irin, who: feared '.they 13)' is /a powerfully built iizardfbllf 

might too share his fate: . with clawed hands,' a long tail, and 

Kraksha is still finding his place toothy jawsl He favors a bearskin 

■['.'pent Inn,-fp|.;his constant sCheirnii 

y ,, . and. attemp ts to dohiihate. his fejld 

■ patfohs;-hayq; woh tallies 

r-.f among the clientele. As a result, 

the oiice-prdud Kraksha has been 

fe reduefei:% selling spell's - to. fund- 

Kf his efforts and pay! his; mounting 

tab at the ban .. ■ ,-f 

Mellbhiif of Arabe! 
MeUpmir of .: Arab el (LN male; 

ehopdathau.' human^diviner 12/ 

Idtekeeper iq^n damage 5) is 1|£i 
dry clapper man-'.whose neatly; 

; trimfri e d.hair an 4 beard' are' going 

of prophecies . sand divinafiph^ 

Mellpmir is a relspefedls§er yslfcd*: 

|fc, has !acctoMely predicted ' several. 

|f|V important evenffe on Toril, include 

Ife' ing the deaths of Bhail and Myrliul 

1| during tlie Time bf %o\ibks, the 

JtL, reappear £icq pf the .fabled Riirg of 

Wmfer, the invasion of tire Inner 

Sea by Xakhavas, and the return of 

|J§ the Gity of Shade. Hh’s also siif1, 

iy vived several kidnapping attempts 

Ippy Tnd; single-handedly destroyed 

?. - an enthje stgate family after itf 

: d eemedihiiri a foe and tried tope aty ; 

7 edly to assassmate him. 

Iff In recent -years, "the Seer of A$a- ■7 

lft: bel has largely dbMdohed the eifyf 

H. for the familiar confines of the : 

;j:y. World Serpent Inn. Although .lie 

W 
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S'erpeuLis. better, for business jhe 



l-leinq a pirate, or a'civtntui lr of any sort, often " ■"ASM 
revolves m ound .the redistribution of wealth, 

sdinetimesii is the result df marauding, tsS.t 

not always. A good game is of ter. a welcome 

diversion. With Crystal C'aste:s new' Pyra te 's ’ 

Plunder Poker,set, ydirfe ready. Each round-topped wooden chest; contains a deck of playing 

cards with beautifully lllustrat^d''hacK^,..f'iv^'tiice with-a pirate flog in ;pf3cd of the lone, and piratfe 

doubloon poker cl ups in gold, silver, and copper. All you need now are easy prey to plunder: 

0utility Products For Serious Gamers 



Zll pitaise ter the Icuccgiwri 

ter the Zb-baMa., bfe tXwriii 

chi linen tuber mbt fiiee o\rat 

the burftB 2Ji& plateaus erf the 

high besait, m the pune laii65 

of the enlightened pTtafee ter 

the sheikhs xnb the \nzietts 

urhcrUA^ thetiubes, the houses 

of xsxb baltR., dbi'b, thxixnb, 

wber outwit the eneatuues of 

the pit erf gbuls, tuber give aims 

to the charitable projects of 

the desert mosque* ZIL pnaise 

to the house of nasr( the eagle 

that guards the mosque, 

Znd among us tonight ts a 

near triibe, the al-qamar, tbe 

chUdnen of the moon* let us 

toelcome them mitb noast 

lamb tuitb rice xnb tea an6 all 

things in abundance, anb tuitb 

alb the ]oi-| m our hearts. 

nKvtr^oa lo *Wt«, 

0$t (^ze/uA fijkeg 

by Wolfgang Baur • illustrated by Andrew Hou 

be portal connecting the World Serpent Inn to 

f + AL-Qadim drops explorers 90 miles from the 

Great Oasis, during a gathering of tribes, when 

the various major houses of the desert gather to trade, 

arrange marriages, conduct politics! dispense justice, and 
settle feuds. 

This time, the gathering is hosted by the House of 

Nasr, the tribe responsible for guarding the Desert 

Mosque that is the most important haram {holy site) of 

the desert riders. In addition. Sheikh Nadia mum Fadela 

(LG female human fighter 15} declared that all sheikhs 

and viziers must feast with her at least twice, at the start 

and end of the gathering, in a grand “desert council/1 She 

hopes to generate some unity and settle.a few old disputes 

*5 
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over food Foreigners and strangers 

aren't deeply welcome, "but desert 

hospitality never falters. 

Characters who leave the World Ser¬ 

pent Inn find themselves in the deep 

desert, about three days' ride (or seven 

days’ walk) from the-Desert Mosque. A 

DC 15 Survival check determines the 

likely sources of water and shade, such 

as the nearby Three-Jackal Oasis. 

the cities 
the beseittz 
Most ajami (foreigners) who come to 

the land of Zakhara lavish praise on 

the Al-Hadhar, the rooted citizens of 

the villages, towns, and the enormous 

cities—from Hiyal, the City oflntrigue, 

to Huzuz, the City of Delights. But 

some would say the cities are only the 

most familiar landmarks, that the true 

heart of Zakhara and the Enlightened 

people of the Loregiver are the des¬ 

ert tribes; the Al-Badia. They live in 

the High Desert and in the Haunted 

Lands to the north, always moving 

their herds, their tents, and their goods, 

and always unshakeablc in their fervor, 

their honor, and their Fate. 

The other half of the people of 

Zakhara are the Al-Hadhar, the settled 

people of the cities and coastlines. 

Although perhaps more numerous 

in die great cities, their lives are often 

poor and short—slavery, famine, and 

war are more common among the AI- 

Hadhar than among the desert people. 

Both the Al-Badia and the ALHad- 

har are followers of Fate—which 

determines the course of all things 

and can undermine the proudest and 

mightiest caliph—as expressed in 

tlie words of the Loregiver, a woman 

whose Fate-inspired teachings form 

the foundation of all law and most 

customs of the Land of Fate. 

ftuenbU] nwmJbs 
If die DM is especially generous, a 

group of desert riders finds die party 

and offers camels and clothes to ward 

off the sun and heat for the low price 

of zoo gp per person. Haggling doesn't 

work in this situation: The desert rid¬ 

ers are members of the tribe of Thawr, 

the children of the Bull, known for 

their excellent camels and their fends 

with the Pearl Cities. If the PCs attack 

or attempt to buy then valuable cam¬ 

els cheap, the Thawr simply ride away. 

Even if merchants of Thawr return, 

their prices double. 

A successful DC 12 Survival check 

allows the party to follow the Al-Thawr 

tribe across the sands to the Desert 

Mosque. Once there, the party is not 

welcomed unless at least one member 

is a desert rider or a ranger, druid, or 

barbarian with desert skills file tribes 

respect Groups with at least one such 

person are welcomed—begrudgingly, 

if not warmly. 

Lxr^ offxte 
Discover more 

of Al-Qadim's 

mysteries at either 

the downloads 

section of wizards, 

com/dnd or with 

the fan-continued 

campaign at 

at-qadim.com. 

Mil 

the seven gu<£At 
tivibes <jf tfie brgb 
besejvt 
House of Nasr, the people of the 

eagle, serves as the host of this gath¬ 

ering of nomads. The house’s sheikh, 

Nadia umm Fadcla, is one of the few 

female leaders among the desert 

tribes. The Nasr guard the Desert 

Mosque, a haram of great importance 

to the tribes. It stands in the north¬ 

ern reaches, not far from the Pit of 

Ghuls and the land bridge to the 

north, past the City of Delights. This 

year, the Desert Mosque is the center 

of file great gathering of tribes, an 

event held every four or five years in 

a different quarter of Llie High Des¬ 

ert, as Fate wills it. 

Attending this year are the Nasr, of 

course, but also the House of Asad, 

the children of the lion, led by the 

most powerful man of the High Des¬ 

ert, Sheikh Najib bin Kamal al-Asad 

{LM male human, fighter 20). The 

Asad tribe might only be guests of 

the Nasr, but their horses are watered 

first and graze on the best pasture 

near the oasis. Although Sheikh 

Nadia of the Nasr is the host of each 

nights feast—the feast of Sheikhs, 

of Viziers, of the Maidens, and so 

forth—Sheikh Najib sits at Sheikh 

Nadia's right hand each night, and 

whether he whispers or bellows, 

those around him listen closely. 

The remaining tribes include 

the wolflike raiders of House Dhi’b, 

the respectable House Dubb sheep 

herders, the camel herders of House 

Thawr (led by the slightly crazed and 

apocalyptic elf Sheikh All AT Sad id), 

and tiny House Bakr, the smallest of 

file great tribes that has largely set¬ 

tled in the city of Taj si. The seventh 

house is the House of Silir, the jann 

who follow His Resplendent Magnifi¬ 

cence, die honest but ruthless Amir 

Boidadin al-Mutajalli (LE male janni, 

sha'u 10 [Dragon Compendium, 51]}, in 

the depths of the inhospitable Great 

Anvil of the desert. 

Although the jann rarely leave file 

inhospitable lands of the Anvil, they 

axe showing themselves at the Great 

Mosque this year, further, they arrive 

with a warning: the dao are coming, 

and they are not planning to drink tea 

and talk of sheep and camel breeding. 

hostile nerma^s: the, 
uninvited 
Two tribes are even more hostile 

than most and are never invited to 

the gatherings: the Houses of Uqab 

and Tayif also called the Ghost-War¬ 

riors. Either or both might harass the 

PCs in file desert, demanding tolls or 

“escort fees/' 

The Tayif are white-clad raiders 

led by die foreigner. Sheikh Mouli al- 

Ajami (LG male human, paladin 14), 

and are fanatical enemies of file Grand 

Caliph, They seek to enslave anyone 
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who proclaims loyalty to the caliph, 

pillaging and destroying their settle¬ 

ments. They wish to recruit foreigners 

against the seven great tribes, to disrupt 

the ''debauched traffic with spirits” and 

other blasphemous activities that they 

claim happen during the gathering* 

The Uqab are a league of vulturest 

consisting of outcasts, exiles, scaven¬ 

gers, raiders, and horse thieves* They 

axe led by Sheikh Hanjar al-Haqara 

(NE male human, rogue iS) and his 

disreputable vizier, a flame mage who 

was formerly a member of the Broth¬ 

erhood of True Fire. Neither tribe is 

enlightened or civilized, but both 

demand money, wine, or fine mounts 

from “trespassers” in the desert. 

&bv&r>tvnv£5 m the- 
high btsevX 
Tlie camps and caravans of the 

desert tribes stc full of intrigue, 

alliances, marriages, and haggling, 

providing the backdrop for all man¬ 

ner of high adventure* Any of these 

adventure ideas can be used to draw 

a party out ofthe World Serpent Inn 

and into AI-Qadim* 

oVnlinvtrf of the, mcron 
On the first night of the gather¬ 

ing, a new tribe rides in from the 

Haunted Lands to the north. The 

tribe calls itself the Al-Qamaxr the 

Children of the Moon, and its gray, 

white, and purple-robed riders arrive 

at the last minute on the first night, 

riding strong but tired camels and 

displaying finely woven saddle blan¬ 

kets* First treated with suspicion (a 

new tribe hasn't been formed since 

the yellow-haired foreigner Sheikh 

Moult al-Ajami created the violent 

raiding Tayif a decade ago), the old 

tribes welcome the people of Al- 

Qamar once it becomes clear they 

are peaceful, enlightened, and have a 

deep understanding of the desert. 

The tribe's young sheikh, Fouad Al- 

Qamar (CG male human, ranger 14), 

impresses the other, older chieftains 

and joins them for the First Night Feast, 

sharing the Bond of Salt with them on 

his people's behalf The bargaining and 

gEgj 

Sheikh Nadia 

urnm b'adela 

talespinning goes 

late into the night 

The next morning, though, 

shortly after dawn, things change* 

The Al-Qamar camels are skeletal— 

no more than leather over bones* 

Their riders are worse. Translucent 

and incorporeal in daylight, they are 

clearly unde ad, RumoTS fly that this 

is some trick sent from the Pit of 

the Ghuls. 

Although Sheikh Fouad*s tribe is 

undead and incorporeal, the young 

sheikh is an exception* He claims 

he is the last living member of his 

tribe, and he seeks Lo find rest for 

his people from their ceaseless trav¬ 

els through the desert. Further, he 

claims tlie protection ofthe Bond of 

Salt for all his people. While the var¬ 

ious tribes debate whether to break 

the Bond of Salt and throw them 

out, or even attack them, young 

Foitad asks the party to release his 

ghost tribe from its connection to 

the Material Plane. To do so requires 

a phoenix feather. 

To release the Al-Qamar tribe (or 

for its own reason s), the party might 

pursue a phoenix nesting on a tall 

desert outcropping nearby. A single 

feather can release the souls of the 

entire ghost tribe—or can work 

other magic* 

bx<j slxvens 
Some wricked sha'ir or spiteful jann 

has told the dao about the gathering 

of desert tribes, and as a result a 

number of dao organized an expe¬ 

dition to travel from the Great Dis¬ 

mal Delve and go raiding. The dao 

arrive in force, kidnapping anyone 

who wanders far from the Great 

Mosqne, stealing horses, and 

generally breaking the peace of 

the gathering. If they hear of the 

phoenix, they make that their pri¬ 

mary goal, sending small groups 

to delay or fight off any challeng¬ 

ers who dare to venture near the 

phoenix’s nesting site* When the 

phoenix has laid its egg and immo¬ 

lated itself the dao leader, General 

Walid, plans on rising to the site 

on a pillarlpjsand to claim the bird’s 

three golden feathers. He also uses 

the pillar wrhen directing his troops 

against nomad attacks. 

General Walid al-Muhaddith (LE 

male dao noble, fighter 10), the leader 

ofthe dao expedition, is confident in 

the thirty genie5 under Ills command 

and smug about their superiority 

to mere mortals or the "polluted” 

jann. Their goal involves capturing 

as many slaves, camels, and horses 

as they can, until discovered and 

chased by the superior forces of the 

combined tribes. At that point, Gen¬ 

eral al-Muhaddith retreats and takes 

what he has won to the safety of the 

Great Dismal Delve on the Elemen¬ 

tal Plane of Earth. 

spells ofthe. bxa 
The dao command a particular style 

of earth magic that they call the 

"province of sand,” spells tailored 

and tested to use desert elements. 

prUaJi/ ufzxnb 
Transmutation [Earth] 

Level; Drd 2, Sor/Wiz 2 

Range: Touch 

Components: V, S, F 

Duration; i round/level (D) 

Area of Effect: See description 

Saving Throw: Reflex (see text) 

Spell Resistance: No 

Concentrating for a moment, you fid the 

sand around you solidify and congeal In 

moments, it rises into the air in a column, 
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Yon create a cylindrical pillar of sand 

tliat rises from the desert floor, car¬ 

rying your target with it. Characters 

within 10 feet of the target also rise 

unless they jump clear with a suc¬ 

cessful Reflex save. 

This spell works only in sandy 

regions such as dunes, beaches, and 

deserts, since the sand that makes 

up the pillar is drawn from the sur¬ 

rounding area. The top of the pil¬ 

lar is a solid and level circle with a 

10-foat radius centered around the 

target of the spell. The solid top of 

the pillar is only an inch thick; the 

rest of it is very loose, thus requiring 

less sand than the volume would oth¬ 

erwise indicate. 

Once the pillar is formed, it can 

rise as high as available sand allows, 

up to 10 feet per caster level. You can 

make the column shorter than its 

maximum height if you wish. If the 

pillar of sand or those upon it strikes 

another solid object (such as a cavern 

ceiling), the pillar automatically stops 

rising. Aside from those restrictions, 

you can raise and lower the pillar io 

feet per round as a free action. The 

pillar has Armor Class 9 + your Intel¬ 

ligence modifier, Hardness 5, and 10 

hp per castex level. If reduced to o hit 

points or affected by a move earth or 

successful dispel magic, the pillar col¬ 

lapses and creatures atop it fall. 

The pillar remains stationary 

unless willed to move by the caster 

or the target creature (in the case 

where the caster or target creature 

disagree on where the piUai should 

go, the caster's will wins out). The 

pillar has a move speed equal to 10 

feet per five caster levels (10 feet 

at caster levels 3rd^5th, 20 feet at 

caster levels 6th-xoth, and so on) 

to a maximum of 40 feet. The pil¬ 

lar cannot cross water. The pillar 

cannot move into or through an 

occupied square. A creature mov¬ 

ing into the pillar of sand takes lthj. 

points of damage per round and 

becomes blinded for id6 minutes. 

A successful Reflex save halves the 

damage and negates the blindness. 

Creatures other than the target of 

the spell riding atop the pillar can 

step off and on (such as onto or off 

of a nearby balcony) without affect¬ 

ing its stability or dispelling it. If the 

target of the spell steps off the top of 

the pillar, it immediately collapses. 

The caster can collapse the pillar 

at any time by dismissing the spell. 

Creatures stepping off the pillar take 

falling damage depending on the 

pillar’s height. 

Focus; Enough sand to create the pil¬ 

lar, such as that found on a beach or 

in desert terrain. Pebbles less than an 

inch across, grit, or even loose shale 

can also serve as sand, but solid stone, 

packed earth, mud, or rocks more 

than an inch across cannot. The spell 

requires 500 cubic feet of sand per 10 

feet of height. 

tTt£ASUK£ Of Z&khXKX 

Majestic and mysterious, a phoenix 

{Monster Manual II, 168) possesses 

a wide array of healing powers, as 

well as command over fire and sev¬ 

eral other powerful magical abili¬ 

ties. Occasionally, a phoenix sheds 

a magical feather, which it some¬ 

times grants to a proven protector 

of good. Those of evil dispositions 

sometimes kill phoenixes for their 

feathers, but such an undertaking is 

fraught with peril. A magical feather 

from a phoenix is inherently tied to 

the potent power of the creature and 

cannot he made by mortal hands. 

pbcrenix fczdheit 

This minor artifact grants its bearer 

several powerful magical effects. 

Description: This foot-long feather 

has a golden shaft and barbuie s that 

blend from a bright crimson to a 

pale yellow. It feels somewhat warm 

to the touch, even in the coldest cli¬ 

mates and long after it has left the 

body of a phoenix. 

Prerequisite: You must he able to 

cast spells in order to use a phoenix 

feather to scribe a scroll. 

Activation: Scribing a scroll with 

a phoenix feather requires the normal 

length of time to scribe a scroll of the 

chosen spelf as well as the appropriate 

paper and ink. Using a phoenix feather 

to destroy undead or water creatures 

requires a standard action and a com¬ 

mand word. Activating a phoenixfeather 

to bring back the dead requires 10 

minutes of concentration. 

Effect: A phoenix feather provides 

three abilities; inscribing spells of 

flame, destroying undead and water 

creatures, or restoring life to any liv¬ 

ing creature. Using any one of these 

effects destroys the feather 

Inscribing Spells: Any spellc aster can 

use a phoenix feather to scribe a scroll 

of any fire spell of any level The caster 

need not understand the spell to write 

it properly and need not have the 

Scribe Scroll feat The scroll is always 

flawless and written as if by a 24th- 

levd caster. Using a scroll of a higher- 

level. spell than you can cast subjects 

you to all the usual risks described in 

the Dungeon Master's Guide. 

Destroying Undead or Water Crea¬ 

tures: The phoenix feather can be 

brandished to turn {but not rebuke) 

undead or creatures with the water 

subtype (as a cleric with the Eire 

domain) as a 24th-leve] cleric. A ghost 

destroyed by a phoenix feather cannot 

return to existence with its rejuvena¬ 

tion ability. 

Restore Life: The phoenix feather can 

be used to cast true resurrection (caster 

level 24th). 

Aura/Caster Level: Overwhelming 

transmutation, CL 24th. 

Weight —, tZ 
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WORLD SERPENT INN 
Ek eep in the back hallways of the World Serpent 

$ Inn stands a door kept tmder lock and key for 

" as long as anyone can Tern ember. Sand seeps 

in around the edges of the door, for the desert world— 

Athas—bums on the other side, ever under the searing 

heat of its darkened sun. 

Ancient wars left Athas a dying wasteland with few 

regions capable of supporting human life. Athasians 

cluster around a handful of cities ruled by despotic 

wizards and psions called sorcerer-kings. With no dei¬ 

ties to pray to and few ways to travel off the world, the 

people of Athas are truly isolated. 

What little civilization remains centers on a region 

called the T^hldands—a desolate area other worlds would 

consider an uninhabitable desert dominated by sand 

dunes, barren stonescapes, and salt flats, f or the people 

of Athas, however, the Tablelands offer respite from the 

true horrors of the rest of the world. Harsh conditions, 

even for the wealthy of the Thblelands, place survival at a 

premium, and strange beasts stalk Ore deserts. 

XL DRAGON 3$T JaNusty2007 

In this godless world, Athasian clerics gain their 

powers through pacts with the elements, Psionics 

are commonplace: psions, psychic warriors, and wild 

talents predominate. Arcane spellcasters draw their 

magical energy from plant life. Careless or greedy 

wizards called defilers turn the ground around them 

into sterile ash wherever they cast spells. Failing to 

distinguish defilers from other wizards, known as 

preservers, most Athasians hate them all equally, 

blaming them for Athasr condition. 

Athas used up most of its resources long ago, and 

little metal remains, Athasians make most of their 

weapons from bortef^tohe, and wood, and have devel¬ 

oped numerous resins and treatments for: harden¬ 

ing such materiaisbThey sharpen obsidian, animal 

teeth, and bones to razor edges. Qffworld visitors 

likely find their metal equipment of great interest 

to the locals. Such travelers must take care to retain 

their metal goods or find them suddenly missing 

when needed most. 



INTO THE 
WASTES 
The door to Athas opens in the 

depths of a set of mins, half buried 

beneath a sand dune. 'The wind blows 

and shifts sand regularly, and careless 

travelers might easily lose track of the 

ruins. Someone new to Athas likely 

first notices its extreme heat; tem¬ 

peratures approach 140 degrees dur¬ 

ing the day. It is a dry heat as well, and 

the ill-prepared quickly find them¬ 

selves dehydrated and dying of thirst 

(see pages 303 and 304 of the Dungeon 

Master’s Guide). 

A narrow, unpaved trade road 

winds through rocky terrain sev¬ 

eral miles northwest of the ruins. 

The path to the road runs through 

large shifting sand dunes that make 

footing treacherous. The straightest 

route to the road from the door to 

the World Serpent tun takes the bet¬ 

ter part of half a day. 

The Village 
A distant, nameless village becomes 

visible at the intersection where the 

path meets the road. The village 

contains fewer than a dozen poorly 

crafted huts made horn dried mud 

and tattered animal hides. Most of 

the villagers—a dirty straggly group 

of ex-slaves—look famished. While 

fortunate enough to survive a mad 

escape into the desert, the villagers 

have begun to slowly starve to death. 

Like many other ex-slave communi¬ 

ties, they have no idea how to care for 

themselves in the desert and likely 

face extinction within the year. 

Near the village, a small oasis 

serves as a water supply for the vil¬ 

lagers and £s: a provisioning point 

foT cai-avans. Surrounding the oasis, 

a loose pile of scavenged rocks 

approximates an unstable wall about 

6 feet tall, with mud taking the place 

of inprtar. A pool of muddy, brack¬ 

ish water, ir; feet in diametep feeds; 

a modes t area wliefe plant life grows 

thick and green. 

This small, nameless oasis lies about 

20 miles southeast of the city-state of 

Draj. If travelers can find a reliable 

guide, the journey there only takes 

two days. If they take up with a cara¬ 

van (usually slow-moving but heavily- 

defended) instead, the journey can last 

anywhere from four to eight days, but 

they have a much better chance of sur¬ 

viving all of the dangers of Athas. 

By virtue of strength, a man named 

Vhreen (CN male human barbarian 

S) assumed command of the village, 

Vhreen came up with the idea to wall 

off the oasis to control the resource 

and secure trade from passing cara¬ 

vans. Most traders accept this as 

the cost of doing business, because 

Vhreen's “water fees” remain low, 

Vhreen's handful of loyal guards 

take most of the benefit of this trade, 

while the rest of the ex-slaves starve. 

For all his bravado, Vhreen is careful 

not to anger the trade caravans that 

pass through. Some cany as many 

guards as there are villagers, and in 

the wastelands, the merchant houses 

that control the caravans are a law 

unto themselves. Nobody would miss 

a village, of ex-slaves. 

Several small animals come and 

go at the oasis, most darting quickly 

between rocks or hiding in small 

shrubs around the pool. One of the 

regularly seen animals—an herbivo¬ 

rous raslinn (see Dungeon #111)—is 

actually a hahling druid named Der- 

ian (LN male halfling druid 10). Der- 

lari guards this desert oasis, observ¬ 

ing all comers carefully, watching 

for abuses: excessive hunting, over- 

draining, of the water supply, and the 

worst sin of all—defiling. 

In Deri ah 5 true form, he has deep 

red, unkempt hair that appears to 

not have met a brush in years. His 

teeth are filed dowri to sharp points, 

lie wears a simple cloth robe, and he 

seems uribothered by the heat. Der- 

lan distrusts everyone and remains 

in animal form unless if becomes 

absolutely necessary to converse 

with someone. The h aiding avoids 

contact with the village that recently 

appeared, and since he feels:fhe-des¬ 

ert will soon reclaim if he feds no 

need to introduce himself 

The Elves 
The Skydancer tribe of elves claim 

the sands around the oasis. They 

and all other Athasian elves distrust 

those not of their tribe, and they are 

not likely Lo engage in small talk 

with travelers—even those from 

other worlds—except to create a 

distraction while robbing them. 

General gossip in the ex-slave vil¬ 

lage holds that the elves axe plotting 

something. While the two groups 

have never been friendly, some of the 

elves came by the village a few times 

each week to drink at the oasis. None 

of the Sky dancers have visited in 

more than a week, however, and the 

villagers claim the deserL has taken 

on a foreboding stillness. 

Travelers not native to Athas likely 

don’t recognize the Skydancers as 

elves. Standing nearly 7-feet tail, Atha¬ 

sian elves are consummate desert 

dwellers: their do thing blends in with 

the desert sands and their leathery 

skin appears sun-baked and gaunt 

Quick thinking and nimble, Atha¬ 

sian elves make natural runners, and 

their long strides swiftly eat up miles. 

They rarely taxe about those outside 

their tribe and ate renown across the 

Tablelands as thieves, raiders, smug¬ 

glers, and liars. Although known as the 

most reliable sources for contraband 

material, such as spell components, 

dves j ust as often cheat their'business 

partners” as make fair deals. 

The Caravan 
Trade caravans frequently cross the 

Tablelands, stopping at oases and vil¬ 

lages along the way. The following 

sample caravan might stop by the vil¬ 

lage of ex-skves during the PCs’ vkit. 

The wagons of this caravan fry a 

black banner with two bestial yellow 

eyes. The ex-slave villagers identify 

the caravan as belonging to House 

Tsalaxa, amajormerchant house. The 

small caravan, built fox speed* boasts 

a dozen outriders on crodlu—two- 

legged animals resembling scaled 

ostriches. Another six traders ride on 

inix—large, slow-moving lizards— 

which are also laden with saddle- 
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CHRIS FLIPSE ATHAS AND THE WORLD SERPENT INN 

Do you want La know more about Dark Sum? Dragon #315 presents * 

n-depth rules for defiler magic, Dragon #319 updates Dark Sun to 

hird edition with roughly thirty pages oF rules and background information, 

while Dragon #339 presents the dragon king epic prestige class. Also, make 

jure to visit the Dark Sun website at athas.orgj or take part in the fan coni' 

munity discussions over at wizards.com/boards. 

bags and tightly wrapped bundles. 

Two wagons, one open and the other 

completely enclosed, round out the 

caravan, each pulled by a team of two 

unburdened inix* 

The trade goods the caravan car¬ 

ries offer little of interest to most 

adventurers, consisting of salt, wheat, 

and bolts of silk and linen. Hidden 

among its mundane trade goods, the 

caravan carries large bones suitable 

for use as weapons, massive scales 

usable for shields and armor, and. 

ancient stone statues meant for a 

templar's temple* The caravan trad¬ 

ers are extremely interested in any 

metal gear travelers might carry, 

however, and are willing to trade ser¬ 

vices, some personal possessions, and 

large quantities of ceramic coins (the 

currency of the metal-poor Table¬ 

lands) for therm The caravan's guards 

and traders consider the cargo in the 

enclosed wagon to be quite valuable, 

as they let no one approach. 

Two defUers serve among the cara¬ 

van guards, as well as a telepath arid 

a seer The defilers happily train any 

wizards they meet in their particular, 

destructive way of spellcasting. 

The caravan traders usually require 

about a day to gather enough water 

from the oasis to carry themselves to 

their next destination. In that time, 

they willingly trade with all comers. 

DARING THE 
WASTES 
The primary goal of every living 

creature on Athas is survival, making 

the accumulation of wealth Or glory 

secondary concerns. From lost des¬ 

ert wanders: to desperate slaves seek¬ 

ing aid fox their village a variety of 

desolate souls might wander into the 

World Serpent Trm seeking respite 

and salvation. 

Blighted Well: Shortly after the 

caravan arrives, the oasis dries to 

a trickle. The caravan guards and 

traders take up position inside the 

oasis walls and refuse to leave until 

they accumulate enough water to 

continue on. The threat of death by 

dehydration soon begins to loom 

over the villagers. 

Some mutter angrily about the 

“Spirit of the WelT and point to cir¬ 

cles of ash that have appeared since 

the caravan’s arrival. The villagers 

claim the caravan brought a blight, 

dooming the village by drying up Lhe 

oasis. No one in the village can truly 

challenge the caravan, niid no one is 

sure why the oasis has run dry 

All of these events are the machi¬ 

nations of defikr wizards attached to 

the caravan, who seek to usurp con¬ 

trol of the caravan from the current 

leaders. The circles of ash axe created 

when the dealers cast their spells to 

lower the water level of the oasis. 

Desert Justice; A half-starving vil¬ 

lager calling himself Nine-Fingers 

approaches the PCs, perhaps within 

the World Serpent Inn (where his 

ceramic pieces lack any value). Nine- 

Fingers begs of the PCs to help him 

confront the village leader. He claims 

that Vhreen rules through fear and 

oppression. Nine-Fingers says he 

fears for his life and believes Vhreen 

plans to turn him over to the next 

group of slavers to come through the 

village—a grave accusation in a com¬ 

munity of ex-slaves. 

IF the parly- revises to assist Nine- 

Fingers, he disappears and cannot be 

found again. If the party ends up m the 

village at lhe same time as the caravan, 

successful BC 15 Spot checks reveal a 

mixed group of villagers and caravan 

guards leading, Nine-Fingers into the 

caravan's encampment late at night. 

Enslaved: The caravan travels 

with a great treasure in cargo, which 

it protects and conceals very care¬ 

fully The lone enclosed wagon stays 

under a strict watch, and the guards 

turn back anyone who approaches 

the wagon—with force, if necessary. 

Wood and cured leather form the 

wagon's sides, but it seems strangely 

quiet, traveling without a sound— 

not even a wheel creaking. 

The wagon holds a half-dozen 

slaves, including a few captured Sky- 

dancer elves caught by wandering 

slavers who later traded them to the 

caravan. House Tsalaxa uses the accep¬ 

tance power to make the slaves docile, 

while keeping the entire wagon under 

a silence spell at all times. Nobody in 

the village knows what the wagon 

contents are, although most assume 

it carries something of great value. 

Missing; Several hardy ex-slaves 

who do all the hunting for the vil¬ 

lage felled to return from a hunt¬ 

ing expedition several days ago. The 

villagers fear a sandstorm or some 

desert predator caught the hunters. 

Without these hunters, many villag¬ 

ers face starvation. 

A band of Sky dancers ambushed 

lhe hunters, captming two and leaving 

three for dead. One of the three came 

to and wandered blindly in the des¬ 

ert for a day before stumbling upon 

some ruins partially covered by a 

massive sand dune. Seeking solace 

from the oppressive heat within the 

ruins, the surviving hunter inadver¬ 

tently opened the door to the World 

Serpent Inn and fell unconscious. The 

PCs might stumble across the hunter 

in the back halls of the inn, leading 

them back to Athas (once they rouse 

and question the survivor), 

Upoii crossing into Athas, the party 

finds signs of the battle (site, including 

the slain hunters’ remains. Tracking 

the elves and theirprisoners requires 

a DC 20 Survival check. At the end 

of the trail, the party finds two of 

the prisoners staked out under the 

sun, waiting for heatstroke or desert 

predators to take them. The hunters 

are delirious, but they speak of angry 
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elves. The elves believe the villagers 

captured some of their tribesmen (it 

was actually a group of wandering 

slavers who traded them to the cara¬ 

van) and interrogated the hunters for 

hours before leaving them to die. 

NEW PSIONIC 
POWER 
Psionics are even more prevalent 

on Athas than magic is on normal 

worlds. As such, the people of Athas 

continue to develop new ways of 

adapting magic to psicnics. 

Acceptance 
Telepathy (Charm) [Mind-Affecting] 

Level: Telepath 2 

Display: Material and mental 

Manifesting Time: i round 

Range: Close (25 ft. + 5 ft.[2 levels) 

Target: One creature 

Duration: 1 houx/level 

Saving Throw: Will negates 

Power Resistance: Yes 

Power Points; 3 

Your subject twitches slightly as a set of 

ectoplasmic mamdes forms around his 

wrists and neck As die manacles fade 

from view, his emotions dim and he 

becomes more relaxed. 

As cahn emotions (Player's Handbook, 

207), except as noted here. 

Augment: For every 2 additional 

power points you spend, this powd¬ 

er's save DC increases by 1 and the 

duration increases by 1 hour. For 

every 2 additional power points 

you spend, this power can affect 

an additional target. Any addi¬ 

tional targets cannot be more 

than 15 feet from another target 

of this power. 

NEW FEATS 
All arcane spelkasters on Athas have 

the ability to defil e, killing what little 

plant life still exists. The following 

feat emulates the act of defil¬ 

ing. For a more extensive 

version of defiling, see 

DitACoztf #315. 

Defiler 
Yon can power your spell s using energy 

stolen from plants around you 

Prerequisite: Ability to cast: ish 

level arcane spells. 

Benefit: You may draw the life force- 

of plants around you in an act known 

as defiling. Casting a spell with defil¬ 

ing magic increases the caster level 

of the spell by +1, A spell cast with 

defiling magic takes longer to cast. 

If the spell's casting time is: a stan¬ 

dard action or less, its casting time 

increases to 1 round. If the spell's 

casting time is measured in rounds, 

its casting time increases by 1 round. 

If the spell's easting time is measured 

in mrnufes; its casting time increases 

by 1 minute. If the spell's casting time 

is measured in hours, its casting time 

increases by 1 hour. 

You may only use defiling magic 

to enhance arcane spells cast with 

an arcane spellcasting class. You 

cannot, for example, use defiling 

magic to cast a cleric’s domain spell 

that also appears on an arcane spell - 

casting class’s spell list. 

When yon defile, you instantly 

destroy all plant life (but not plant 

creatures) in a radius of 5 fee t per level 

of the spell. A o-level spell defiles a 

single 5-foot square. The defiled area 

becomes completely sterile and can 

never again support plant life. Only a 

carefully woided miracle can reverse 

this permanent sterility. 

In an area witho ut plant life (such 

as an area in which you already nsed 

defiler magic once before), any spell 

you cast with defiling magic fails and 

you lose the spell. 

Special: You cannot cast arcane 

spells on Atlias unless you possess 

this feat, even if you intend on never 

defiling. Wizards native to Athas gain 

this feat as a bonus feat when they 

gain their first level of wizard. 

NEW WEAPON 
Over the years, the elves of Athas 

have developed a new type of weapon 

thatmtows them to use their various 

strengths to greatest advantage. 

Elven Longblade 
The elven longblade is fashioned 

from a long shank of animal hone 

and sharpened along one edge. 

The length and the curve of the 

bone make it resemble a longer 

version of a scimitar or rapier. You 

may use the Weapon Finesse feat 

with: the elven longblade to apply 

your dexterity modifier, rather 

than your Strength modifier, on 

attack rolls. ^ 

New Weapon 
Exotic Weapon Cost Dmg(S) Dmg{M) Critical Weight Type 

One-Hcwded Melee Weapon 

Elyen 

longblade 60 cp* ld6 MS 18-20/x2 4 Slashing 

* Ceramic pieces, the equivalent of gold pieces (gp) in most worlds. 
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by Cam Banks * illustrated by Peter Bergting • cartography by Sean Macdonald 

War and disaster provide a stark backdiup to 

many of the heroic stories that play out in 

the world of Krynn* While knights, dragons, 

and mysterious wizards are arguably the setting's iconic 

elements, it is the courage, faith, and hope of its heroes 

in the face of tremendous adversity that characterize 

Dhagonlance. The events of the Legends trilogy by 

Margaret Weis and Tracy Hickman, and the Kingpriest 

trilogy by Chris Pierson, tell the stories of the time-trav¬ 

eling twins Raistlin and Caramon, the Kingpriest Beldi- 

nas Pilofiro, and the fall of mighty Istar. But theirs are 

not the only storylines woven into this time of doom 

and divine providence* 

In the typical Dkagonlance campaign, the Cataclysm 

is a distant memory, an event that signified the end of 

the Age of Might and marked the beginning of the Age 

of Despair. It is a reminder of the dangers of hubris and 

narrow-minded righteousness. Perhaps because of its 

pivotal and cosmological importance, it is the only time 

and place the World Serpent Inn opens to the wnrld of 

Krynn, as normally no amount of magic allows travel 

to or from the world* It is a time of impending disas¬ 

ter, offering numerous opportunities for courage, faith, 

hope—but, more importantly, it offers the opportunity 

for a mad scramble for I star's wealth before the city is 

destroyed forever 
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fjr h? fetar 
IM*S—{ Istar (metropolis); Magical; AL LG; 100,000 gp limit; t J 

[/ Assets 24,750,000,000 gp; Population 495,000; Isolated A—y' 

(96% human, 2% elf, 1% dwarf, 1% other races). 

I Auifiorfiy Figures: Betdinas Pilofiro, LG male human cleric 20 (King- 

\ priest of Istar); LordTithian, LG male human fighter 9/paladin 6 (Grand Mar¬ 

shal of the Knights ofthe Divine Hammer, currently absent). 

frnportont Chamcte^Quarath, LN male SEIvanesti elfaristocrat 4/derrc 12 (emis¬ 

sary of SEEvanestI; unable to cast spells); Fistandantilus, CE male human wizard 

7/Wizard of High Sorcery 10/arcbmage 5 (mage of the Black Robes); Highbufp 

Gorge IN, N male gully dwarf aristocrat 8 (supreme ruler of the Aghar of Istar), 

Knights of the Divine Hammer: Led by Grand Marshal TithJan, these elite 

knights serve at the pleasure of the Kingpriest and deliver his justice and 

theocratic Jaw upon the Empire's population. 

Impend/ Scatas: The common footmen and soldiers of the Imperial army. 

Every legion is led by at least one Knight of the Divine Hammer. 

Notes: Istar Es presently beset by storms and inclement weather. Wind, hail,., 

and rain have lashed at the city and the surrounding region for ten days and 

continues to do so until day three of the scavenger hunt (see Ferret Snitch- 

whistle's Worlds-Fainous Scavenger Hunt for more information). It is also 

r winter, although Istar has a fairly moderate climate; evening tern- > 

f peratures drop to as low as 30 degrees, while daytime term 4 

l , peratures reach a high of 60 degrees. r-SmBI 

wt 

& 
<rQ 

feTSBU: De©MBD ©TY ©F TOE 

The Lorddty of Istar, center of the 

world and Imperial seat ofthe King- 

priest, is a magnificent spectacle 

with its alabaster towers, marble 

courtyards, golden domes, and crys¬ 

tal minarets. Its reputation is one of 

purity, although this is clearly super¬ 

ficial; beneath the surface of Istar lies 

a sea of decadence and moral squalor 

thinly veiled from the eyes ofthe pil¬ 

grims thronging the streets. 

The World Serpent Inn opens upon 

istar via a single portal. Deep in the 

maz e of the Inn's back halls, this por¬ 

tal he $ behind a rather unassuming 

wooden door, next to which is a kiosk 

run by a shifty-eyed kender, The 

kender is Ferret Snitchwhistle, orga¬ 

nizer of Ferret Snitchwhistie’s Worlds- 

Famous Scavenger Hunt. On Krynn, 

the wooden doorway opens onto Six 

Sword Square, a plaza with a fountain 

dose to the center ofthe city. The por¬ 

tal has specific opening and dosing 

times, linked to Ferret’s“curse," so any 

visitors to the world of Krynn from the 

World Serpent Inn find it to be a one- 

way trip unless they gather the items 

Ferret recruits them to find, 

PBRJtJST Sjrrefm'HimE's 
WfeiRJU^-BvM€SB 
SCAVENGER. Hont 

Three days before the Cataclysm 

when, in his hubris, the Kingpriest 

foolishly dares to command the gods 

and is punished for it, mysterious 

forces transpire to create an opening 

from Istar to unknown reaches that lie 

beyond the Gate of Souls, At the other 

end of that portal is the World Serpent 

Inn, a place unknown to Kxyim's schol¬ 

ars and only touching their world for 

the course of three days. 

Meeting Ferret 
Snftchwhistle 
Ferret Snitchwhistle (N male afflicted 

kender rogue io) is a member of 

Kiynn’s halflinglike race known for 

its curiosity and fearlessness. Ferret 

has lost the almost supernatural con¬ 

nection to his home that bolsters the 

courage and aLLiLude of other kender. 

Trapped in an endlessly repeating 

loop and forced to bear witness to 

the Cataclysm time and time again, 

Ferret is no longeT immune to fear 

nor filled with wonder and childlike 

innocence. Ferret escaped Krynn by 

stumbling through the portal to the 

World Serpent Inn, Now, he brings 

others Into his curse, hoping they can 

achieve what he has so far failed to do; 

make amends for a crime he unwit¬ 

tingly committed. 

Adventure Seeds: Adventurers 

might run into Ferret at any time in 

the World Serpent Inn. He might be 

in the common room, trying to recruit 

other patrons, or sitting at his kiosk 

in the back halls of the inn, waiting 

for a band of scavenger hunters to 

return. Ferret's pitch is quite simple. 

“Through the door/'he says, "there is a 

city of great riches. In three days time, 

it will be destroyed forever by the ham¬ 

mer of the gods, but in the meantime 

those brave souls wTho venture through 

can win treasures beyond imagining." 

Oddly enough, it is always three days 

before the end. Once Istar is destroyed, 

the portal resets itself to the morning 

three days before the end. Ferret, of 

course, doesn't tell the adventurers 

that, nor does he ted them that, when 

they pass through the door, they won't 

be coming back until they've found 

everything they need to. 

If a band of hunters agrees to 

Ferret's terms (bring back "a couple 

of things” he wants; they keep the 

rest), Ferret hands them a list of 

items and a map. This list is always 

the same, because they are the five 

Icons of Symeon Ferret “borrowed” 

shortly before the Cataclysm from 

the Great Temple and the source of 

his curse. The map is one of Tassle- 

hoff Burr foot's original maps of the 

city, apparently drawn by the famous 

kender hero years after he returned 

from his Lime traveling. When they 

are ready, Ferret opens the door with 

a key and ushers the adventurers 

into the rain-swept streets of Istar. 

Trapped in Istar 
Once the door from the World Ser¬ 

pent Inn closes on the Krynn side, it 
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Best known as a world of war, the heroes and villains of 
/ •*>*. ..... ■ .* 

> Krynn have become legends in numerous realms and eras. 

For more information on the world of Dragon lance—through- 

out its various ages-^the campaign setting lives on at dragonlanee.com 

and in print through the works of Sovereign Press. Besides the hard cove 

Dragonlance Campaign Setting and ftesfreuy of Krynn, Sovereign Press ha 

also recently compiled, updated, and released the classic TSR adventures tha 

launched the campaign setting in Drncjons of Autumn: War of the Lance Cbron 

^ ides, Volume L You can also Find recent rules for playing bozak dracon 

/L, ^ins as PCs In Dragon #315 and take an in-depth look at the ; 

i ) lives of these foul dragon-spawn in Dragon #339’s “The 

Ecology of the Draco man,” 

CAM BANKS SCAVENGERS OF ISTAR 

does not open again until tlie scav¬ 

enger hunters succeed. Success in 

this case is determined by acquiring 

all Jive of Ferret's listed items, the 

icons of Symeon, which are scattered 

across the city of Istar. Bringing 

all five icons together enables the 

wooden door in Six Sword Square 

to open once again, while proving 

moderately useful in the meantime 

as magic items in their own right. 

Adventure Seeds: The scavenger 

hunt itself is a freeform, limited-dura¬ 

tion adventure you can handle anyway 

you like. Given a city on the brink of 

destruction and a list of five items to 

locate that could be anywhere at all, you 

have a very broad canvas upon which 

to paint the specifics of the hunt. The 

most basic approach is to assign loca¬ 

tions to all five icons and have the PCs 

find their way around over the course 

of three days, until the earthquakes 

that start during the evening of the 

second day and the strike of the Fiery 

Mountain at midday on the third day 

The PCs must find their way back to 

Six Sword Square, dodging panicked 

citizens, aggressive knights, and fall¬ 

ing buildings. Ideally, the portal to the 

World Serpent Inn is there, but unless 

they have all five icons it doesn't open. 

If they don't get the icons in time, or 

they wander too far from Istar for 

some reason, they stand a good chance 

of being trapped on Krynn during th e 

most pivotal and catastrophic evenL of 

its history. 

h Return lo the 
World Serpent 
Assuming the PCs recover all of 

the icons and pass back through 

the doox in Six Sword Square to the 

Inn, Ferret wants what he asked for. 

With the icons, Ferret can at last go 

through the portal himself when it 

resets, return the icons to the Great 

Temple, and free himself from his 

curse. Whether this means the por¬ 

tal closes forever or remains open to 

Krynn (perhaps at a different time 

and place) is up to you. It's also pos¬ 

sible that Ferret doesn’t want to part 

with the icons and attempts to flee 

the World Serpent Inn via portals 

to other worlds. If tins happens, the 

icons disappear again, Ferret wakes 

up to find himself back in the inn, 

and the curse continues. 

JifSTSBUi JUSB3T0NS IN kim. 
The following locations represent 

just a few of the landmarks and 

places of interest to visitors and 

make ideal destinations for scaven¬ 

gers. Istar is enormous and covers a 

much larger area than TasslehofFs 

map would indicate, so this list is by 

no means exhaustive. 

Arena of Games 
Together with the Great Temple and 

the Tower of High Sorcery, the Arena 

of Games is numbered among the 

most famous and oft-visited sites in the 

Lorddty of Istar, It is an arena for gladi¬ 

atorial combat, seating SoTooo people 

on the busiest days. The gladiators 

themselves, and their trainers, Jive adja¬ 

cent to the Arena in dedicated housing 

Adventure Seeds: Despite ten days 

of constant storms and rain, the 

crowds continue to attend the daily 

games. If one of the Icons ofSymeOji is 

here, it could be hidden in llie rows of 

scats, stowed in a noble's private box, 

or even worn by one of the gladiators. 

The Great Temple 
For almost three centuries, Istar has 

been ruled by the Kingpriests, the 

Chosen of the Gods. Some scholars 

claim that Paladine, greatest of the 

Gods of Light, personally chose every 

one of them. Others scoff at this and 

compare the Kingpriests to every 

other emperor or king, as vulnerable 

to the lures of power and greed as any 

man. In the case ofBeldmas the Light- 

bringer, greatest of his office, it is the 

determination to nd the world of all 

evils that leads him to ruin. With the 

holy crown Mkeram upon his brow, 

Bel din as appears a radiant beacon of 

goodness to all who see him, but in 

truth he is a frail and frightened man. 

The Great Temple itself boasts a 

boo-foot spire above the famous basil¬ 

ica and a maze of marble and alabaster 

hallway! that lead off into reliquaries, 

minor chapels, meditation chambers, 

and cloisters. Knights of the Divine 

Hammer serve as temple guards, 

and priests and religious officials are 

always in sight. Decorative gold, crys¬ 

tal, and platinum fixtures make this 

a temple-robber's dream, though no 

resident of the city would ever think to 

abscond with anything from here. 

Adventure Seeds: A visit to the Great 

Temple during the last three days of 

Istar can be both a sobering experi¬ 

ence and a confusing one. There are no 

more clerics in the city—at least, none 

the player characters encounter—and 

therefore all remaining Revered Sons 

and Daughters of Paladine have no 

capacity for using magic or channeling 

positive energy. 

Imperial Prison 
A large building, the prison was con¬ 

structed of mighty granite blocks 

carried from the mountains to the 

wrest and erected nS years ago as a 

response to the Kingpriest Vasari JTs 
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The Araifas 
T The most insidious and dangerous threat to the hunt are the 

Araifas, or Thought-Readers. The Araifas are the Kingpriesfs secret \u 

police, former clerics and monks of Majere who make use of items such as 

medallions 0/ thoughts and cdnd/es o/truth to uncover potential plots against the 

Kingpriest. Unfortunately, many of the Araifas are themselves corrupt and power- 

hungry, so hundreds of innocents have been captured or killed. 

Adventure Seeds: Use the Araifas to really emphasize just how rigid and 

theocratic the city b, even during these final days. If the PCs are captured, they 

are taken to the Imperial Prison for interrogation and 'processing,” which 

should be all the impetus the PCs need to make their escape attempts. 

\, It might also be appropriate to Have a number of the Araifas blocking j 

X1’ the PCs' escape to the World Serpent lnnr having uncovered v : * 

the PCs’ plan and gathering in Six Sword Square minutes 

before the Fiery Mountain hits the city. ^ . 

r .... j — 
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Proclamation of Manifest Virtue. Most 

of its inmates are nonhumans—elves, 

dwarves, minotauxs, the occasional 

ogre, and hundreds of kender—■ 
awaiting trials that never come. Like 

every other building in the dtyT the 

Imperial Prison is majestic and radi¬ 

ant on the outside, but on the inside it 

is filthy, brutal, and. dangerous. 

Adventure Seeds: The prison 

makes a good site for a quick 

adventure, either as the destina¬ 

tion for the scavenger hunt or as 

the location of a player character- 

inspired prison break. Breaking 

in is easier than breaking out, 

although neither is pleasant. 

Six Sword Square 
Unlike the Plaza of' the fiusymmeas 

or the Barigon {the courtyard before 

the Great Temple), Six Sword Square 

is surrounded by buildings made 

of red brick and tile, with windows 

looking down upon the fountain in 

the square's center, and numerous 

alleyways leading away from it. Rising 

out of the fountain are six stone arms, 

each lidding aloft a slender blade. As 

the confluence of a number of streets 

in this residential quarter of the city. 

Six Sword Square is well-known, if a 

little out of the way 

Adventure Seeds: Six Sword 

Square's best worst-kept secret is 

that it is a nexus of hidden passages, 

underground entrances, secret 

doors, and more. If one of the Icons 

of Symeon is hidden awray in Six 

Sword Square, it could be behind any 

number of concealed doors or with a 

resident of the square, perhaps even 

without his knowledge. 

Tower of High Sorcery 
Once, the mighty Tower of High 

Sorcery in Istar housed hundreds of 

robed wizards who served the city* 

As time went on and the reign of the 

Kingpriests became characterized 

by suspicion of magic, the wizards 
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7 Each icon is a ha ifdrich-thick plate of a precious metal, * 

around 5 inches square, with a true dragon of matching 

type emblazoned on one side. The icons have a hardness of 10 and 30 hit 

points. Each has a small hole at the center of one edge, suitable for threading 

a chain through in order to wear the icon around the neck. If this is done, the 

icon takes up an amulet slot, although more than one icon may be worn on a 

single chain; their effects stack. 

Brass: This icon has a brass dragon depicted on it. When worn the Scon 

provides a +2 enhancement bonus to Dexterity. 

Bronze: This icon bears the image of a bronze dragon on the front. When 

worn, the icon provides a +2 enhancement bonus to Wisdom, 

Copper? This icon's image is that of a copper dragon. When worn, the icon 

provides a *2 enhancement bonus to Charisma. 

Gold: A gold dragon is engraved on the front of this icon. When worn, the 

icon provides a +2 luck bonus on alJ saving throws. 

Silver: This icon is engraved with the regal image of a silver .dragon. When 

worn, the icon allows the use ofthe disguise self spell 

When all five icons are brought together, they can be worn on a single chain 

to gain all the listed effects, or fitted together to form a kind of cube or box. This 

box may be filled with water, which the box makes holy (as the bless water spell); 

this may be done three times a day. The primary use for the assembled /cons 

of Symeon is redemption, however. The Icons may be used to cast atone- 

merit on a single individual once per day, who must place a > 

hand within the box and confess his or her guilt. 

Strong abjuration, transmutation; CL 16th. Jr 

grew less active within the city and 

kept to themselves for fear of persecu¬ 

tion. After the Last Battles, when Istar 

unleashed its paranoia upon the Wiz¬ 

ards of High Sorcery, the Kingpriest 

has renamed the Tower Soho Febelas, or 

Had. of Sacrilege. No wizards remain 

inside today. Instead, the toweT now 

houses all of the magic items and arti¬ 

facts the Divine Hammers have seized 

for the Kingpriest, safe behind magi¬ 

cally strengthened walls and a grove of 

olive trees that causes all who enter it 

to lose their memories. 

Adventure Seeds; Because it con¬ 

tains hundreds of' relics and artifacts, 

die Tower is extremely well guarded. 

The Balakan Grove, which brings about 

a magical memory loss (DC 25 Will save 

or take 1 point of Intelligence and Cha¬ 

risma damage each round, as well as 

lose all memory ofthe last 10 minutes) 

is the best defense die tower possesses, 

although greater stone golems are also 

reported to wander the halls within. 

If one ofthe Icons of Symeon is located 

here, it might be easier for the icon to 

be buried in the Grove. ^ 
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1RONGATE: 
City of Stairs 

by Gary Holian and Denis Tetreault • illustrated hyjohn Gravato Oerth, better known as die World of Greyhawk is 

a highly magical place with many connections to 

the myriad planes of existence. Its naturally deep 

magic draws the attention of many powerful beings, from 

demon lords and saints to godlings and the monaxchs of 

the elemental planes. They focus primarily on the Flanaess, 

die most well-known and contentious region of Oerth. 

The history of the Harness is rife with, heroes and vil¬ 

li ans who have made their marks on the world as well 

as the Multiverse, including Mordcnkainen, iggwilv, 

Murlynd, and Robilar, Greyhawk has also produced some 

of the most infamous and powerful artifacts in existence, 

including the Kami and Eye ofVecna, the Crock of Kao, the 

Hod of Seven Parts, and the Machine of him the Mad. 

Thus, Oerth remains a popular destination for visitors 

from many other worlds, including the clientele of the 

World Serpent Iim The inn is believed to reach out to 

only a few places on Oerth, including the Free City of 

Greyhawk Its most intriguing outlet, however, underlies 

the unique city of Irongate, A bastion of freedom in a 

sea of tyranny and oppression, the fortress-city has long 

captured the imaginations of the people of the eastern 

Flanaess. From its perilous perch in the hills above the 

Azure Sea, it has long drawn adventurers from the length 

and breadth of the Banaess to its formidable walls, 

THE FREE CITY OF IRONGATE 
The City of Irongate is a walled metropolis located on 

a short isthmus of undulating land that joins the Iron 

Hills to the Onnwal Headlands. It was built more than 

four centuries ago, during the height of the Great King¬ 

dom, to extend the Aerdi's influence to the Azure Sea 

and exploit the mineral resources of the region. The 

enormous and ambitious design of the fortress-city 

represented the first large-scale cooperation between 

men and dwarves in the Flanaess and has served as a 

home to both ever since. 

Framed by an imposing set of hills on a sheltered bay, 

Irongate rises on a steep mesalike rock. The hills on 

either side of the city are pockmarked with entrances to 

a vast network of mines, many of which remain active. 

The city crests high above these surroundings, its con¬ 

centric stone walls with their crenellated towners rising to 

greater and greater heights. Its spires, especially the cen¬ 

tral Gidereal Citadel, the Tower of Daern, and the south¬ 

eastern Siren Keep, dominate all approaches. 
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rHie edifices visible on approach 

represent only a fraction of Irongate's 

total size. For every foot Irongate 

reaches to the sky, it delves twice 

as deep into the earth, forming the 

famous Underdty of Irongate—the 

city within a city that is home to a 

majority of Irongatek dwarves and a 

significant portion of other citizens. 

The city boasts as many as a dozen 

different sublevels interconnected by 

seemingly endless sets of stone stairs 

and passages* Some of Irongate’s 

buildings have entrances or store¬ 

fronts both above and below ground. 

Underground levels also contain inns, 

smithies, and even magic shops. 

The city has few defined quarters 

and professions mix well throughout 

the tiered fortress. The notable excep¬ 

tions are the central Civic Ward, con¬ 

taining the houses of government; 

the Tower Ward, housing many of 

Irongate's wealthier citizenry; and the 

low-lying Dock Ward to the south. 

Irongate is now a free city, but 

was fit always so. Previously branded 

the “Overling's Armory" its world- 

famous weaponsmiths and enchant¬ 

ers worked the abundant (and some¬ 

times unique) high-quality ores mined 

in the region. This famed city of craft¬ 

ers ran afoul of the Malachite Thr one 

during the Turmoil Between Crowns. 

It was besieged more than 150 years 

ago but survived to lead an alliance— 

called the Iron League—opposed to 

die Overking's tyranny. Irongate’s 

current leader is Cobb Dang, an enig¬ 

matic man who has managed to keep 

die city safe for decades despite con¬ 

stant threats. A Council of Wardens 

aids him in this task, each selected to 

oversee limited portions of the city, 

from the sunlit spires to the founda¬ 

tions of the Undercity where the infa¬ 

mous Deep Doors lie* 

The Deep Doors 
It’s widely suspected that the bow¬ 

els of Irongate contain a connec¬ 

tion to the Under dark* In town, 

people mutter of the “Deep Doors/’ 

but only a tiny fraction of Irongate’s 

residents have seen them, much less 

passed through. These doors can 

only be reached after a lengthy jour¬ 

ney through the city’s underground 

storehouses, past the catacombs, 

to where a broad passage ends in a 

single massive door a dozen feet tall 

and wide. Beyond the door, a gently 

sloping 300-foot-long passage ends 

in an identical door. Together, these 

comprise the Deep Doors, guarded 

Terror in the Dark 
The city of irongate Es a famil¬ 

iar place to many planar travelers 

who frequent the World Serpent 

inn. These visitors are often quiet 

in their dealings so as to avoid 

any unwanted attention* This is, 

unfortunately, not always the case. 

A powerful fiend crossed through 

Into the tunnels underneath the 

city some months ago. After getting 

a feel for the environment, it has j 

begun stalking miners, travelers, 

and merchants alike in the deep 

passages. Miners are refusing to 

work until the problem is dealt with 

and mayor Darg has sent represen¬ 

tatives back to the World Serpent 

Inn in hopes of finding someone 

more apt to deal with the problem* 

If recruited to help, the PCs will 

need the help ofTuaren Leedstit to 

track down the fiend. 

at all times by a squad of dwarves 

and a team of city wizards. 

The Deep Doors are iron, sheathed 

in precious adamantine, and more 

than 2 feet thick. They are impervious 

to magical attack (such as knock and 

disintegrate). Although the outer door 

has withstood heavy battering in the 

past, it evinces only minor scratches. 

A guardhouse, with controls for a sys¬ 

tem of counterweights that draws the 

heavy doors open and shut, watches 

the area inside both doors* Carefully 

engineered, the inner door to the 

Undercity cannot open so long as the 

outer door remains ajar. 

The area between the Deep Doors 

is a no-man's-land where travelers 

to and from the Underdark and 

Irongate must wait for access to the 

other side. A few side passages lead 

to chambers containing rest areas, 

meeting chambers, and a handful of 

establishments. A tiny hamlet thrives 

there, where merchants can conduct 

trade or explorers can launch expe¬ 

ditions into the Underdark. 

Helkam’s Pit 
In the limbo between the Deep Doors 

sits a unique establishment, tire J£inn 

at die bottom of the world/’ operated 

by an irascible dwarf named Dygren. 

The inn’s namesake, Helkam, was a 

dissident of the dwarven Dorgrimm 

clan, which rules the Kingdom of 

the Iron Hills east of Irongate. The 

Dorgrimm are rivals of the G rum- 

mild clan, the most populous in 

Irongate. H elk am was an adventurer 

who passionately searched for the 

"big find.’' He never found it, but 

while excavating a shaft, long before 

the construction of the Deep Doors, 

he stumbled on a vein of otc with 

remarkable color and properties. 

After years of trying to get a wizard 

in the city to study it, be gave up and 

is thought to have died somewhere 

in the inky dark passages below. 

The Under city eventually grew 

closer to his find and a dwur named 

Dygren surfaced to static a claim to 

the site as Helkam’s heir. He fur¬ 

nished a tavern, funded by a gener¬ 

ous but anonymous patron, with a 

large chamber cut around the central 

find. The excavation left a glimmer¬ 

ing shaid still visible in the taproom, 

where miners, adventurers, and 

other more exotic beings from die 

Under dark gather. Wizards suspect 

that some property of this unusual 

stone aids in die creation of extra- 

dimensional structures, such as 

gates. Indeed, the wizard Bigby paid 

handsomely for a huge chunk of the 

stuff a decade ago. 

The Pit contains Irongate’s link to 

the World Serpent Inn. Discovered 

only a few years ago, those who know of 

its existence aren’t quick to share it On 

the far side of the laproom, a handful 
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of passages lead to private galleries. 

One passage winds to a small hemi¬ 

spheric room with a large round 

table and a fissure twice the size of a 

man on the far wall. Stepping into 

the darkness of the crevice whisks 

one away from this world. Visi¬ 

tors from the World Serpent 

Inn emerge from the same 

place—something, no 

doubt, the city fathers of 

Irongate would be none 

too happy to learn. 

Cobb Darg 
Iron gate's greatest 

enigma might not be 

an object or place, but an 

individual For a man, the Lord 

Mayor is unusually short (under 5 

feet) and stocky, but his wile and 

wisdom, is legendary. No one has an 

exact accounting of his profession 

or skills, although common knowl¬ 

edge says he worked in the Iron 

League as a diplomat and spy before 

a short stint as a City Warden, Darg 

has apparently lived a very long life, 

being reelected to the mayoralty of 

Irongate in 590 cy for Ms fifth suc¬ 

cessive 10-year term. Darg lias been a 

member of the inner sanctum of the 

Iron League for as long as any man 

in that secret society can remember, 

with only the elves of Surnidi or the 

DwTar fiords of the Iron Hills remem¬ 

bering a time before him. And thus 

the mystery surrounding his back¬ 

ground continues to grow. 

One of the more prevalent theories 

claims Darg is a human with dwarven 

heritage, explaining his appearance 

and long life, and illuminating his 

great, affinity and alliance with the 

dwarven enclaves bordering Irongate. 

His wisdom, comes from having lived 

before the Turmoil Between Ctowust 

secretly working as a member of the 

Iron League since its inception—and 

indeed perhaps its founding. Others 

say DaTg is really a dragon, one of die 

last inhabitants of the Headlands, who 

lives polymorphcd as a man.. He cher¬ 

ishes this region so much, he willfully 

engages in this charade to protect 

-STAIRS 

Irongatek mysteries, revealing his 

true form to a very few. Finally, others 

say DaTg is in fact a human—a wizard, 

scholar, or sage who has learned some 

great secret that has afforded him 

unnaturally long life and tire fore¬ 

sight to protect Irongate and defeat 

its enemies in ways others could not 

The truth is still anyone’s guess. 

Tuaren Leedstit 
In a place as steeped in magic as 

Oerth, its not surprising that won¬ 

drous materials abound. Many travel¬ 

ers to this wrorld hope to find these 

raw materials, some known only to 

the finest craftsmen of Irongate. 

Whether the interest is in "mundane” 

ores such as gold, platinum, mithxal, 

or adamantine, or in wondrous m ate¬ 

rials such as oerth blood or dweomite, 

one of the world's foremost experts is 

Tuaren Leedstit, sage and geologist 

(NG male gnome expert 9). Travelers 

from the far corners of the Harness 

and beyond have sought out Tuaren 

for Ms expertise. Over the years, he 

has collected many of Q ex Lb's most 

unusual and rare substances, has 

crawled through many of frongatek 

working and abandoned mines, and 

can be a valuable source of informa¬ 

tion. for would-be explorers, Tuaren 

occasionally hires adventurers to 

explore dangerous areas or to accom¬ 

pany him on expeditions. He has an 

uncanny ability for finding 

the smallest deposits of any 

unusual or rare substances 

and Ills knowledge of Oerth 

minerals, and to a lesser 

extent otherworldly mate¬ 

s' rials, is encyclopedic. Min¬ 

ers often pay well for his 

advice on where to mine 

and give Mm free access 

to all of the mines in the 

region. He can often he 

seen wandering about 

clutching strange tools, 

disorganized notes, and 

rock samples, 

Bolvain Gottidor’s 
Dead gorge 

Irongate has hundreds of small 

forges in the city and undercity, buL 

the long-abandoned Dead Forge of 

Gottidor is probably the best known. 

A single passageway on one of the 

deep levels leads to a complex con¬ 

sisting of a central, workshop, sev¬ 

eral smaller workrooms and storage 

rooms, an office, and a cluster of 

living spaces. Bolvain Gottidor was a 

brilliant and ambitious student of Lhe 

art of weaponsmithing, having stud¬ 

ied under several of Irongate’s most 

skilled masters. When he opened his 

own shop, many believed he would 

become the greatest of all smiths. 

With Ms unusual and ornate forge, 

Gottidor began turning out amazing 

masterwork weapons and Ms reputa¬ 

tion soared, Bolvain, however, would 

not be satisfied. He began work on 

his masterpieces; a trio of swords of 

unsurpassed craftsmansMp. His for¬ 

tunes soon turned. A series ofterrible 

freak accidents devastated his shop. 

His workers were gravely wounded 

and two of Ms sons were found ait to 

pieces. Still, the obsessed smith con¬ 

tinued to work on Ms masterpieces. 

Rumors of curses began circulating 

the city. His clients disappeared 

and his remaining workers aban¬ 

doned him* Shortly thereafter, he 

claimed to have finished the blades, 

but a small cave-in—something 

virtually unheard of in Irongatek 
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The third blade 
A mysterious patron hidden behind powerful illusions waits for powerful adven¬ 

turers In the World Serpent Inn with a lucrative offer. This individual has recov¬ 

ered two of the three wondrous blades created by Bolvain and seeks the 

third. Apparently incapable of traveling to Iron gate! the patron will pay 

handsomely for the last blade* If the characters agree, their patron tells 

them the.third blade was discovered some years ago and was taken 

to the Underdark beneath the city of Irongate, where it fell into the 

hands of a powerful mind flayer warrior* Recovering the Oerth- 

blooded blade requires a lengthy trek through the lightless depths 

with a deadly enemy at the journey's end. Even if successful, it soon 

becomes apparent that the three blades together might form the most power¬ 

ful weapon ever made, which leads to questions about their occluded patron. 

Oerthblood 
Weapons and armor must be made of a specific alloy of Oerthblood, known 

mostly to the artificers and smiths of I rongate, to gain the foIlowing benefits. 

Only primarily metallic objects gain these bonuses. 

Weapons 
Weapons made primarily from Oerthblood grant a +1 luck bonus on attack 

and damage rolls. A target that takes damage from an oerthblooded weapon 

takes a -1 penalty on all saves made against magical effects for 1 round* 

Penalties from multiple hits stack. 

Armor 
Light Armor: DR Ij—, +1 luck bonus on saves vs, magic effects. 

Medium Armor: DR 2/—-P +2 luck bonus on saves vs, magic effects. 

Heavy Armor: DR 3/—,+3 luck bonus on saves vs. magical effects. 

Type of Item 

Ammunition 

Light armor or shield 

Medium armor 

Heavy armor 

Weapon 

Item Cost Modifier 

+150 gp 

+10,000 gp 

+20,000 gp 

+30*000 gp 

+6,000 gp 

carefully worked Under city—struck 

Ms forge. He was found just outside 

the entrance, split a dozen ways, with 

no sign of the wondrous blades. 

Artificers Union 
of Irongate 
This union is a guild of wizards and 

sorcerers* modest in size until the 

last century. Their numbers have 

grown aggressively ever since and 

they nowT embrace a large group of 

refugees horn Me former Iron League, 

including a significant handful of 

arciimages who escaped from Idee 

and Onwall Cobb Darg relies upon 

the guild for needed intelligence and 

advice in matters arcane regarding the 

safety ofthe city. Many rumors abound 

that they are engaged in the construc¬ 

tion of permanent intraplanar gates 

to provide IrongaLe with a lifeline to 

other cities in the Flanaess. One such 

gate lias already been completed, link¬ 

ing the city with Hie Velunian capital, 

Mitrik—home to the arch mage Rigby. 

The guild and school, are housed 

in the Tower of Daem, built centu¬ 

ries ago in honor of one of the Great 

Kingdom's most esteemed heroes 

according to her own plans. It is the 

second-tallest structure in Trongate 

and plunges down at least six levels 

into the Undercity. 

OERTHBLOODED 
WEAPONS AND 
ARMOR 
Oerthblooded iron, so-called "blood- 

iron," is an exceedingly rare and pre¬ 

cious material, created from an amal¬ 

gam of iron and oerthblood. Dis¬ 

covered as early as the age of Queen 

Ehlissa, oerthblood is a highly magi¬ 

cal element found only on OerLh and 

thought by some to be the residue 

of creation. Oerthblood is extremely 

rare even on Oerth, and Irongatc is 

one of the few locations where it can 

he found and forged* By reputation, 

iffs as strong as adamantine and just 

as effective. Shimmering black flecks 

on their surface distinguishes Oerth- 

blooded items. 

Items made from Oerthblooded 

metals are more easily enhanced than 

other substances, requiring 25% less 

time and XP. Due to the cost and 

rarity of Oerthblooded items, all are 

considered Lo be masterwork. They 

have twice the Hardness of the base 

metal the Oerthblood is alloyed with 

{oerthblooded iron, mithriL and steel 

have a Hardness of 20). Oerthblooded 

metal items have hit points equal to 

1,5 limes the hit points for a normal 

item ofthe base metal's type. ^ 
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Cham Fau and the White Tiger Monastery 
by Edward Bonny and Brian Cortijo • illustrated by Veter Bergting • cartography by Christopher West One of the many planar doors of the World Serpent 

Inn leads to an unassuming tavern in the heart of the 

Empire of Shou Lung in the vast and majestic land 

of Kara-Tun. The tavern is known locally as the Trm of 

the Unseen Way, and it serves as a major waypoint for 

extraplanar travelers coming to this exotic section of 

ToriL The inn of the Unseen Way stands near the city of 

Cham Fau, a small city reknowned for training master¬ 

ful martial artists* serving as a starting point foT all that 

Kara-Tuk has to offer. 

The port city of Cham Fau is situated in a lush valley 

along the southern bank of the Hungtse River. It was 

built on a broad floodplain to encourage Tice farming. 

Visitors to Cham Fau find the city's center a cacophony 

of tightly packed stone buildings, muddy streets, short 

bridges, and dank canals. The high hills in the southeast¬ 

ern region of the city contain the wealthy neighborhood 

of Fu Te, where Cham Farts most influential and power¬ 

ful citizens dwell in white mansions. 

The ancient city is typical of most Shou Lung urban 

areas in that it is overseen by an aggressive imperial 

bureaucracy under the all-observant eye of Magis¬ 

trate Ming, Ming's imperative is to keep the peace and 

ensure the tax revenue—garnered mostly from rice and 

fish sales—continues to flow to the imperial city. Ming 

is an effective ruler, publicly championing the causes of 

the hot-headed peasants while granting numerous ben¬ 

efits to the nobles. He is not popular with Cham Fan's 
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traders or criminal organizations, 

however. As a result of numerous 

assassination attempts over the past 

few years, Ming tries to keep at least 

one spy in every guild, secret soci¬ 

ety, and school in the city* 

World Serpent Inn: Known locally 

as the Inn of the Unseen Way or the 

Impossible Tavern, the World Ser¬ 

pent Inn always appears on cloudy 

or moonless nights along the main 

road leading south from central 

Cham Fau. During its unannounced 

appearances, the inn attracts brave- 

hearted and curious folk—mostly 

adventurers and bored nobles. The 

more superstitious farmers and fish¬ 

erman shun the inn and curse its 

strange, frequent arrival. 

The World Serpent Inn has 

acquired a reputation for bringing 

unusual and bizarre visitors to Cham 

Fau. The inn reinforces this repu¬ 

tation when obviously fiendish or 

angelic outsiders exit the inn—usu¬ 

ally to spectacular tc suits. The worst 

incident of this nature occurred some 

time ago when an unknown planar 

prankster herded a dozen dretcb 

through the portal. The demons fled 

the inn to wreak havoc throughout 

nearby Fu Te* After that incident, the 

inn acquired the ominous nickname 

"'House of Sudden Fiendsf This expo¬ 

sure to extraplanar creatures results 

in unwarranted suspicion and even 

violence toward most travelers from 

the inn* Were it not for the inn's abil¬ 

ity to transport away from Shou Lung, 

it would very likely be closed by the 

local imperial officials. 

Central Marketplace: This down¬ 

town area of the city contains T’ung 

Sheifs Strong Steeds of Noble Birth 

stable, Master San Me is House of 

Apothecary, Lo Fan's Magnificent 

House of Weapons, and the House 

of Chili Liao—-the Court Physician. 

Numerous inns and taverns offering 

lodging are also found here. The 

Central Market stands near the cen¬ 

ter of Lhe northern half of the city* 

Cham Fau Garrison House : This 

imperial outpost, just west of the 

city's center, houses the magistrate's 

[HAM FAU v 
Cham Fau (small city}: Conven¬ 

tional; AL LN; 12,000 gp limit; 

Assets 7,742,500 gp; Population 

9,863 (89% human [92% Shou, 5% 

Kozakurans, 3%Tuigan|, 6% freng- 

eyokai, 3% spirit-folk, 2% korobok- 

uru). The Tuigan are described In 

Dragon #349. 

Authority Figure: Magistrate U 

Sung Ming (LN male human shou 

noble 6/mon k 3}. 

Important Characters: Zo Chung 

Kao (LE male human shou wu jen 

17/monk 4) Advisor to the Magis¬ 

trate; Abbot Ye Fan (LN male human 

shou shugenja 10/monk 8) leader of 

Lh e W h iteTi ger Monastery* 

residential area southeast of the main 

part of the city, making it ideal for Zo 

Chung's necromantic spirit dealings. 

Ting Shen Island: This private 

island north of the city, near the far 

shore of the Hungtse River, is home 

to the aged general, Kung Pao Tsuo 

(LG male human Shou fighter 14/ 

monk 2), favored confidant of the 

last emperor. The general lives in a 

huge, well-defended fortress where 

he holds regular martial arts compe¬ 

titions. Kung Pao Tsuo sponsors his 

adoptive ward, Chen Ying Lien (LE 

male human Karakoza monk 6/Shou 

disciple 2), a man as politically ambi¬ 

tious as he is skilled with his fists. 

E&THE WHITE T1CEI 

office, the city jail, the city's armory, 

and quarters for the city's twenty 

guards (LG male and female war¬ 

rior 3) and their captain, Yi Yin (LG 

female hengeyokai fighter 9)* 

Compound of the Imperial Mag¬ 

istrate: This large, richly appointed 

complex contains three imperial 

buildings: the Main House, the Hall 

of Celebration, and the House of 

The Ever-Wclcome Guest. The com¬ 

pound is the home of the magis¬ 

trate and where the imperial court 

resides when it visits Cham Fau. It 

stands on the southeastern arm of 

Chin Shan Hill, just southwest of 

the main part of the city. 

Imperial Arcanium: Home to Zo 

Chung Kao, wu jen advisoT to the 

magistrate, this building serves as 

an imperial college to Cham Fan's 

small number of arcane aspirants* 

Those showing promise are sent 

to the imperial capital for further 

training. Zo Chung is also a secret 

member of the Black Chung Tao, an 

elite enclave oi wu jen whose mem¬ 

bers believe themselves destined to 

shape the unenlightened world to 

suit their ends. He is not behind the 

assassination attempts on the mag¬ 

istrate, although many in the city 

wrongly suspect him of the attacks. 

The Arcanium is situated close to the 

city graveyard, which stands near a 

Occupying the whole of Chin Shan 

Hill in the southwestern corner of 

the city of Cham Fau, the White Tiger 

monastery is home to some thirty 

monies of the Dragon sect of the 

Shou-ling faith. These monks follow 

the Path, of Enlightenment, believing 

that the world is arranged as the 

heavens are, and that the Emperor of 

Shou Lung is the Son of Heaven, a 

mirror of the Celestial Emperor. 

Daily life among the White Tiger 

monks differs little from most other 

monasteries. Rising before sunrise, 

the monks convene in the temple 

for an hour of chanting and prayer. 

Dawn marks the beginning of the 

first martial arts training session of 

the day, focusing on strength and 

flexibility exercises. Breakfast follows 

this training, after which die monks 

and priests of die monastery retire to 

their various tasks. This work period 

is followed by the midday meal, after 

which one of the senior monks or a 

priest of the temple delivers a sermon 

or lecture concerning one or more 

texts from the monastery's library. 

The monks then retire to meditate 

on the elder's words for several hours* 

After that, they gather in groups tor 

the second martial arts training ses¬ 

sion of the day, lasting until dusk, at 

which time all return to the temple 

for evening prayers. This is followed 
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by another hour of meditation, then 

the evening meal, where younger 

monks are expected to ask questions 

of their masters. Supperis considered 

the end of the day, and all. members of 

the temple (except its guards) return 

to their chambers to sleep after the 

meal concludes. 

The White Tiger Order is a part of 

the larger Order of the Dragon, the 

largest and most influential of all of 

Shot! Lung's monastic groups. More 

than fifteen years agot the former 

abbot of the monastery, Cho Fong, 

was deposed for plotting an attack on 

the rival temple of Kwan Ying. He has 

since been replaced by Ye Fan, who 

has restored the reputation and focus 

of the monastery, and has actively 

encouraged the Imperial Court to rec¬ 

ognize the Grey Cat Sect of Kwan Ying 

as an official sect. Ye Fan is assisted by 

two other priests: Su Binrui (NG male 

Shou shaman 6) and Kong Yanlang 

{LN female Shou. monk 5/shaman 4), 

Nearly all of the inhabitants of the 

White Tiger monastery belong to the 

monk class, and most are only 1st 

or 2nd level. Notable students (and 

potential rivals for the PCs) include 

Mung Peipei (LG female Shou monk 

3}, Xe Tsumata (LN male Shou monk 

5), and Fou Xing (LE female Shou 

monk r/rogue 4/assassin 1). 

MONASTERY LOCATION KEY 
The main parts of interest within the 

monastery follow, 

1. Main Dojo: The central room of 

the training building contains no fur¬ 

niture or fixtures except for lanterns 

and braziers for light, and a thin pad 

on the floor to prevent injuring nov¬ 

ices when they are inevitably knocked 

to the ground during training. 

z* Practice Halls: These rooms 

are employed for the training of 

higher martial arts forms, individual 

instruction, and practice with weap¬ 

ons beyond the abilities and under¬ 

standing of lesser monks. 

3, Meditation Rooms: Each ofthese 

three rooms is a simple, windowless 

chamber of solid wood, with a simple 

door separating it from the main 

dojo. On the outside wall of each 

room is an object on which the monk 

is meant to concentrate and, eventu¬ 

ally, come to understand. The west¬ 

ern room contains an empty Wooden 

howl, three small octagonal mirrors 

adorn the walls of the eastern room, 

and the middle room holds the cfoy- 

Sdnikemum black-—and always con¬ 

tains at least one monk attempting to 

lose himself in its mysteries. 

4. Library: The library of the mon¬ 

astery contains a great number of 

scrolls and books of various ages and 

languages, including several written 

tongues and alphabets not native to 

Shou Lung or any of its neighboring 

lands—these texts have been gleaned 

from planar travelers over the last 

century. The White Tiger monks 

believe those who reach the pinnacle 

of enlightenment will unlock the 

mysteries of the most ancient text 

in the library: a simple, crumbling 

scroll entitled 'The Whimper of the Hid¬ 

den Hand, 

5. Abbot’s Rooms: Not as sparse as 

the rooms occupied by the monks of 

the monastery, Abbot Ye Fan and his 
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two attendant priests sleep, meditate, 

and make offerings in private within 

these rooms. In addition to a simple 

pallet bed, each priest's quarters 

also contains a desk for writing and 

reading correspondence and a small, 

personal shrine. 

6. Lesser Immortals: These large 

stone statues-—one male, one female— 

represent Rice Spirits and are believed 

to govern the fertility both of the tem¬ 

ple farmlands and the overall fertility 

of the dty of Cham Fan. 

7, Temple Gardens: The small cen¬ 

tral gardens of the temple are metic¬ 

ulously kept and considered sacred 

by the order. Local legend holds that 

a battle between the founder of the 

monastery and a demon that had pos¬ 

sessed the local magistrate occurred 

in the garden, but no records exist of 

this event. 

S. Main Altar: The altar (and the 

surrounding temple) is dedicated to 

Nung Chiang, the Shou god of agri¬ 

culture and fertility. No animal sac¬ 

rifices are made in the temple cham¬ 

ber, although each wheat harvest is 

marked by the ceremonial threshing 

of wheat stalks over the attar. 

9. Granary and Storehouse: This 

simple square edifice stores the monas¬ 

tery's grains, some dried fruits, and the 

temple's farming implements—which 

also serve as a makeshift armory for 

the monks, who are adept at turning 

simple tools into useful weapons, 

3,0* Monks* Cells: Each of these 

cells is a simple chamber used for 

sleep and meditation, containing a 

plain straw bed and a window looking 

out onto the temple grounds. There 

is no other furniture or places for 

monks to keep personal effects, as 

they have none to speak of The cen¬ 

tral hall doubles as the monastery's 

dining room, with monks sitting on 

the floor in the center of the build¬ 

ing during meals. 

NEwnmi 
The people of Shou Lung have discov¬ 

ered or developed numerous unique 

and powerful magic items. Examples 

of two such items appear here. 

CHHYSANTHEMUM BLADE 
This beautiful and elaborate long- 

sword grants its wielder the ability to 

make powerful strikes against crea¬ 

tures not of tills world. 

Lore: Suspended from the wall in 

the central meditation hah of the 

White Tiger Monastery, the ancient 

chrysanthemum hlade has been undis¬ 

turbed for more than a century. 

Description: Perfectly balanced just 

ahead of the chrysanthemum-shaped 

crossguard, tills black-bladed sword is 

as beautiful as it is deadly. The chry¬ 

santhemum motif also appeals in a 

series of etchings along the length of 

the blade, in mother-of-pearl shapes 

pressed into the handle, and in an 

etching on the bottom of the pommel. 

Activation: Attacking an outsider 

activates the weapon's bane property. 

A monk who wields this weapon 

automatically gains the benefits of 

its special monk weapon ability. 

Effect: The chlysdjithemurn hlade is 

a +.1 cold iron ki/ocus ham versus outsid¬ 

ers tampivord. In addition, the sword 

is considered a special monk weapon 

foT the purpose of the flurry of blowrs 

class feature. 

Aura/Caster Level: Moderate con¬ 

juration; CL 8th. 

Construction: Craft Magic Arms 

and Armor, summon monster I, 37,315 

gp, 2,960 XP, 75 days. 

Weight: 4 lb. 

Price: 74,315 gp. 

MONKEY HEAD TALISMAH 
A monkey head talisman grants 

its wearer knowledge of obscure 

fighting techniques. 

Lore: A do sen of these talismans 

are known to exist, all created by the 

great martial arts master Hu Sen 

for use when training Iris students. 

Upon retiring a Few years ago, Hu 

Sen made gifts of the talismans to 

bis prized pupils. 

Description: These silver amu¬ 

lets were meticulously fashioned to 

appear as tiny monkey heads, Each 

sports two tiny emerald eyes that g] ow 

faintly when the talisman is used. 

Activation: Simply putting on a 

monkey head talisman grants its wearer 

bonus feats. 

Effect: The wearer of a monkey head 

talisman gains Deflect Arrows, Spring 

Attack, and Stunning Fist as bonus 

feats, even if he does not meet their 

prerequisites, for as long as the talis¬ 

man is wrorn. 

Atira/Caster Level: Moderate 

transmutation; CL 8th. 

Construction: Craft Wondrous 

Item, Deflect Arrows, Spring Attack, 

Stunning Fist, 64,000 gp, 5,120 XP, 

128 days. 

Weight: —. 

Price: 128,000 gp. 

The world of Kara-Tur is rife with the 

possibility for adventure. Although 

the people of Cham Fau are wary 

of outsiders, they quickly come to 

respect those who prove themselves 

honorable and peaceful. 

A Fiend in Ming's Clothing: The 

people of Cham Fau have been suffer¬ 

ing as of late under the strange edicts 

and taxes of Magistrate Ming. Ye Fan 

is perhaps the most perplexed in the 

recent changes and begins to suspect 

that the ruler is undeT some sort of 

influence or control. Learning that it 

is some threat from the World Ser¬ 

pent Inn, the abbot sends a student to 

look for help in the planar tavern. 

Monk Search Group: The World 

Serpent Inn is overrun by monks from 

the White Tiger Monetary, searching 

for their legendary sword, the chry¬ 

santhemum blade. The sword was sto¬ 

len two weeks ago by a powerful ogre 

mage who fled into the inn. 2 
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oughly i,oao miles from the base 

of the Spire, a ring of communi¬ 

ties known as gate-towns circle 

the (Jutland s, Each gate-town cor¬ 

responds to one of the Outer Planes 

touched by the Outlands and exists 

due to its proximity to a permanent 

two-way portal to that plane. Heavily 

influenced by the Tealm beyond the 

portal, each gate-town holds similar 

attitudes to its neighboring plane, yet 

still possesses differences enough to 

prevent the community from becom¬ 

ing part of the plane beyond. 

Along the ring of gate-towns, 

between Tradegate and Faimel, at 

the metaphysical fringe between the 

While Mojfcfloft he Pkmesand the 

Pfandr Handbook present a wealth 

of information on planar travel, 

those looking for more details 

on the Plan escape campaign 

setting can find it in Dragon 

#315 in the article "Exiled Fac¬ 

tions” or in #339 with the article 

"Dead Factions,"The fan websites 

planewafk^r.com and mimrrvriet 

also host incredible collections of 

info for Plan escape campaigns or 

any ejrtraplanar adventure. 

for unknowable reasons, the World 

Serpent Inn appears as a small cot¬ 

tage on the western edge of the city, a 

location with easy access to the gate- 

town's major attractions. Outside of 

the fact that its sudden appearance 

sub tly rearranges the local landscape, 

only an iron ouroboros doorknocker 

marks the building as anything out 

of the ordinary. Despite this unob¬ 

trusiveness, reactions in Ecstasy 

are decidedly mixed. Some see the 

inn as an opportunity to introduce 

more people to the city's qualities of 

Outlands and Elysium, stands the gate-town of Ecstasy. 

Flooded with ambient benevolence, its citizens exalt the 

ideals of happiness and personal growth. Drawn to Ecstasy 

introspection and self-improvement, 

while others remain wary, seeing it as 

a potential source of danger. Regard¬ 

less, those who venture forth from the World Serpent 

Inn often discover greater enlightenment and new inner 

secrets wandering the streets of Ecstasy, 
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ECSBtSY 
Ecstasy (large towh): Hon standard; AL.-NG; 3,000 gp limit; Assets 375,000 

gp; Population 2,500; integrated (30% human, 30% petitioner, 20% plan- 

etouched, 10% halfling, 3% banaur, 3%g®dinalp 1% ri I mans, 3% other). 

Authority Figures: Regialia Tonn the Su n master (NG female human fighter 

16); Karo Janter the Dark Hunter (N male aasimar ranger 7/cipher adept 8); 

FeltHJs ap jerran the Philosopher King (NG ultroloth). 

Important Characters: Madame Mi Han ni (LN female medusa), proprietor 

of the Revel home; MorrilngwmdfNG femaleavoral sorcerer 7/exalted arcan- 

1st 3 [Book of Exalted Deeddj) daughter of Duke Windheir of Elysium arid 

a m b a ss ad o r of Rel ease- F ro m -Ga re; J ose p h A ri sek (N m a [ e a asi m a r deri c l 5) 

high priest of the shrine of the Cadence; Barter the Dawnslnger (NG male 

human cleric 14) high priest of the temple of Lathander. 

ft Trip into fafesg 
A place of rural simplicity, whimsy, 

and s elf-improvement. Ecstasy attracts 

those to whom simple peace and days 

of personal contemplation appeal. 

While every gate-town reflects and 

interacts with its linked plane differ¬ 

ently, Ecstasy shares Elysium's benev¬ 

olent tenon As days in the Outlands 

axe split into a cycle of day and night, 

so too does the protection of Ecstasy 

split along the same lines* The bright 

hours of daylight fall undeT the aus¬ 

pices of a mortal known as the Sun 

Master, while the dark hours of night 

are ruled over by her counterpart, the 

Dark Hunter, They protect the city, 

and while Ecstasy has few organized 

law's beyond “do no evil/' they dis- 

pense justice when evil does occur. 

Visitors to the gate-town of Ecstasy 

are sure to notice and likely visit a 

number of unique locales, 

Th PMlis 
Ecstasy is oftentimes called the “City 

of Plinths/' and for good reason. 

Scattered across the idyllic landscape 

and throughout the town itself stand 

hundreds of stone and iron mono¬ 

liths, in some places as ubiquitous as 

trees in a forest. Some of the plinths 

appeal to be natural standing stones, 

others possess intricate and beauti¬ 

ful carvings, and still more seem 

cast from a curiously speckled iron. 

Unusual works of art in their own 

right, their distribution seems as 

random as their appearances. Peti¬ 

tioners—the spirits of the dead 

residing in Ecstasy—frequently 

perch atop the stones in silent 

contemplation, looking inward as 

much as outwTardt seeking illumi¬ 

nation and enlightenment* These 

meditative souls often encourage 

others to join in their panderings* 

What benefit the plinths pro ride, 

or who constructed them in the 

first place, remains-—as much in 

Ecstasy-—a highly debated mystery. 

Ike Bone Plinth 
Rising from the very center of Ecstasy 

stands a high plinth of polished 

ivory that serves a vital purpose. 

Everything surrounding the plinth 

seems brighter more vibrant, and a 

sense of overwhelming tranquility 

floods the senses of each and every 

passerby, mortal and petitioner alike. 

Atop the Bone Plinth sits a great 

pool of quicksilver, the source of the 

benevolent aura and Ecstasy's portal 

to Elysium. Stepping into the pool, 

plane walkers emerge onto the banks 

of the River Oceanns on the layeT of 

Amoria, only a few hours walk from 

the sapphire spires of the guordinal 

city of Release-From-Care. 

SoMse Towe? 
Standing within view of the Bone 

Plinth, the amber mosaics of the 

Soliise Tower glisten in the day¬ 

light. Within its golden walls, the 

Sun Master resides and holds court, 

arbitrating disputes and keeping 

watch oveT the city. The current Sun 

Master—always recognizable for her 

golden robes, glowing mask, and 

the trio of solars who accompany 

her—is a woman named Regialia 

Tonn (NG female human fighter 15), 

originally from Gerth* Her angelic 

companions serve in payment for a 

favor she provided years ago to one 

of the powers of Elysium, 

Itaifk Topf 
Once the sunlight recedes into twi¬ 

light, the Sun Master returns to 

her tower and bars the gates, as the 

doors of another tower swing wide 

to greet the darkness* The Moondark 

Tower glitters like an earthbound 

constellation, as swirling patterns of 

light emanate from silvery minerals 

within its stones. 

Inside, Karo Janter, the Dark 

Hunter (N male aasimar ranger 7/ 

cipher adept 8 [Planar Handbook]), 

holds court, hearing the petitions 

of Ecstasy's populace in the hours 

of darkness and protecting them 

until daylight comes again. Clad in 

silver and black armor with a hel¬ 

met of mirrored steel that glows 

like a full moon, he patrols the 

gate-town on horseback, always 

accompanied by a pack of moon- 

dogs. Karo also ranks high within 

the Transcendent OrdeT, a group 

that believes in relying on instinct 

over excessive thought (see page 5S 

of the Flanar Handbook), and dur¬ 

ing his tenure as Dark Hunter the 

influence of the faction has grown 

in Ecstasy, with only Elysium and 

Sigil serving as larger centers of 

the order's influence* 

The Mosopkfs Cowl 
Near- the center of Ecstasy stands a 

wide marble amphitheater covered 

in weathered, guardinal and rilmani 

symbols where philosophers, priests, 

and petitioners gather to argue and 

debate. Some of them, clerics and 

faction members, try to gain con¬ 

verts to their ideologies, while oth¬ 

ers, mostly petitioners, seek to draw 

Ecstasy's populace into harmony 

with Elsyium, an act that could 

eventually cause the gate-town to 

physically merge with that plane. 
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debate constant and reasoned and 

prevents any one belief from drawing 

the city away from Elysium's gate or 

pushing it through entirely—possi¬ 

bilities that always exist as well-inten¬ 

tioned but lurking dangers. 

Something of an enigma, Eelthis 

ap Jerran, the Philosopher King (NG 

ultroloth), cloaks his true, fiendish 

nature in secrecy and magical dis¬ 

guises* Having only recently replaced 

his predecessor, an aged mortal wiz¬ 

ard named Kagorius, speculation 

runs high as to his past as well as his 

plans for the gate-town* Dressing in 

elegant white robes, the Philosopher 

King appears differently to differ¬ 

ent people* To many, he is an ashen- 

skinned cervidal with graying hair 

and an aura of calm penitence, while 

others see a bald, dusky skinned a as- 

imar with a voice that seems to reso¬ 

nate in their minds. What all agree 

upon, though, are his eyes: large and 

luminous orbs that constantly shift 

color and are the only hints of his 

fiendish heritage* Despite his Lower- 

Planar nature, Eel this is wholly 

moss of raw 
In a town where speech and debate is as prevalent .as it is in Ecstasy, 

rumors and half-recited news creates a constantly grinding rumor mill. 

Here are but a few bits of gossip currently making the rounds: 

* A serial ki/jer preys upon travelers on the rood toward Faunel Hk more recent 

victims were n pair of madrons found brutally beaten. 

[False: A flock of simpathetlcs, Lower Planar avian's, have taken up resi¬ 

dence outside the gate-town. The evil birds' alignment drain led the dead 

modrons to fatal I/attack each other.] 

* Kh'dastfi raiders have been sighted in the area, pickingoff poorly defended caravans 

and preying on u/JHges between Ecstasy and Tradegate, 

[True: Common elsewhere across the Outlands, kbaasta (Fiend Fo/io) are usually 

a rarity near Ecstasy* Groups of these raiders are becoming more frequent and 

more flagrant, possibly bribed by merchants of the planar trade consortium to 

attack rival merchants;within the Free League*] 

* The- Sun Master and Dark Hunter are plotting a coup to unseat the Philosopher King* 

[Exaggeration: Although the Sun Master and Dark Hunter resped his prede¬ 

cessor's decision* they harbor some unease regarding the new Philosopher King. 

Having pierced the u IfroiothTs disguises, the Sun Master worries that the seem¬ 

ingly wefl-mterttioned fend might bring all manner of danger to Ecstasy.] 

Oftentimes, the ideas and positions 

put forward stand in violent opposi¬ 

tion Lo one another, yet within the 

bounds of the court, regardless of 

the intensity of the arguments, vio¬ 

lence is rare. 

Under the moderation of the Phi¬ 

losopher King, debates must be fought 

with ideas and won through reason 

rather than force, as some unknown 

power of Ms prevents any form of vio¬ 

lence from causing harm. He keeps 
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devoted to Ms role as Philosopher 

King and guarding Ecstasy's stability 

on the edge of two planes. 

Pie IMlioae 
Spireward from the Bone Plinth 

stands the gate-town's most fre¬ 

quently patronised destination, the 

tavern known as the Revelhome. 

This famed festhall prospers under 

the hand of its habitually veiled and 

hooded proprietor, a member of the 

Society of Sensation named Madame 

Millarmi (LN female medusa). Mor¬ 

tals most commonly patronize the 

hall, sharing tales and doing business, 

but such is the richness of the expe¬ 

rience that many petitioners partake 

of its delights as well. With food and 

wine rich and exotic beyond belief) 

emotions run strong and deep at the 

Revelhome, but the carousing never 

slips to hedonism or debauchery— 

the veiled madam's garden of statues 

assures of that. 

Ode io Slgil 
A freestanding granite archway acti¬ 

vated by holding forth a flower's blos¬ 

som and smiling, Ecstasy's gate to 

Slgil stands at a crossroads spireward 

from the Revelhome. An invaluable 

source of trade and route of transit for 

the gate-town’s merchants and mortal 

populace, the gate is also something 

of a headache and the source of most 

of Ecstasy's more prosaic troubles. 

SitpttWic 
About the size of a crow, this brown and 

gold-feathered bird looks at j?ou mqihrt- 

tively, its eyes seemingly clouded over 

with blood. 

Looking like large ctows with mot¬ 

tled brown and gold feathers and 

sullen mustard-colored legs and 

beak, these birds are distinctive for 

the crimson splashes at their tail and 

wimgtips and their blood-red eyes. 

Simpathetics either evolved on one 

of the Lower Planes or were mortal 

birds altered by some fiendish sor¬ 

cerer, but regardless of their origin 

they hungrily expand their nesting 

ground$, eager to feed on the joy, 

mercy and benevolence of their 

charmed victims, leaving only greed 

and malice in their wake. 

SIMPATHETIC CR 3 

NETmy magical beast (extraplanar) 

tnit +3; Senses darkvision 60 ft., low 

light vision; Listen -t-4. Spot 44 

Language Abyssal, Common, Infernal 

AC 16, touch 15, flat-footed 13 

hp 5(1 HD) 

Immune fire 

SR 15 

Fort 42, Ref+5, Will +1__ 

Spd 10 ft., fly SO ft. (average) 

Melee daw +6 (ld2-4) 

Space 2 1/2 ft.; Reach 0 ft 

Base Atk +1; Grp-11 

Atk Options alignment drain, blood spit 

Special Actions plane travel, speak 

with avlans 

Spelblike Abilities (CL 7th) 

3/day—charm monster(DC 17) 

Abilities Str 2, Dex 16, Con 10, Int 14, 

Wis 13, Cha 16 

Feats Weapon Finesse (daw) 

Skills Bluff +6, Hide 415, Knowledge (the 

planes) +5, Listen 44, Spot +4 

Alignment Drain (Su) A simpathetic 

that perches upon or otherwise 

stays in contact with a living 

creature for a full round feeds on 

Its innate goodness (if any}. For 

every round a simpathetic remains 

in contact with a creature, that 

creature must make a DC 13 Will 

save or have its alignment shifted 

one step toward chaotic evil (if 

it isn't that alignment already). 

A creature must be willing, 

unconscious, charmed, or otherwise 

immobilized to allow a simpathetic 

to perch on it. A simpathetic can 

do nothing else during a round 

that it drains alignment. A creature 

affected by this ability functions 

as If its alignment is naturally this 

new alignment, losing access to 

any alignment-dependent class 

abilities (like a paladin’s spells 

and abilities). A drained creature's 

alignment gradually recovers, 

returning to normal at a rate of one 

step per week, while atonement or 

remove corse immediately restores 

a creature's natural alignment. The 

save DC is Charisma-based. 

Blood Spit (£x) Once per day, a 

simpathetic can make a ranged 

touch attack that deals ld4 points 

of acid damage. Those struck must 

make a DC 10 Fortitude save orf in 

addition to the damage, be blinded 

for ld4 rounds. The save DC is 

Constitution-based. 

Plane Travel (Su) Through a complicated 

weeklong aerial dance, a flock of six 

or more simpathetics can transport 

half of their number to a randomly 

determined plane as per the spell 

plane shift. 

Speak with Avians (Ex) Simpathetics 

can naturally communicate with any 

avian creature. iJ 
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by James Lowder. illustrated by John Gravato • cartography by Robert Lazzaretti In the misty, forgotten reaches of the Multiverse 

lies a sinister, composite world known by many 

names: the Realms of Terror, the Demiplane of 

Dread, Ravenloft. While entering this dread realm is 

relatively easy, exiting is an altogether different matter, 

and the unfortunate souls who find themselves within 

its clutches soon learn that escape is all but impossible. 

The few travelers who have recently braved the Land 

of Mists have found themselves trapped within the 

domain of Sithicust a dismal realm thrown into turmoil 

by the departure of its tyrannical ruler, Lord Soth, 

TMEIDD ID f ME CDIST5 
As with countless other worlds, Ihe World Serpent Inn 

reaches into Ihe Dark Domains. Each night, at sundown 

in Ravenloft, a portal in the inn's ever-changing back halls 

fills with mists and manifests in a different location withm 

the demiplane. The portal remains connected to that spot 

throughout the night, but vanishes with tire sunrise the 

next morning (see the Random Domains sidebar). As a 

passage to countless other worlds, the World Serpent Tnn 

is one of the fewr ways to escape Lhe demiplane and as such, 

rumors of a mysterious, realm-shifting inn have inspired 

many foolhardy searches among the realm's populace. 

Anyone who does manage Lo End the inn can enter, with 

the exception of daridordsT the prisoners of RavenLoft's 

domains, who are barred by some mysterious power. 

While offering hope to Lhe people ofRavenloff the inn's 

connection to the Dread Realm poses a fearful threat to pla¬ 

nar travelers. Patrons who enterRavenloft, whether acciden¬ 

tally or out of morbid curiosity, immediately drawthe atten¬ 

tion of the Dark Powers, forces which might try to coax the 
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K^ncxxo Docoflins 
The following table provides DMs 

with a tool to decide in which of 

Raven loft's domains characters 

who exit the World Serpent Inn 

appear, as well as determining 

where the inn appears next* 

- _ (■>, 
interlopes awayrurom the, jifes 

entrance, y a traveler fails to pass 

back through the inn's door before it 

vanishes with the morning, he finds 

%imself trapped within the Demi- 

plane of Dread. 

SltMICCR 
The domain of Sithicus formed 

around the infamous death knight 

Lord Soth in the year 720, accord- 

^ing to the Barovian calendar. For 

> thirty-two years, the Knight of the 

Black Rose ruled over the domain 

with cold indifference. While resid¬ 

ing on the world of Krynn, the 

death knight had clung fiercely to 

his infamous history, but Sithi¬ 

cus was a place that threatened to 

rob Soth of his memories. He left 

much of the domain's day-to-day 

rule to Ms seneschal—the mur¬ 

derous dwarven werebadger Azrael 

Dak—and lost himself in magical 

reverie through the use of memory 

mirrors t magical creations that con¬ 

tained fragments of Soth's past. 

In 752, plots by Azrael Dak and a 

young VistaM woman named Inza 

Magdova Kulchevich intertwined 

with supernatural events, lead¬ 

ing to Lord Soth's departure from 

RavenlofL (Scholars still debate 

whether the death knight escaped 

or was expelled after being bro¬ 

ken by the Dark Powers,) Azrael 

declared himself king and took 

control of the fractured Sithican 

government, Inza, however, merged 

with the shadows of Sithicus’5 

dreaded Great Chasm, becoming 

the domain's darklord and the true 

power within the realm. 

The domain itself swiftly changed 

to reflect the new darklord. As Soth's 

prison, Sithicus perverted history and 

twisted memories. Inza's Sithicus, 

however, is a place where people can't 

forget their misdeeds, Sithicans dwell 

upon their sins and flaws, no matter 

how minor, and in doing so come to 

expect everyone to share their fail¬ 

ings and imperfections. Paranoia and 

paralyzing distrust are the hallmarks 

of the current Sithican psyche. Even 

visitors to the domain stc afflicted by 

the "‘Guilt of Sithicus.” 

For Inza, her subjects' unease pro¬ 

vides a welcome distraction from the 

truth that plagues her: nobility and 

innocence can and do exist, even 

within the Dark Domains, During her 

life, Inza betrayed everyone around 

her and justified her actions with her 

assumption that all others were just 

as grasping, just as corrupt, as she 

knew herself to be. As darklord, she 

has come to realize the truth—and 

that knowledge torments her. 

To dim that pain, Inza seeks to 

subvert or destroy all nobility within 

Sithicus, She. directs the weak- 

minded in, her domain to snuff out 

whatever sparks of good burn in 

their neighbors’ souls, A favorite 

tactic in recent months has been 

tricking noble Sithicans into falling 

afoul of King AzraeTs secret police, 

the Politskarae, These unlucky souls 

quickly find themselves imprisoned 

in the squalid internment camp 

known as Sorrow'. The camp houses 

more than one hundred good and 

honorable Sithicans considered sub¬ 

versives or potential threats to Azra¬ 

el '5 despotic government, 

Two Domain of 
Sitwicas 
A place of thick, tangled w^oods and 

sharp, rugged mountains, Sithicus is 

a withdrawn realm with little interest 

in the outside world. 

The domain's three largest settle¬ 

ments, Hax-Thden, Hroth, and Mai- 

Erek, are predominatly populated by 

elves who prove hostile to strang¬ 

ers—especially those of less than 

pure elven descent. In recent years, 

resistance against the rule of the 

brutish King Azrael has grown among 

the elves, with the village of Mal-Erek 

as the center of the unrest. The king's 

soldiers still maintain order within 

the elven cities, but more and more 

often suffer from hit-and-run attacks 

by rebels. Only infighting between 

the three main elven enclaves has 

prevented them from organizing a 

wider revolt 

CL
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Domain 

E Lamordia 

i Dementlieu 

1?-9 
Fafkovia 

i 10-12 Keening 

I 13-15 Tepest 

16-18 Mordent 

19-21 Necropolis 

22-24 Vatachan 

25-27 Richemulot 

S 28-30 Sithicus 

} 31-33 1 nvidia 

| 34-36 Borca 

\ 37-39 Barovia 

j 40-42 Darken 

j 43—45 Kartakass 

t 46-48 Forlorn 

j 49-51 Hazlan 

J 52-54 Nova Vaasa 

J 55-57 Markovia 

| 58-60 The Shadow Rift 

| 61-63 Vechor 

f 64-66 Verbrek 

67-69 
i 

Bluetspur 

{ 70-72 G'Henna 

! 73-75 Odiare 

[ 76-78 Sou rag ne 

\ 79—SI The Nocturnal Sea 

82—S 4 The Sea of Sorrows 

85-87 The Amber Wastes 

88 90 The Frozen Reaches 

1 91^9 3 The Verdurous Lands 

^ 94-96 The Burning Peaks 

97 The House of Lament 

98 The Nightmare Lands 

I 99 The Mists 

R oo DM's choice iLoyf in thg (DisH 
Dare to learn more of Ravenloft’s 

secrets? The adventure Expedition to 

| Cnstte Ravcn/ofl revisits the module 

L that first entered the mists, while 

j.1 Dragon #315, #339, and #348 pres- 

. ent familiar locations, monsters, and 

L spells from the Demi plane of Dread. 
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Those who hud themselves in 

Sithicus might seek to explore some 

of the following locations. 

The Giant's Cloak: The woods 

known as the Giant's Cloak received 

their name from the stone giant and 

his allies who utilized the thickly 

wooded area as a hiding place from 

bolh Inzks minions and King Azra- 

efs soldiers- The woods are full of all 

maimer of nonletbal traps. 

The Great Chasm: Tile Great 

Chasm gapes in the heart of Sithi¬ 

cus like an open, festering wound* 

The chasm runs for dozens of miles 

north to south, and is up to as many 

as five miles across as its widest 

point. Sections are said to he bot¬ 

tomless, although few explorers have 

been foolish enough to test those 

claims. Fearsome creatures lurk 

within the rift, creeping forth when 

the sun sets. Inza Kulehevich also 

makes her lair somewhere within 

the Great Chasm, and from there she 

plots the destruction of the noble 

and the corruption of all innocence 

within her domain. 

Iron Warden: Although little 

more than a trading post, Iron War¬ 

den is a frequent stop for merchants 

traveling through the domain and 

explorers planning to investigate 

the Great Chasm. 

Har-Thelcn: While merely a village 

of five hundred souls, Har-Thelen 

is largely accepted as the capital of 

Sithicus. Trade along the JVlusarde 

River and Merchant’s Slash make die 

community the most tolerant of out¬ 

siders, but nonelves are still shunned 

and mistrusted, 

Hroth: The largest community in 

Sithicus and home to nearly a thou¬ 

sand residents, Hroth lies on the edge 

of a boggy land where terrible things 

are rumored to crawl and slither. 

Kendralind: This hidden town lies 

deep within the tangled Fume wood* 

Tire residents are halflinglike crea¬ 

tures from the world of Kryim called 

kender. In their home world, kender 

are fun-loving wanders, but their time 

in Sithicus has left this group -violent, 

bitter, and, in many cases, afflicted 

with vampirism. 

Mal-Erek: Nearly Eve hundred 

elves reside in this xenophobic com¬ 

munity. The Library of Mal-Erek 

here is a place of rotted, forgotten 

lore and ruined secrets. 

Ruins of Nedragaard Keep: On the 

night Lord Soth departed Sithicus 

his castle was destroyed. The ruins 

of Nedragaard Keep now stand upon 

a spire within the Great Chasm. The 

stone bridge that once spanned the 

rift is gone, so reaching the ruins 

is all but impossible. The ruins are 

the home of the Blessed Knight (see 

sidebar). When he wishes to leave 

the ruins a ghostly bridge forms 

across Lhe Great Chasm. 

Sorrow': Azrael has avoided estab¬ 

lishing a capital, instead moving 
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Tmg Blgssgd KhighT, Lord SoTm 
This noble figure is a supernatural double of the domain's former darklord, 

the knight Lord Soth—a warrior who was once given the chance to prevent 

the Kingpriest of I star from causing the Cataclysm on Krynn and was cursed 

to live forever as a death knight when he failed (see page 36 of this issue). 

Rumors in Sithicus call this version of Soth the Blessed Knight, as he now 

wanders the domain doing good works and protecting innocents. This noble 

Soth was formed in the memory mirrors that once lined the death knight's 

throne room In IMedregaard Keep. When the cursed Soth left the domain 

and his castle was destroyed En the Hour of Screaming Shadows, Lhe memory 

mirrors shattered and this noble image of Soth was set free. The presence of 

Lhe Blessed Knight in Sithicus is like a dagger through Inza’s black heart. He 

is, after all, a manifestation of the redemption that even a monster like Soth 

might have found, had he been willing to turn away from his sins and accept 

the possibility of mercy. 

(DecooRy (Dirror (LesscR Artifact) 
Once an indulgence of a dreaded villain, this 6-foot-wide by 3-foot-wide mirror was 

shattered into twelve fragments. While the bulk of the mirror’s power resides in a 

single centra! piece held by Lhe Blessed Knight, the other shards serve to empower 

the key piece and unlock its greater abilities. While broken, anyone who looks into 

the memory mirror sees a refection of her past innocence and an image of her ideal¬ 

ized self These sights render her immune to the Guilt of Sithicus and Inza's guilt 

lash tor a number of weeks equal to 1 + the number of shards fused to the central 

piece. The memory mirror glows with a soft white radiance when within 100 yards 

of another piece and shards held together bond seamlessly. 

If all twelve pieces of the memoi^ mirror a re fou nd and com bi ned r a charac¬ 

ter who looks within becomes permanently immune to the Guilt of Sithicus 

and Inza's gutlL lash. In addition, if fnza sees herself in the memory m/rrorshe 

Is sickened for 1 hour, during which time she loses her shadow form and 

shadow healing abilities and, perhaps, might be slain permanently. 

through the kingdom in a chariot 

constructed of the bones and teeth 

of his enemies, but the rapidly 

expanding internment camp called 

Sorrow has become the domain's de 

facto political center. The camp's 

name is derived from the sobriquet 

the elves gave to Azrael: the Sorrow 

of Sithicus. The camp's buildings 

are constructed of stone mined 

from the Misttop Mountains by the 

ever-growing prison population. 

Any breach of the king's law can 

land a citizen in Sorrow, while visi¬ 

tors to the domain are frequently 

pressed into service as camp 

guards, Visitors who refuse the 

honor of joining Azraefs army find 

themselves among the prisoners, 

unless they can pay handsomely for 

their freedom, 

Veldrava: Deep salt mines bore 

into the Misttop Mountains here. 

Sinister whispers are said to mur¬ 

mur from, within these pits' corro¬ 

sive depths. 

Yurt: This small village of four 

hundred stands within the neigh¬ 

boring domain of Kartakass. The 

people are far more welcoming than 

those in Sithicus. 

TWO GUILT OF 
SITHICUS 
Any sentient being who passes 

through the borders of Sithicus 

and enters this dismal realm is 

afflicted by a state called in whis¬ 

pers the “Guilt of Sithicus/' This 

preternatural guilt manifests itself 

as a domain-wide curse on all sen¬ 

tient, mortal creatures, imposing a 

-i penalty on all Will saves and Wis¬ 

dom-based skill checks for as long 

as the creature remains in Sithicus. 

No spell or ability can counteract 

this penalty, but rumors report that 

the pieces of a broken relic tied to 

the previous darklord can loosen 

the guilt's effects. 

flDUgDTQReS 
ID 5ITM1CGS 
Getting characters to leave the com¬ 

fortable confines of the World Ser¬ 

pent Inn for the bleak and unwel¬ 

coming domain of Sithicus might 

prove a challenge. Here are a few 

ideas for getting PCs to cross the 

threshold into Ravenloft: 

Blessed Knight: The Blessed 

Knight enters the World Serpent Inn 

and offers the characters a shard of 

the memory minor (see sidebar) that 

created him, entreating them for aid. 

If the PCs take up the quest, they must 

locate the eleven oilier glass shards 

scattered in the Hour of Screaming 

Shadows. Half can be found in the 

ruins ofNedragaard Keep, a quarter in 

the Great Chasm, and the rest strewn, 

throughout Sithicus. It's unlikely., 

however, that the domain's darklord, 

Inza, will allow the PCs to craft her 

doom unimpeded. 

Ghosts of Ravenloft: As the char¬ 

acters relax in the inn's common 

room, familiar figures enter from 

tlie back halls—long-lost loves 

or dear family members dead for 

years. They describe a monstrous, 

shadowy captor in the wrorld outside 

the inn, a creature that has trapped 

their souls. The phantoms beg the 

PCs to help them. Should the char¬ 

acters enter Ravenloft the phan¬ 

toms disappear, possibly as a trick 

of Inza, the Dark Powers, or some 

other malign force. 

Press Gang: King Azraefs soldiers 

enter the inn and target the weak¬ 

est creatures there as new* recruits 

for the king's army. Because more 

soldiers wait outside, they try to 

drag the unwilling beings from the 

inn and do their lighting where the 

odds axe more in their favor. While 

the battle is likely to end quickly 

once the inn's other patrons become 

involved, those taken into Raven To ft 

might have difficulty escaping. 
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IDZft 
dqrklohd OF 
5ITMICG5 
This beautiful yet stem-featured Visttma 

looks no more than tutenty winters old♦ 
Slender and pale skinned, her brightly- 

colored skirts and kerchief are contrasted 

by tresses the color of a dead, starless 

rcitjfri skyr 

INZA MAGDOVA KULCHEVICH, 

DARKLORD OF SITHiCUS CR 16* 

Female human rogue 6/wizard 8 

NE Medium humanoid (unique) 

Init +4; Senses darkvlsion 60 ft., low- 

light vision; Listen +9, Spot +10 

Languages Balok, Patterns, Luktar, 

Sithican 

AC 22, touch 14, flat-footed 18; 

uncanny dodge 

hp 57 (14 HD); shadow healing; DR 

5/magic 

Immune shadow immunity, magic jar, 

mind-affecting effects 

Weakness daylight vulnerability, 

i n n ocence vu I nerab i I ity 

Fort +5, Ref+11, Will +11; evasion 

Spd 30 ft. (6 squares) 

Melee +4 dagger of wounding +X6/+11 

{ld4+5 plus 1 point of Con damage 

plus poison/19-20) 

Base Atk +8; Grp +9 

Attack Options guilt lash, sneak 

attack +3d6 

Combat Gear potion of cure serious 

wounds, potion of haste, three doses of 

Large scorpion venom 

Spells Prepared (CL 8th) 

4th—animate dead, shadow conjuration 

3rd“-gaseaas/orm, major image (DC 

16), suggestion (DC 16), uampiric touch 

2nd—cat's grace, darkness, muisMity 

(DC 15), summon swarm 

1st—-disguise seif' mage armor, magic 

missile, obscuring mist, ventriloquism 

(DC 14) 

0—detect magic, ghost sound (DC 13), 

mage hand, prestidigitation 

Abilities Str 13, Dex 18, Con 13, Int 17, 

Wis 16t Cha IS 

SQ shadow affinity, shadow form, 

shadow healing, static burn, summon 

familiar (shadow asp)* trapfinding, 

trap sense +2 

Feats Alertness, Brew Potion, Combat 

Reflexes, Dodge, Mobility, Scribe 

Scroll, Stealthy, Weapon Finesse 

Skills Appraise +7, Balance +6, Bluff 

+13, Concentration +9, Craft 

(alchemy) +7, Craft (poison making) 

+9, Diplomacy +8, Disguise+8 (+18 

to act in character), Escape Artist 

+8, Gather information +10, Hide 

+15, Jump +6, Knowledge (arcana) 

+14, Knowledge (local)+20, Listen 

+9, Move Silently +1S, Search +8, 

Sense Motive +8, Sleight of Hand +8, 

Spellcraft +16, Spot +10, Survival +7, 

Tumble +13 

Possessions* combat gear plus +3 

leather armor of myufnerabfl/ty, 

Navgor (+4 dagger of u/oundmg), 

amulet of life protection (renders tnza 

immune to magic jar and mind- 

affecting effects), ring of protection 

+3, crystal hah with deied thoughts, 

potion of neutralize poison, potion of 

water breathing 

Spellbook as above plus’ 0—all, 1st—- 

Ml touch, feather fail, identify, Nystul's 

magic aura, ray of enfeeblement, 

reduce person, shield; 2nd—detect 

thoughts, jog cloud, locate object, 

Tosha's hideous laughter, touch of idiocy, 

web; 3rd—:deep slumber, dispel magic, 

nondetection; 4th—greater invisibility, 

lesser geas 

Daylight Vulnerability (Ex) tnza takes 

ld4 points of nonlethal damage 

every round she is exposed to direct 

sunlight. This damage is lethal if she 

is in shadow form while exposed. 

Innocence Vulnerability (Ex) The mere 

presence of true innocence pains 

Inza. She takes a -1 penalty on 

ali attack rolls, checks, and saves 

made either to attack an innocent 

character, or to resist the attacks of 

an innocent character. While what 

defines an -'innocent5' character is 

largely left to the DM to decide, a 

simple way to define an innocent 

character is as a creature of good 

alignment who has never killed 

another sentient creature. 

Shadow Affinity (Ex) Creatures like 

shadows and natives of the Plane 

of Shadow have helpful attitudes 

regarding Inza. 

Shadow Immunity (Ex) Inza takes 

no damage from spells of the 

shadow subschool. 

Static Burn (Ex) Inza cannot rest in the 

same location two nights in a row. If 

she attempts it, she is wracked with 

terrible dreams and gains no benefit 

from the night's sleep (regaining 

no hit points and being unable to 

prepare spells). 

Guilt Lash (Su) As a standard action, 

Inza can force any sentient creature 

in Sithicus to relive the moments 

of its life it feels guiltiest about. The 

target must make a DC 27 Will save or 

be stunned for ld4 rounds. This is a 

mind-affecting effect. 

Shadow Form (Su) As a standard 

action, Inza can transform herself 

and all of her equipment into pure 

shadow. While in shadow form she 

is incorporeal, gains a +4 bonus on 

Hide checks in areas of shadowy 

illumination (but takes a -4 penalty 

in areas of bright illu mination), and 

moves with perfect silence. 

Shadow Healing (Ex) Inza heals 2 

points of damage each round so 

long as she has at least 1 hit point 

and is within an area of shadowy 

illumination or complete darkness. 

If reduced to 0 hit points in combat, 

Inza automatically assumes shadow 

form and attempts to escape. She 

must reach an area of shadowy 

illumination or darkness within 

1 hour or be destroyed. (She can 

travel up to 3 miles in 1 hour.) Once 

at rest in a darkened place, Inza is 

helpless. She regains 1 hit point after 

1 hour, then is no longer helpless 

and resumes healing at the rate of 2 

hit points per round. Even if Inza is 

destroyed, she reforms in a darkened 

cavern of the Great Chasm ld4 

weeks later, 

*As a darkford of Raven loft, Inza has a 

number of unique abilities beyond 

those of her race and equipment 

In excess of that normally available 

to one of her class level. These 

advantages are reflected In her CR. 

Inza is also accompanied by a shadow 

asp familiar, a creature that can be 

found in the Rend Fo/io, ^ 
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Ecology of the Xsle of PkeAp 
The TournAl or LAktssA VAnderbosen 

ECOLOGY 

'TaclxZy xhufrfJL thz, S/ifzMj Of tfuL caI(M\j fCn ptkz. ma.ULo.JJI. CjS/fyUZnO/l. WU MJL. 
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vA.lhzjzS. WAxlz. ptAzSz. f>fxOCzZjdpMj$ /Znz AJfKpGJxtflyj: fOix OLux fZ&ruly*s- 

/M.d> TviaCeYj Czss^yCyu. Js~~dzJSAjAS XAzsz f/m-fU/j sAorais) X 

fJyd ptksjrfL ruajtkjux jAajxzs.Trru,. J7ius) Uvz. ommamczjI my Aush/md XzjxaK ? 
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U/OtAxyj. XtuL f/Mqs Oj- 
TjO^ulLsA^Z 
6th of Wealsiin, 593 cy 

I have returned from a journey with 

the Tartarean natives to the volcano 

Nextepeua, one of the twin volcanoes 

known as the Fangs of Zotzilaha. The 

Tan a ro arts make annual pilgrimages 

to offer appeasements to tlieir bat-god 

Camazotz. I had agreed to the trip to dis¬ 

play our good intentions to our Olman 

neighbors, hoping to help Verik’s goal of 

establishing mutual trade-, with them. 

The Fangs are an imposing sight, 

rising up to dizzying heights , and 

dwarfing the scenery around them. 

From their heights billow pillars of 

black, acrid, smoke visible for many 

SAVAGE TIDE 
Larissa Vanderboren's journal 

appears in the Vanderboren vault IS 

in the first adventure of the Savage^ 

Tide Adventure Path, “There [s Noll 

Honor,” from Dungeon #139, This 

Work contains her research notes on 

Hthe Isle of Dread's ecosystem, alon^ 

with maps and sketches of the crea-k 

fe- tures of the island. Presented herd! 
Nr#* r 
\ are selected entries and sketehe 

t from that research, translated fro nr- 

|yIvan. The pJayerJs m ap of the 

,i. of Dread, included with-this 

§can also be employed as part 

, La rissa ■$. 0b servations. 

Irifi 
issue! 

miles, polluting the air with ash and 

debris. Muffled rumbles growl tom deep beneath the peaks, 

suggesting the incredible activity of the world's bowel s. The 

fields surrounding the Fangs steam with slag and knee-deep 

ash, while the grounds closer to the peaks are riddled with 

lava tubes. Some evidence of flowing magma colliding with 

underground water exists, as poisonous 

gas belches from deep vents and fis¬ 

sures. It's no wonder the natives fear; this 

place—they live, under constant threat 

of an explosive eruption* 

The Tanaroans explained that we 

must wait until nightfall/when. the 

volcanoes' sacred baboon guardians 

retreat to their caves. The baboons— 

omnivorous and dangerously raven¬ 

ous—live out a pitiful existence, sur¬ 

viving off sparse vegetation and hud¬ 

dling together aronnd the few pools of 

stagnant rainwater* 

When twilight fell, hordes of great 

bats swept out from the' lava tubes,, 

and fissures, blacking out the smoke- 
clouded sky. 1 was startled by the crea¬ 

tures' physical size* some with wing- 

spans up to 15 feet. In spite of their mass, they exhibited sur¬ 

prising maneuverabiliLyt both rn the air and on the grodfrd. 

The sight of so many of them, a colony several thousand 

strong, instilled a primal fear within me. Although they 

drove the baboons hooting back to their caves, the bats 
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ignored ns completely, enabling ns to 

approach imrih a 11 enged—an event that* 

to.the Tanaroans, was a sign Camazotz 

himself hadgrante d safe passage. 

Once inside blextepeua, the shaman 

leading the pilgrimage began repeat¬ 

ing a iadbal* rhythmic chant. What¬ 

ever incantation he worked upon ns 

proved sufficient; for we withstood the 

heat emanating from the walls and the 

occasional blasts of scotching air. The 

searirig; volcanic fumes made breathing 

difficult, even with the cloth masks we 

used, and this muffled rumbles heard 

outside were deafening this close to the 

volcanic core. The smoke and heat waves 

also made navigation nearly impossible. 

I would have surely been lost within 

those hellish depths forever had not the 

Tanarbam been so familiar with the way, 

seemingly capable of -making the trek 

without the need for sight. 

After what seemed, an eternity, w7e 

arrived at the Shrine of Camazotz. 

We hurriedly placed out offerings at 

a spot-covered carving of a bat in the 

far wall. Within the shrine I placed a 

memento my daughter Lavinia had 

made for me when she was a child, 

offering something near to my heart as 

the Tanaroans suggested* 1 am hope¬ 

ful that through my obeisance 1 have 

earned at least a marginal respect from 

the plman natives* 

Bcofagy af. Pa^uv&m. 
24th of Wealsun, 593 gy 

While wandering the central jungle, 

stubbornly classifying the island’s 

endless varieties of flora, I caught 

sight of a strange, diminutive primate. 

Carrying a spear, It had a satchel slung 

across its shoulders and appeared to 

be rummaging for mushrooms on the 

spongy ground. It hadn’t noticed me 

so I approached for a closer look* 

Little more than a feet tall, the crea¬ 

ture looked like a raccoon, with dark fur 

around its eyes and ringed stripes on 

its tail. It also had primate-distinguish¬ 

ing features, such as opposable thumbs 

and. a prehensile tail, but displayed a thin 

rhbrnbrane of skin stretched between its 

front and backlegs (later 1 would observe 

its use for gliding between trees), 
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Its eyes 

suddenly met 

mine, and for a brief 

moment, 1 thought th e * 

creature looked inquisi¬ 

tive, but then it started 

shrieking in a shrill, warbling 

cry* Almost instantly, more of 

the creatures came rushing through 

the bushes and dropping from the 

trees—too many to count. Before 1 

could act, a primitive net made from 

vines ensnared me, and the creatures 

began pummeling me with their clubs 

and the buft-eiids of their spears until 

I lost consciousness. 

I awoke with my hands tied behind my 

back, lying on a wooden platform sup¬ 

ported by the boughs of an ancient deklo 

tree* I could sense that 1 was high up in 

the jungle canopy and I noticed my pro¬ 

visions and research notes dumped out 

next to me. As 1 looked around* T could 

see more plattorms in the surrounding 

trees* connected by treacherous-look¬ 

ing bridges made of knotted vines and 

strewn with simple wooden huts. These 

creatures had built an entire village 

among the trees. Scores of the small crea¬ 

tures watched from nearby platforms* 

through tiny hut windows, and from the 

foliage of brandies above, spying on me 

curiously as I came to my senses. 

As I composed myself one of the 

tiny creatures, their Jeader by the 

look of his unique* brightly feath¬ 

ered adornments, approached me and 

untied my hands. He shocked me by 

speaking a crude sort of Sylvan—dis¬ 

tinguishable phrases interspersed 

with soft hoots and odd clicks of the 

tongue. He apologized for the incon¬ 

venience and explained that I had 

surprised a group of his people while 

they gathered medicinal herbs from 

the forest floor below. He had looked 

through my journal, discovered my 

druidic beliefs, and was very apolo¬ 

getic for the misunderstanding* He 

invited me to a village feast and the 

following grooming session that eve¬ 

ning as a token of their good wilL 

I stayed with the creature^—who I 

came to know as phanatons—for three 

days thereafter, learning of their society 

and culture. When I left, the one that 1 

had spied on the jungle floor* named 

Hatoi* offered to join me as a guide—a 

sort of peace offering from these crea¬ 

tures, At first, Hatoi was shy* but with 



S;L p. 

ins consumption of g tpxk weed that 

grows in patches along the laic's east¬ 

ern batiks. 

Several minutes after eating the 

weed, the ankylosaur begins taking 

short, shallow breaths, and seems a 

bit unsteady on his feet. Once the 

drug fully takes hold, he exhibits :an 

increased blood flow-evidenced by 

his overall pinkish hue—and, begins 

to drool. Other effects of the plant 

axe rapid eye movement, loss of bal¬ 

ance, occasional vomiting, and highly 

aggressive behavior. 

The amount of weed consumed has a 

proportional effect on the ankylo same's 

belligerence. On a normal day, he eats 

only a small quantity—enough to 

f 

time I began to connect with him by 

kiting him look at my journal. He is 

fond of my sketches, particularly of 

the island's plant life, and he will no 

doubt prove invaluable in classifying 

the jungle flora. 

Of. i&cd WzjM 
7th of Richfest, 593 cy 

For the past several days, I’ve been 

observing a herd of ankylosaurs that 

graze near an inland lake in the north¬ 

western readies of the isle- Within 

this group, one male in particular has 

been exhibiting very curious behavior, 

of hostile and unsocial bearing. I’ve 

come to blame this comportment on 

only to run headlong into a tree trunk. 

He became so enraged that he smashed 

down nearly thirty trees before disap¬ 

pearing into the jungle^ 

After about two hours, the drug begins 

to wear oft The specimen exhibits loss of 

hunger, lethargy and impotent irritabil¬ 

ity usually collapsing whereverfiefinds 

himself after the plant's e|fetf|maVe rnh 

their course. Once he is fast asleep, the 

herd resumes its daily grazing. 

The ankylosaur shows signsrit 

ical addiction to the plant, refusing to 

let any members of his herd near a 

patch. When he can’t find sources of 

the weed, he goes through stages of 

extreme depression, although social 

rejection might account for ibis 

behavior, as he is an outcast anioiig 

the group. 

When I asked the Panitube natives 

about the weed, they smiled and laughed 

to themselves as if privy to $ome private 

joke, which 1 take to mean that they are 

indeed familiar with It. I overheard one 

of them call it “cualoco zacafi,” which 

roughly translates from Olrnan to “angry 

grass.” The few natives who speak: the 

trade Longue, however, have made a bro¬ 

ken translation, calling it "loco weed." 

become easily agitated. The rest of the 

herd has learned to avoid him during 

these episodes, as he swings his tail at 

anything that approaches. Bven when 

docile and not under the influence of 

the plant, the herd and other local her¬ 

bivores give him plenty of space, not 

wishing to incur his wrath. A bruised 

shin is apparently enough to make even 

the largest diplodocus wary of him. 

Lafger meals of the plant have a 

more powerful effect on the giant rep¬ 

tile, causing him to become extremely 

aggressive and attack anything he sees. 

His depth perception seems altered 

during these episodes, as yesterday I 

observed him charging into the j ungle 

BfJuR/AJJst Gj~ 

BXsvh 
10th of Reaping, 593 cy 

Concerning the flock of terror birds 

that I have been studying near the 

isle’s eastern peninsula, today I wit¬ 

nessed a pack of males force a dime- 

trod on away from its kill The crea¬ 

ture had wandered into the high 

grasses of the flock’s territory and 

brought down a giant scorpion, an 

easy catch with little signs of strug¬ 

gle. This was soon to change, though, 

for tlie terror bird scavengers can be 

very persistent when it comes to rob¬ 

bing meals. 

The tall birds slowly encircled tfte 
> 

predator, assessing the situation, Af 

first, the dime trod on seemed; indif¬ 

ferent to their presence, continuing to 

eat while only occasionally snapping at 

birds that got too close. As the flight¬ 

less avians gained confidence, they 

began flaunting—rising up to their full 

. ®5§SVfi?tlP 
—^*1 r-:" - v 
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freight and fluffing their head plumes, 

They strutted back and forth, low 

re'sbnating grunts emanating from 

deftjr within their chests. When their 

displays failed to intimidate the feed¬ 

ing predator, some of them began 

turning their hindquarters toward 

it and kicking dirt into its face. This 

immediately garnered the reptile’s 

full attention. 

Unwilling to give up its kill, the 

dimetrodon flushed the sail on its 

back, bared its teeth, and began bel¬ 

lowing at its attackers. This show of 

force came too late, though, as the birds 

had worked themselves into a frenzy. 

The flanking terror birds nipped at its 

tab, hitting and running, much to their 

target's frustration. While doing little 

harm, it made the dirnetrodon spin 

around tq snap at them. Taking advan¬ 

tage of this momentary distraction, 

the other birds rushed in for quick 

strikes; hutting and quickly biting with 

their powerful beaks. At one point, the 

dirnetrodon actually staggered to keep 

its balance. Finally having had enough, 

the giant lizard abandoned its meal 

and fled at a waddling gait. The birds 

gave pursuit, screecliing as they drove 

the creature from their territory . Once 

the threat of the predator was gone, 

they .dragged the half-eaten scorpion 

hick to the waiting chicks and females 

of their flock. 

In other parts of the Flanaess, these 

flightless birds are top predators of 

their habitats, hut here they axe clearly 

bottom-feeding scavengers. If it were 

not for their strength of numbers, 

they would certainly be ill equipped at 

defending their nests and might have 

long ago disappeared from the island. 

They have adapted quite well to their 

situation and exhibit; fr remarkable 

ability to drive off most predators that 

threaten their nesting grounds. 

'hjPUW’MZmnUS fUx! 
22nd of Reaping, 593 cy 

In gathering data for my documentation 

of the island's food chains, Hatoi and I 

witue sse d a tyranno saur c ons nine a less er 

theropod in the northeastern grasslands. 

The prey was too small to sate the giant 

beast's hunger, and once it caught our 

scent and spotted us, it charged—fright¬ 

eningly fast For a creature of such size. 

Terrified, and against all instinct, I held 

my ground, knowing that fleeing would 

certainly be my last' act. 

. I attempted to* speak to it to try to 

calm the 'massive beast, but it ignored 

me, slowing its advance only slightly. 

My heart pounding, 1 redoubled my 

efforts and the rex came to a reluc¬ 

tant halt. I have heard tales of druids 

who consort with these beasts, but that 

seemed a dangerous proposition. Verik 

would surely scold me if he knew I had 

even attempted it. 

The titan lowered its head to sniff me 

with one great nos tril, its scimitar-sized 

teeth scant inches away. Fascinated, 1 

reached out a trembling hand fo touch 

IL, and just then, Hatoi jumped from 

his tree and landed squarely on the top 

of the tyrant's skull. I yelled at him to 

stop, but it was too late. The tyranno- 

saur raised its mighty head and let out 

a deafening roar. It began thrashing 

and spinning its body to shake off the 

small nuisance, snapping its great jaws 

in anticipation of the morsel. As Hatoi 

raised Ms spear, I cried out to present 

what was to occur, but too late. He 

plunged his spear deep into one of the 

tyrannosaux’s eyes, blinding the giant 

and sending it into an uncontrollable 

rage. Between mars, it swung its tail 

wildly while clawing impotently at its 

face, unable to remove the tiny spear. 

The last I .saw of the rex, it was 

bullying its way into the jungle to 

the west, splintering the innocent 

trees as it ran. The sound of its flight 

turned to sounds of in tense struggle, 

the trees began shaking violently and 

a shocked reptilian roar reverberated 

thro ugh t he j ungl e. Reapp ea ring ff orii 

the undergrowth, Hatoi began franti¬ 

cally waving his hands as if warding 

off some perceived evil. When the 

tyranno saur abruptly ^became quiet, 

choked off in mid-roar, and the tops 

of the trees stopped moving, wide- 

eyed Hatoi started making loud, agi¬ 

tated ticking sounds. He wanted very 

desperately to leave the area, pulling 

my hand to lead me away from the 

mysterious and disturbing sounds. 

Not questioning my native guide’s 

obvious urgency, we quickly] oumeyed 

back to the village; Later, when 1 asked, 

Hatoi refused to speak of his actions, 

becoming frightened and emotional. 

For the first time, fve come to real¬ 

ize the phanaton is keeping certain 

truths pertaining to the isle a secret 

from me. 

Bcofajj Of- rt/u, 
5th of Goodmonth, 593 cy 

My interactions with the natives are 

beginning to bear fruit, as they have 

begun trading with Farshore, eager to 

exchange pearls harvested from oys¬ 

ters that live around the coral reefs 

of the island. Eollowing rumors of 
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huge pearls, we've bartered two canoes 

with the fishermen of Burowao, the 

easternmost peninsula village in 

exchange for guides to lead a Fax- 

shore expedition to a reef where they 

claim giant oysters make their homes. 

1 went along with the explorers to 

Investigate the reports of such giant 

mollusks and l earn more about the 

isle's aquatic inhabitants. 

We anchored at a reef off the north¬ 

eastern shores of the island. Our 

guides spoke of monstrous, territorial 

eels that feed on the coxal there—a 

trait that has since earned them the 

name “mashers/' With the help of the 

fishermen, we devised a strategy for 

stealing the pearls from their homes. 

Approaching the reef in outriggers, 

we maneuvered into the shallow water 

over the reef-^-less than z feet deep— 

and disembarked. Walking on the reef 

proved difficult—if you weren't careful, 

you could easily break an ankle. Our 

mission was to attract the attention of 

the mashers by dislodging chunks of 

the reef with long poles, hoping to pro¬ 

voke a feeding frenzy, giving our divers 

the necessary distraction to gather the 

pearFbearing oysters. 

Within moments of breaking off 

the first coral chunks the mashers 

responded. Several sets of the eels' 

wicked black spines broke from the 

water, serpentine in their movements 

as they approached. Some' looked 



to be in excess ot 30 teet long, mak¬ 

ing them more than a match for the 

aquatic reptile slmldng' in these foggy 

waters. As the monstrous eels gained 

speed, I realized their intentions and 

began yelling for my comrades to 

retreat The mashers' skulls bear thick 

growths of bone, with which they 

began relentlessly ramming the reef, 

sending jairing^ shockwaves through 

-iff knocking us from our feet, A great 

schism opened in the coral we stood 

on, and the solid surface beneath us 

was suddenly gone, sunk into the 

leaver underwater mazes, leaving us 

treading wafer that was now deep 

enough for the.mashers to navigate. 

Two of out men who chose to swim 

to the canoe are no longer with us, 

Qne moment they were there and the 

next they were simply gone, nothing 

marking their presence other than a 

cloud of turbulent bubbles of blood. 

As we emerged onto the standing* 

reef I noticed one of the native's arms 

hanging limp at his side, quickly turn¬ 

ing black—he had brushed against one 

of the poisonous spines on the mash¬ 

ers' backs. Cursing myself for lacking 

the vital spell, I tried to treat the poison 

but was unsuccessful—the black dis¬ 

coloration quickly spread to the rest of 

his body, coursing across his skin. He 

began shivering and babbling incoher¬ 

ently with dementia* Finally going into 

shock, fits pf vomiting and convulsions 

took oyer. When his eyes bulged, I knew 

it was Loo late, for inflammation of the 

bram is fatal. The poison had killed him 

within moments. 

We had suffered three fatalities and 

pur divers managed to bring up only 

tour normal pearls from the depths. 

Appalled, Verik has decided that 

forth er risk outweighs the value of the 

still-rumored giant pearls and has for¬ 

bidden all future diving expeditions. 

Pk&iaiacfi Of. 

19th of Goodmouth, 593 cy 

Today I came upon a clearing where 

it seemed a herd of dinosaurs had 

recently stampeded. The footprints 

were massive and the devastation to 

the area immense—likely caused by 

a herd of diplodocuses or other large 

herbivores. There were no signs of 

an attacker's footprints, leading me 

to believe that the panic's source had 

come from the sky. 

As I was studying the ruined land¬ 

scape, I discovered a large plant, a 

A 

greenvise once nearly 15 feet tab, 

fatally trampled into the ground. Its 

still huge, flytraplike mouths twitched 

violently—seemingly hungry even 

in death—and spasms ran down the 

length of its main stalk, causing the 

plant’s tendrils to flutter and make a 

sound like someone shaking a tree. 

About halfway down the stalk that 

served as the greenvise's throat a puls¬ 

ing bulge appeared to be the source 

of the plant's post-death contractions. 

Whatever was inside the carnivorous 

weed was still alive, struggling to 

escape. When I sliced open the stalk to 

try to free whatever was ^trapped within, 

I encountered some resistance—-the 

gTeenvise's thick stem proving tougher 

to carve than a ripe melon. Viscous 

froth spewed from the incision and 
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q^zed its way to the ground/ reminding 

me of .the saliva of a fleshy creature— 

except that this reeked of sap. 

Lining the inside of the stalls; ran 

rows’of dense thorns protruding down 

toward the plant’s gut, arrayed m such 

a fashion as to prevent captured prey 

from escaping back up to the maw. I 

could see a sizable frog peering up at 

me through the thorns, desperately 

frying to push past the barbs to reach 

the opening I had created, I spoke to 

it in an attempt to calm it, but the 

traumatized thing was fully intent 

on escape. The frog must have kicked 

one of the rooty organs that once 

guided the greenvisek locomotion, 

for one of the plant’s tendrils con¬ 

vulsed, knocking me off my feet and 

pinning me to the ground. 

Struggling to free myself; I heard 

the flap of powerful wings and stilled 

rays elf at the sight of a pair of wyvems 

scouring Lhe carnage. These creatures 

were likely the culprits behind the 

stampede, returning to pick over the 

devastation. Instinctively, \ shifted 

myself into a small snake and slowly 

slithered away from the remains of 

the man-eating bush, seeking a hiding 

place where T could wait for the preda¬ 

tors to depart. Behind me, 1 heard the 

lesser dragons tearing into the green- 

vise, not discriminating between frog 

and plant. At least the poor creature 

did not suffer long. 

A 1/C& 

Atu&lzjz tfahi&erf: 
15th of Harvester, 593 cy 

1 cannot put to words the sense of 

grief and guilt that consumes me. By 

now; Hatoi is surely dead, a victim of 

an unspeakable fate I unwittingly had 

a hand in weaving. If only I had heeded 

his warnings, he would still be here 

with me as I write this. For the thou- 

watching us. At first, 1 shrugged it off 

as nerves, but it became increasingly 

difficult to keep Hatoi calm. When he 

suddenly stopped and started hissing, 

staring intently into the darkness, I 

halted in deference to his keener senses. 

It was then that I became aware that we 

had been walking beneath a boating „ 

maze of spider webs strung through the 

trees above. Disgusting corpse husks 

dangled from the rope-thick strands 

like macabre Midwinter ornaments. Yet, 

even more terrifyingly, something had 

purposefully positioned the carcasses, 

forming rotting shelters as sickening, as 

they were crude. 

All of the hairs on my body stood on 

I took these creatures for aranea—tare 

and rumored spiderlike beings storied 

to $arty lll-inannered children off to 

their-evil forest kingdom, 

I didn't hate the opportunity to 

look closer of attempt to speak to the 

creatures as the surrounding Jungle 

suddenly came alive with indistinct, 

sinister shadows and the s bund s’ d! 

slinking things. Despite the actiyity I 

Could sense nothing olheT than Hkfoi, 

the spider things, arid myse® .Eveh 

now, I don't know if something was 

actually there, or if those images and 

noises wrere mere figments meant to 

drive us to some deadlier trap. 

Regardless, an oveiwhdming need 

to flee consumed me, and I prayed to 

Ehloima to steel my nerve. I don’t know 

what came over poor Hatoi, thud^h, 

because he bolted, heading deeper into 

the hollow as if charging one of the Spi¬ 

ders,, a terrified but determined look on 

his fhce. 1 can't help but wonder if he 

was trying to defend me. I had scarcely 

a moment to call out before I 'sawihis. 

peril, each bound into the undergrowth 

covering him more and more in thick 

strands of webbing, ghostly ropes slip¬ 

ping around him like wet nooses. The 

sounds of him calling out to me a? he 

was hefied into the silken nightmare 

above still ring in rpy ears, and through 

my own screams 1 thought I heard a 

chittering arachnid laughter that will 

ever torture my nightmares. E 

sandth time I ask why I ignored him, end when I caught a glimpse of move- 

foolishly venturing Into a darkened 

hollow in the eastern jungle where I 

noticed even the thunder lizards feared 

to tread. There, my curiosity cost me 

and ray friend dearly. 

As we entered the vale, made eter¬ 

nally dark by the dense jungle canopy, 

1 immediately felt something was 

ment. Fraying for my eyes to adjust 

to tlfe darkness, I could barely see 

them: giant, horrifying spiders slowly 

descending from their webs, seemingly 

hovering in mid-air and gesturing with 

their front appendages—disgustingly 

elongated arms with rrmlti-knuckled 

hands. Although Lhad never seen one, 

CmcLsMM 
ist of Sunsebbj 593 cy 

Some time has passed since ! left Far- 

shore and—in hght of the recent trag* 

edy—this is likely to he my last entry. 

When we return to Sasserine, I shall 

deposit the bulk of this work into the 

family vault for safekeeping until such 

a time that 1 can organize my notes 

and publish a full dissertation nf thq 

island's ecosys Lem. Whatever jfihal; form 

my observations take, though, t plaii lo 

dedicate the work to those souls who 

lost their lives in that imforgiving land. 

I hope their sacrifices might serve as a 

warning of the savage nature and primal 

ferocity that epitomizes the aptly named 

IsleofDread, 2 
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Dread on the Isle 
by Jason Bulmahn, Steve Greer, and Gary Holian • illustrated by Ben Wootten and Steve Ellis 

is rising and the 

need to keep your head above water. 

While the pages of Dungeon present 

DMs with every vile plot and cunning 

monster needed to run the Savage 

ADVENTURE TTE 
This installment of Savage 

Tidings links to the fourth 

episode of the Adventure Path, 

“Here There be Monsters/1 

presented in Dungeon #142. 

-a-*& 
Tide Adventure Path, Dragon offers details and options 

to help you fight back. This month's mstaLLmeni gives 

you a host of rumors about the legendary Isle of Dread, 

new options for characters with animal companions and 

familiars, as well as ideas for new 

characters who might he found in. the 

is le’s d an gerou s j imgl es ■ 

Animals of the Isle 
Druids arid rangers traveling across 

the Isle of Dread soon find that the 

creatures native to the island are 

unlike those found anywhere else. 

Naturally, some of these creatures might make for great 

animal companions. Wizards and sorcerers in search 

of new familiars might discover some of these crea¬ 

tures fit the role perfectly as well. Even those without 
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a special bond to a creature might 

find a number of the inhabitants of 

the Isle of Dread useful as mounts. 

You should consult with your DM 

before selecting any of these crea¬ 

tures to determine which he allows 

as well as any other options not 

presented here. 

Animal Companions 
The lists in the Player's Handbook 

provide a wide variety of options 

when choosing an animal compan¬ 

ion. While many of these creatures 

can be found on the Isle of Dread, 

some cannot, and others native to 

the isle make for fine choices. The 

following list of animals can be 

used by druids ox rangers seeking 

new companions on the; island. 

While most are from the Monster 

Manual, some of these creatures 

can be found in Monster Manual II 

(MMII), Monster Manual III (MMIU), 

Monster Manual IV (MM1V), or the 

Fiend Foiio (FF). Other dinosaurs, 

found in Deacon #318, might also 

make for a perfecthnimal compan¬ 

ion (or familiar). 

7th Level or Higher (Level -6) 

Crocodile, giant (animal) 

Cryptodidus (dinosaur, MMjffJ 

Deinonychus (dinosaur) 

Dire ape 

Dire boar 

Dire toad (MM//) 

Elasmosaurus (dinosaur) 

Snake, Huge viper (animal) 

Terror bird (Ff) 

loth Level or Higher (Level -9) 

Bloodstriker (dinosaur, MM/i/) 

Dire snake (MM/J) 

Legendary eagle (MM//) 

Mega ra ptor (d inosaur) 

Sea tiger (MM///) 

Shark, Huge (animal) 

Snake, giant constrictor (animal' 

3,3th Level or Higher (Level -12) 

Allosaurus (dinosaur, MM//) 

AnkyIosaurusTdinosaur, MM/I) 

Legendary ape (MMII) 

Octopus, mrna 

1st Level or Higher 

Dire rat 

Eagle (animal) 

Hawk (animal) 

Owl (animat) 

Snake, Medium viper (animal) 

Snake, Small viper (animal) 

Swindles pi tier (dinosaur, MM///) 

m 

4th Level or Higher (Level -3) 

Ape (animal) 

Boar (animal) 

Crocodile (animal) 

Dire bat 

Dr re hawk (MM/I) 

Dire weasel 

Fleshraker (dinosaur, MM//J) 

Lizard, monitor (animal) 

Sailsnake (MM/V) 

Shark, large (animal) 

Snake, constrictor (animal) 

Snake, large viper (animal) 

16th Level of Higher (Level -15) 

■ Dire shark 

Legendary spake (MM//) 

Quetzalcoatlus (MM//) 

Squid, giant (animat) 

Triceralops (dinosaur) 

Tyrannosaurus (dinosaur) 

•: . . . :: 

Familiars 
Sorcerers and wizards are rarely 

found without some sort of small 

creature soaring above them or 

perching on their shoulders. Those 

visiting the Isle of Dread might find 

they have a number of additional 

options when choosing familiars. 

While the bat, hawk, lizard, owl, rat, 

snake, and toad familiars can ail 

be found on the island, the other 

standard choices cannot. In addi¬ 

tion, the following creatures can be 

called to serve. Note than none of 

these choices require the Improved 

Familiar feat. 

Monkey: Tiny monkeys can be 

found all across the Isle of Dread. 

hiding in the trees and avoiding 

larger predators. As familiars, mon¬ 

keys tend to be curious and easily 

agitated, spending much of their 

time climbing about their masters 

or grooming them. Use the statistics 

for a monkey found on page 276 of 

the Monster Manual A monkey can 

be taken as a familiar by a ist-level 

spelleaster. A character with a mon¬ 

key familiar gains a +3 bonns on 

Climb checks. 

Needlctooth: This Tiny dinosaur 

is known for traveling in packs and 

for its bloodthirsty nature. Alone as 

familiars, they can he quite territo¬ 

rial about Their masters, snipping 

at anyone who draws too dose. Use 

the statistics for the lizard found 

on page 275 of the Monster Manual 

In addition, anyone bit by a need¬ 

letooth bleeds for 1 round, losing 1 

hit point the following round. This 

bleeding can be stopped by a DG 

10 Heal check pr the Application of 

a care spell or some other healing 

magic. A needletooth can be taken as 

a familiar by a ist-level speUcaster. A 

character with a needletooth famil¬ 

iar, gains a +3 bonus on Hide checks 

in forest or jungle environments. 

Parrot: These colorful birds are 

found all over the Isle of Dread. 

Use the same statistics for the raven 

found oti page 278 of Lhe Mons/er 

Manual A parrot can speak one 

language of its master's choosing 

as a supernatural ability. A charac¬ 

ter with a parrot familiar gains.a +3 

bonus on Appraise checks, A parrot 

can be taken as a familiar by a ist- 

level spehcaster. 

Mounts 
While few creatures on the Isle of 

Dread make for natural mounts, 

some could be trained to serve, as 

such with a significant amount of 

time and patience. A paladin might 

find a number of dinosaurs and 

other creatures suitable to serve 

as liis mount. Note that your DM 
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WHAT: DO YGUKM)W: THE ISLE OF DREAD 
The “ Ecology of the Isle of Dread/'on page 58 of this issue, contains an extern 

sive treatise covering the Isle and its inhabitants. Larissa Vanderboren wrote 

the report during her time spent there, while her husband was busy founding 

the colony of Farshore. Kept in the Vanderboren vault for years, the journal is 

readily available as reference should you need it. The poster map contained in 

this issue is from that same journal and might also prove quite valuable. 

Rumors 
In addition to the journal, there are many tales and stories concerning the 

[sle of Dread and its inhabitants, the Olman. While most of them are assur¬ 

edly false, some might hold a grain of truth, 

* The Olman observe a form of totem It ancestor worship and animate some 

of their dead. They consider this a natural thing, 

p A great plateau sits at the island's center, where ancient terrible gods slum¬ 

ber. Those who defile that sacred place risk waking them. 

* Natives found on the islands east of the seven Olman villages are feral can¬ 

nibals who attack and ritually consume strangers. They are known for their 

war drums and often fortft raiding parties on outrigger canoes. 

* Spider demons dwell in the jungle. They seek to enslave ^hodkpenrTtent on 

anyone who comes into their grasp. 

* The isle of Dread is filled with dinosaurs and other horrible monsters. The 

A sizeable tribe of these shape shifting 

spidep hye| on The Tsle of Dread 

; Prom time tp time, outcasts; find 

themselves in search of companion¬ 

ship and adventure. With their abil¬ 

ity to take on humanoid form; they 

might even keep their true nature a 

secret until companions have earned 

their trust, instead posing as lost 

explorers or travelers until the time 

is right. Aranea have 3 monstrous Hit 

Dice and a level adjustment of +4, 

making the sample creature on page 

15 of the Mohstef M&nu&! a perfect 

choice for a replacement yth-level 

player character. Aranea have the 

following racial ability modifiers: 

Dexterity +4, Constitution +4, Intelli¬ 

gence +4, Wisdom +zt and Charisma 

+4. Use these modifiers it generating 

unique ability scores for an aranea 

player character. 

Wm . ^ 

5$ 
has the final say over what mounts 

are available and you should check 

before taking one of these danger¬ 

ous creatures. See page 204 of the 

Itzinge&n Master's Guide for additional 

rules concerning unusual mounts. 

A paladin of 6th level or higher 

can use a demonvehus (dinosaur), 

dire hat, giant lizard, or Large mon¬ 

strous spider as a mount. At 7th 

level, a dire hoar, giant eagle, rhi¬ 

noceros, sea cat, and terror bird 

(FI^ become available. At 8th level, 

a paladin might find a griffon as a 

mount. At gth level, a bioodstriker 

dinosaur (MMIII) or megaraptor 

(dinosaur) become viable choices. A 

paladin of 10th level or higher can 

Lilardfolk m 
■■■ 

Adventurers and Olman are not the 

only explorers tp be found on the 

Isle of Dread. Warriors from a large 

tribe of Hzardfolk are often encoun¬ 

tered hunting the vast jungles. These 

reptilian humanoids know a great 

deal about the jungle and respect 

its fierce: predators, but they are not 

above roasting an Olman for a tribal 

use an allosaurus (MMH) dr ankylo- feast if one crosses thdr path. Not 

saurus (MMLI) as a mount. At rath all lizardfolk are so brutal, though, 

level, a paladin might gain a mast- and a lizardfolk player character 

odon (MMIII), quetzalcoatlus(dino- might pxakea hoble warrior. 

natives only go beyond the safety of their Great Wall in large numbers. 

Avoid the mysterious fogs on the main island at any cost. They herald the 

arrival of more dire creatures to our world. Never step into the heart of the 

fog or you won't return to this world ever again! 

As dangerous as the island’s surface is, the world below the island is far 

worse. Gfeli cavernous spaces beneath the jungle hold titanic water 

demons, performing foul rites and bloody sacrifices. 

/ / / • .. 

- | w 

saur, MMII), trieeratops (dinosaur), 

or tyrannosaurus (dinosaur). 

While the se repre s ent just s ome of 

the choices, your DM might remove 

or add creatures to this list. 

Replacement PCs 
Death is an unfortunate possibil¬ 

ity of every adventurer's life. For¬ 

tunately, even on the Isle of Dread, 

new characters can be found among 

the native population. Here are just 

a few of the options, from the fierce 

Olman to the monstrous aranea. 

Use the xulek for lizardfolk char¬ 

acters presented on page 169 of the 

Mririter M#fiual. Lizardfolk from the 

Isle pf Dread can learn Olman, Phan- 

aton, or Sylvan as bonus languages 

instead hf Goblin, Gnoll, or Otc* 

Olman 
The Olman have lived oh the Isle of 

Dread for countless ages in small 

villages separated from the body; of 

the island by a gigantic wall. While 

they are dedicated to their tribes, 

liumerous iiidividuals have left over 
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theyeaxs to explore the world beyond. Phanaton Phanatons have large e' 

Many have traveled to the interior of Known to live all across the Isle of den in a mask of darker ft 

the Isle never to be seen again, "but Dread aie a race of Small creatures monkeylike hands have oj 

others have returned bringing back that appear to be a cross between a thumbs and can be used for 

tales of harrowing adventure. While raccoon and a monkey, with gray to of tasks. While their feet are 

traversing the island, it is quite pos- brown fur, long prehensile tails, and theycannotbe used to carry; 

sible to run into one of these natives thin membranes stretching between of weight Or wield any wea 

whose interests in exploration and Iheir arms and legs. These creatures, shields. The tails of phana 

expert knowledge of geography known as phanatons, are not unintel- almost four-feet long, which 

could prove vital. iigent animals, as many first assume, to assist in jumping and c 

The Olman are divided into four They live in small villages high up in Phanatons speak their own 1 
clans, each of which venerates a fierce the canopy of the jungle, safe from of hoots, chatters, and clicks, 

animal: the elk, hawk, tiger, and sea the predators that dwell below. Orga- Phanatons possess the f< 

turtle. Each clan has its own proud nized into small clans, the phanatons racial traits. 

traditions and rituals, but each comes have kings and war chiefs who make-2 Strength, +2 Dexb 

to the defense of the others in times most oi the important decisions, Constitution, 

of crisis. While the leader of each clan while the rest tend to the forest and — Small size, +1 bonus ft 

is male, the leader of each village is the needs of the whole. Class, +1 bonus on attack 

female, ensuring a balance of power While afraid of others af first, phan- bonus on Hide checks, -4 

and opinions. Olman are not afraid atons fan become quite friendly once on grapple checks, liftii 

of outsiders, instead finding them a creature has proven that it means carrying limits 3/4 tb 

curious and almost foolish with no harm to the clan or the nearby for- Medium characters, 

their determination to explore the est that sustains it. Some phanatons —A phanaton’s base speed k 

deadly island. even agree to travel with other crCa- - Low-light vision. 

Olman are ordinary humans in tures, acting as guides or scouts. As — Natural Weapon: Bite (1 

all respects. All Olman learn their such, phanaton adventurers axe not —Forest Awareness (Ex): 

native tongue (Olman) instead of uncommon. Phanatons despise spi- tons have an empathic aw 

Common, hut those who have fre- ders and spiderlike creatures, such as in forests, which gives the 

quent relations with outsiders the aranea, attacking them on sight so racial bonus .on all saving 

quickly pick it up. long as the odds are in their favor. in forest locations. 
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Lost Regalia of the North: The Toppled Thrones 
by Eric L. Bqj?& iiJiih s£ecta! introduction by Ed Greenwood • illustrated by Andrew Hou 

The detritus of countless kingdoms litters the 

Fo:rgott:en Kealms, biit nowhere is that more 

true than hi the Savage Frontier, The lands of 

the North have always been rich in resources but particu¬ 

larly inhospitable to civilization and, as a result, for mil¬ 

lennia kingdoms have risen and fallen with astonishing 

regularity along the Swordsea coast and the banks of the 

rivers Dess arm and Dehmibiyr. Nonetheless, every petty 

lordling and would-be tyrant to plant a banner in the 

North seems to have been convinced that he qt she was 

the progenitor of a dynasty that would stretch for gen¬ 

erations and, as such, required regalia befitting his or her 

station. Due to such dreams, treasure hordes throughout 

the Savage Frontier are littered with the crests, crowns, 

rings, scepters, swrords of state, and thrones of minor 

princelings long forgotten by history. 

Thrones are often enchanted both to protect those who sit 

on them and to impress those who seek an audience before 

them. Many such seats of power exhibit an array of magi cal 

powers commensurate with that of a minor artifact or relic. 

Typically, each throne is unique, reflecting the history of 

the realm for which it was created. Although rarely found, 

the discovery ol an ancient throne in a dragon’s horde or 

lost amid the rubble of some ancient ruin by a company 

of adventurers betokens wealth and powder far beyond that 

imbued in most objects enspelled by the Art. The following 
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Hi rone of Uruth can unleash a torrent 

of blood that pours forth from every 

aperture in every skull which, then 

pools around .the base of the throne. 

If the blood created by the throne’s 

namesake power is allowed to pour 

forth for only 1 round, the blood rises 

up in the form of a Small "blood ele¬ 

mental/' If allowed to pour forth lor 2 

rounds, the blood can be formed into 

a Medium "blood elemental/' like¬ 

wise, if allowed to pour forth fox 4 

rounds, he blood can be formed into 

a Large "blood elemental” If given 

a full 8 rounds or longer to form, 

he blood forms into a Huge "blood 

elemental" the largest such creature 

the Bloodhone Throne can create. In ail 

cases, a "Mood” elemental is equiva¬ 

lent in power to a water elemental 

of similar size, with one exception; a 

successful attack ignites the victim's 

blood for 1 round, dealing an addi¬ 

tional id 6 points of fire damage. 

Strong varied; CL 15th; Prerequisites: 

Craft Wondrous Item, burning blood 

(Spell Compendium), death dragon (Magic 

of Faerftn), greater command, planar allyr 

unholy aura, unholy blight; Market Price: 

91,000 gp; Weight: 4,000 lb. 

shining Thrones of 
splendarrmomn 
The Royal Caverns of Splendai- 

rmomn wTere stripped of much—if 

not all—of heir treasure by the foul 

forces of Hellgate Keep, and they are 

now home to many sorts of undead 

and fell creatures of even greater 

evil. Two of the most important 

Ammarindan artifacts to apparently 

escape their plundering were the 

golemlike Shining Thrones 'ofSplendor- 

rmornn, both of which vanished dur¬ 

ing the lighting in. the Year of the 

Cut sc (8S2 dr) as a horde of fiends 

overran the realm. 

The of Splaidarrmomn 

vanished during the Battle of 

Karscragg, which unfolded near the 

confluence of the Rivers Delimibiyr 

and Heartsblood. As the Airrmarin- 

dan and Eaerlanni armies made their 

final, futile stand against the demonic 

hordes flooding down the Delimibiyr 

is an accounting of some of the more 

noteworthy seats of power from ages 

past and the historical context of the 

realms that gave birth to them, 

filoodbone Throne 
of uruth 
Many treasures of Uruth Ukrypt were 

plundered under the baneful gaze of 

the Kingslayer Star in the Year of the 

Draco rage (1018 dr), in eluding the 

Bhodbone Throne of Uruth, The seat of 

Uruth Ukrypfs first three kings was 

lost to Shammagar the black dragon 

during his plun dering of the dwarf- 

built citadel ofMelairrin. More than 

three centuries later, the wyrm lost 

the Throne in turn to Asil- 

theT Graelor, a beautiful half-elven 

rogue now famous for her theft of 

nearly his entire hoard. 

Asilther is thought to have sent 

the royal seat of Uruth Ukrypt to 

the Herald's Holdfast for archival 

during her hasty disposition of the 

dragon's hoard, hut, if she actually did 

so, it never arrived. It is almost certain 

she does not have the throne, for an 

intercepted missive from Mintiper 

Moonsilver to the Harpers of Berdusk 

indicates his concern at its mystifying 

disappearance during an ambush near 

the town ofNesmt Of late, there have 

been some reports from the south¬ 

western reaches of tire High Forest 

of an antlered ore king who sits atop 

a bone throne bathed in blood, but 

whether or not such tales are true, let 

alone refer to the Bloodhone Throne, are 

unknown at this time. 

Fashioned from the skulls and bones 

of the fallen defenders of Ufbtower and 

Phalorm, the Bhodbone Throne of Uruth 

resembles a heap of shattered skele¬ 

tons more than 12 feet in diameter and 

10 Feet in height, magically fused into 

a single seat of power. The polished 

skulls of six princes of Phalorm are 

paired to serve a5 steps up to the seat 

of the throne, itself shaped from the 

ribcage of a great crag cat of the North 

The back of the throne is shaped in die 

form of a triangular stack of skulls* each 

sporting the single eye of Gruumsh. 

Whomever sits atop die Blood- 

bone- Throne of Uruth can call on 

its significant magical pow¬ 

ers. These powers include the 

ability to enshroud the throne with the 

malevolent darkness of an unholy aura 

once per day and. to speak as desired 

with the authority of a greater com¬ 

mand. Thrice per day, all the skulls 

of the Bloodhone Throne can be 

instructed to belch forth 

a cold, cloying cloud of 

greasy darkness akin to 

the effects of an Unholy 

blight Anyone who sits 

atop Lhe Bloodhone Throne 

for at least 3 consecutive 

rounds is cloaked in a dragon- 

shaped cocoon of bones and negative 

energy akin to the effects of a death 

dragon spell (see Magic of Faerun) 

when they arise from the legacy 

0K of Uruth. 

Once per day, whomever 

sits atop the Bloodhone 
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valley from fallen AscsThom, the 

dwarven queen's cousin, Kulduke 

Daggan “the Hammer” Rock- 

fisf blood ofOlaurin, donned 

the Kingthrone in defense of 

the realm- In the absence 

of a king to lead the Stout 

Folk, the Kulduke had 

the strongest royal 

bloodline of any living 

male dwarf a birth¬ 

right that obligated 

him to employ the 

Kingthrorce and lead the 

dwarven armies into the 

fray* It is said that Daggan 

slew a score or more fiends 

ere he vanished into the 

High Forest near the end of 

the battle in pursuit of a mur¬ 

mur of vrocks, each of whom 

clutched a struggling dwarven 

warrior in its daws. All but 

one of those dwarves emerged from 

the High Forest thanks to Daggan's 

relentless pursuit of the vulturelike 

fiends, but neither the Kulduke nor 

the Kingthrone were seen again for 

centuries. The Nine, a now-disbanded 

company of adventurers whose for¬ 

mer stronghold lies on the banks of 

the Unicom Run, reportedly battled 

the Kircgthrone while unsuccessfully 

hunting Griranoshtasdrano, the 

“Riddling Dragon/' amid the Endless 

Caverns of the High Forest Tf this 

most recent account of the Kingthrone 

is to be believed, the Kulduke's spirit 

remains trapped within the royal seat, 

attacking all living creatures under 

the delusion that they are fiends. 

The Queenthrone of Splendarrmomn 

was lost, along with the rest of the 

valiant dwarven rearguard, in the 

savage fighting in the Vale of Nau- 

rogloth (Bleached Bones Pass) as the 

surviving Stout Folk of Ammarindar 

fled southward to Oghrann, Queen 

Helmma's company bought time 

with their lives for the less warlike 

of their people to flee the ore raid¬ 

ers who sought to slay the dwarven 

refugees* As every dwarf in the rear¬ 

guard died during the Battle of 

Bleached Bones, including their val¬ 

iant queen, there were no 

survivors to keep the Queen- 

throne from falling into ore hands. 

In the centuries since Ammarindar Ts 

fall, there have been periodic reports 

from that region of an intricately 

carved dwarven golem employed 

by one ore tribe or another in fhdr 

endless battles foT tribal supremacy, 

but no expedition has ever returned 

from the Greypeak Mountains with 

reports of having actually observed 

the Queen throne. 

The Shim/ig Thrones of Splendar- 

rmomn resemble intricately carved 

darksteel seats, one fashioned to 

resemble a royal queen bearing 

the likeness of Berronar Truesilver 

and the other shaped to resemble 

a royal king bearing the likeness of 

Moradin the Soulforger. The lap of 

each statue serves as the throne's 

seat, and the arms and chest of each 

construct serve as the royal chair's 

arms and backs. Each of the Shining 

TItrones wears a three-horned crown 

tipped with flashing beljurils and is 

engraved with all manner of ancient 

runes filigreed in gold, collectively 

thought to imbue the thrones with 

much of their magical power* 

Anyone seated on either one of the 

Shining Thrones can call on any of its 

powers by silent act of will, hut only 

one such power may be employed 

perxoundfPowers of the Kingfhrone 

include commune with earth, divine- 

power, and ri/verbeard* Powers 

of the Queenthrane include 

spell resistance, stone tellr and 

stoneskim Powers shared in 

common by both Shining 

Thrones include the abil¬ 

ity of occupants to merge 

theh form into the seat 

(in a fashion similar to 

meld into stone) and then 

animate the thrones as 

iron golems under ‘their 

direct control, if an iron 

golem is slain, the merged 

occupant is immediately 

expelled, unharmed, 

Kingihrone: Strong 

varied; CL 16th; 

Prerequisites: Craft Magic Arms 

and Armor, Craft Wondrous Item, 

chudhill, commune with earth (see Races 

o/Faerun), divine power, geas/quest, lim¬ 

ited wish, meld info stone, polymorph any 

object, silverheard (see Magic ofFaerun), 

creator must be a dwarf; Market 

Price: 372,200 gp; Weight: 5,000 Lb. 

Qu-centhrone; Strong varied; CL 

16th; Prerequisites: Craft Magic 

Arms and Armor, Craft Wondrous 

Item, ddudkillfi geas/quest, limited wish, 

meld info stone, fjoljjmorph any object, 

spell resistance, stone tellr stoneskin, cre¬ 

ator must be a dwarf; Market Price: 

490,100 gp; Weight: 5,000 lb. 

soaring Throne of 
the wire Fi-Queen 
During her thirty-tliree-year reign 

over Stornanter, Laeral crafted 

numerous unique spells and magic 

items, many of which still survive 

today. The most famous of her 

creations from this period was the 

result of a potent collaboration with 

the Court Wizard of Stornanter, 

Malek Aldhanek. The Soaring Throne 

of the Witch-Qgeen is a glassteel 

seat shaped in the form of a ram¬ 

pant griffon. The griffoifs chest 

forms the back of the throne, while 

its forelegs serve as chair arms* 
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The griffon's wings curve between 

its legs* forming the sides of the 

crystalline throne. 

When Laeral all but quit her court 

following the apparent death of Malek, 

she kept with her Stomanter's royal 

seat, regularly employing its ability to 

transform into a crystalline griffon to 

fly about the realm (and, not inciden¬ 

tally, keeping it out of the hands of 

overly ambitious courtiers). The last 

recorded sighting of the Soaring Throne 

occurred in die Year of the Leaping 

Lion (834 dr), when the Witch-Queen 

battled a gigantic kraken just outside 

of Port blast’s harbor during a rag¬ 

ing storm. Laeral eventually managed 

to drive off the monster with a bar¬ 

rage of fearsome spells, but the mon¬ 

strous cephalopoda grasping tentacles 

dragged the griffon construct with it 

back into the depths. 

Today, the Soaring Throne lies 

amid the sunken mins of As carle, a 

long-lost eiven city off the coast of 

Trisk (the western isle of the Purple 

Rocks), in the hoard of the Slarkre- 

threl, the Chosen of Umbcrlee. The 

legendary kraken has grown greatly 

in power m the centuries since its 

battle with the Witch-Queen, and its 

tentacles now extend the length of 

the Sword Coast through its com¬ 

mand of the secretive Kraken Soci¬ 

ety* Laeral is undoubtedly aware of 

the Soaring Throne’s approximate 

location, but the legendary wizard- 

ress lias never seen fit to reclaim the 

lost seat of Stornanter, no doubt in 

part due to her shame in failing the 

citizenry of that lost realm. Should 

a daring band of powerful adven¬ 

turers someday retrieve the realm's 

royal seat from its watery grave, Lady 

Arunsun would undoubtedly cede 

it to them willingly if they sought 

to re found her ancient realm with 

good and noble purpose* 

Although neither Laeral norKhelben 

has ever precisely detailed the powers 

of the Soaring Throne of die Witeh-Queen, 

sufficient reports exist in the archives 

of the Arcane Brotherhood to detail 

the properties of the royal seat. Con¬ 

structed of glassteel, a rare material 

fabricated by avariels and sun elves, 

the Soaring Throne has strength 

beyond iron, with a hardness of zo 

and 40 hit points per inch of thick¬ 

ness* At will, once per round, anyone 

sitting on the Soaring Throne may 

employ the spells M'ordenkainen’s 

sword, shirid, spell turningf or whis¬ 

pering wind The throne also acts as 

a figurine of wondrous power (albeit 

without the normal size alteration), 

transforming into an advanced 15 

HD griffon for as long as S hours 

a day. Unlike a normal figurine, 

however, if slain the griffon simply 

reverts (intact) to crystalline form 

and cannot reanimate until at least 

ten days have passed* 

Strong Transmutation; CL 13th; 

Prerequisites; Craft Wondrous 

item, animate objects, Mordenfcainera's 

sword, shield, spell turning, ivhripLT- 

bttj wind; Market Price: 617,150 gp; 

Weight: 5,000 lb* *2 

ac k now 1 ed^eme n ts 
Many tharafcs are due to Thomas M. 

Costa> Ed Greenwood, George Kraskos, 

and Steuen E, Schend for their tireless 

efforts aimed at uncovering the history 

of the North and the fellowship gained 

in doing so. 
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SORCERERS IN EBERRON 
hy Keith Baker ■ illustrated hy Eric Dechamps 
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Magic is power. Across Eberron, all levels of soci¬ 

ety recognise this simple truth. Magic exists, 

and the peoples of Eberron have uncovered 

many ways to harness it, such as through the arcane 

studies of wizards, the pure faith of clerics, or the bril¬ 

liant insights of artificers. Whether a person devotes his 

life to tomes of magic or religious rituals, aH of these 

mystical traditions require study and devotion, and 

they are paths that a student can rarely master without 

the aid of skilled teachers. 

Other forms of power exist, and they cannot be 

learned. Passed down Lhrough blood, the most com¬ 

mon and visible of these gifts are the dragon marks. 

The bearer of a diagonmark can produce one or 

more magical effects without training. Many sages 

believe these marks tie in to the legendary proph¬ 

ecy studied by the dragons of Axgonnessen—that in 

some way, those who bear these marks are agents of 

the prophecy, pawns on a playing hoard too vast for 

mortal eyes to see. 

Then there are sorcerers. 

Like Lhe dr ago remarked, the sorcerer gains his 

power inherently. It takes time for a sorcerer to 

■ 
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unlock his full potential, but lie is beholden to no 

outside force and he need not rely on ancient texts 

or arcane lore. Over the course of centuries, sages 

have developed dozens of theories as to the source 

of the sorcerer's ability to cast spells* Some attri¬ 

bute this magical affinity to inhuman heritage™the 

blood of dragons, fey, or fiends—carrying the apti¬ 

tude of his nonhuman ancestor. While a traditional 

sorcerer can claim any heritage he wishes, two 

paths have specific game effects: the dragonmarked 

sorcerers and the legacy of the progenitors. 

DRAGONMARKED SORCERERS 
In a sense, a diagonmark itself represents a limited 

manifestation of sorcerous potential'—an inborn abil¬ 

ity to wield magical energy. As a rule, slightly more than 

half of the heirs of a dragonmarked house develop the 

dragonmark of their line. A greater powTer can rise 

among the scions of a dragonmarked line, thanks to 

the gifts of the dragonmarked sorcerer. While an heir 

to the Mark of Shadow can weave an illusion or scry 

an enemy, a sorcerer of the same line can do that and 

more, wrapping himself in a cloak of invisibility and. 

^ ' 
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DRAGONMARKED SORCERER [GENERAL] 
You possess greater magical versatility than most of those who share 

/our dragon mark. 

Prerequisites: Member of appropriate dragon marked race and house, 

does not possess an existing dragon mark, sorcerer level 1st. 

Benefit: Add all sorcerer spells from your dragon marked house's least, 

lessen and greater dragonmarks to your list of known spells, even i.f.yo.u are 

too low of level to cast them yet. (you nan not cast these spells .until you are of 

the appropriate level to do so). You also gain a physical dragon mark, although 

this'does not provide you with s pdWike abilities. Initially, this resembles the 

least dragon'mark of your house. When you gain the ability to cast a spell 

replicating the power of a lesser or greater dragonmark, your mark changes 

to the-appropriate shape and size. 

Special: Once you take this feat, you may not take Aberrant Dragonmark, 

Greater Dragonmark, Least Dragonmarkf Lesser Dragon mark, nor may you 

take this feat if you already have one of these. 

craft illusions terrifying enough to 

kill his victims. 

A d ra go n marke d s or cer er p os se ss es 

the dragonmark of Ills house but 

none of the usual spell-like abilities 

associated with the mark. Instead, he 

can produce those effects as sorcerer 

spells, along with any other spells he 

selects as he advances through the 

class. Most dragonmarked sorcerers 

possess spells related to their mark. 

This is ultimately up to the DM or 

the player creating the sorcerer, and 

while a dragonmarked sorcerer can 

have spells not related to his family's 

mark, such choices tend to stand out. 

In addition to the physical diag- 

onmark, many dragonmarked sor¬ 

cerers develop further markings on 

their skin; complex patterns of hues 

that resemble the dragonmark but 

spread out across the sorcerer's body. 

These typically widen and grow 

as the sorcerer gains power, and a 

high-level sorcerer might have pat¬ 

terns covering nearly every inch of 

skin. This cosmetic effect does not 

occur in all heirs, and it has no actual 

bearing on a sorcerer's abilities other 

than to indicate in the broadest of 

terms how powerful he is. 

As dragonmarked sorcerers have 

access to a greater and more versatile 

spell list than their kin, they often 

rise to positions of influence within 

JgP 
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their houses. Many such sorcerers, 

then, find die Favored in House feat 

quite appropriate. If a dragonmarked 

sorcerer develops his powers outside 

of the structure of the house—usually 

the case with foundlings whose par¬ 

ents were exiled for some crime—the 

barons of the line go to considerable 

lengths to convince the character to 

rejoin the house. 'The houses always 

seek to control the talents of a drag- 

onmarked sorcerer, and an heir who 

chooses to operate outside of liis 

house might receive violent incentives 

to return to the fold. 

Not all sorcerers within dragon- 

marked houses possess the Drag- 

onmarked Sorcerer feat. This feat is 

particularly rare in House Jorasco, 

altliough traditional sorcerers with¬ 

out the feat do belong to the house. 

Legacy of the 
PROGENITORS 
Many have heard the tale that sorcer¬ 

ers possess the blood of dragons. Few 

realize that the oldest versions of this 

myth do not refer to mortal dragons, 

the scaled lords of Argonnessen, but 

they instead refer to the Progenitor 

dragons that shaped the world itself 

Siberys, the Dragon Above, the shat¬ 

tered ring that surrounds the world; 

Eberron, the Dragon Between, the 

earth itself; and Khyber, the Dragon 

Below, the corrupting darkness that 

lurks in the depths. According to 

these most venerable of legends, 

ancient powers blessed the first 

sorcerers to continue the ancient 

battles. Sorcerers of Siberys are 

charged to avenge the death of the 

sky dragon and to spread light across 

the world. The children of Khyber, 

vessels of darkness, destroy and cor¬ 

rupt all they touch. Those blessed by 

Eberron must maintain the balance 

and protect the natural world. These 

ancient myths also describe the war 

of the progenitors as a struggl e for 

control of an unknown force—a 

powder understandable only through 

the Draconic Prophecy. If true, these 

blessed sorcerers might have a fax 

more significant role to play than 
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position thatniight bring them into 

conflict with the agents of the Charm 

b er and the Lords of Dus t 

The gift of the Progenitors is not 

bound to one race. Any race capable 

of producing sorcerers can catty the 

blood of the Three, and According 

to legend all sorcerous power Hows- 

from this source. Kobolds serve as 

the strongest proponents of these 

legends, and the dominant kobold 

cultures of Khorvaire each trace 

their lineage to one of the progeni¬ 

tors. As the sorcerer's blood report¬ 

edly carries his abilities, a number 

of families and clans have an affinity 

for birthing sorcerers. Even among 

those families, though, sorcerous 

power manifests less frequently 

than dragonmarks. As a result, many 

of these sorcerer bloodlines have 

lost any sense of history or identity, 

their legacies scattered to such an 

extent that their links have become 

unrecognizable. A few remain, how¬ 

ever, spread across the many races 

and nations. 

The following examples of sor¬ 

cerer bloodlines still cling to the leg¬ 

acy of the Progenitors. Player charac¬ 

ters and their foes alike might come 

from one of these clans. 

Clan Aiarak: In the first age of 

the dwaive n kingdom, the Aiarak 

dwarves were renowned as spell- 

smiths and war magi. Despite their 

magical might, they did not seek 

political power—Aiarak rs elders said 

Siberys had charged the clan to pro¬ 

tect the dwarves, not rule them. When 

Mr or exiled the fallen heroes, many 

of the Claris sorcerers traveled with 

Kolesh Londurak, seeking greater 

challenges in the world above. 

As centuries passed, the line of 

Aiarak dwindled. While powerful 

sorcerers still emerged from time 

to time, the family proved unusu¬ 

ally infertile. Some wliispered of 

Siberysk anger with the clan for 

leaving the deep kingdom. When tire 

dwarves reopened the deep pathways 

and discovered the desolation that 

lay below, the Aiarak elders saw this 

/ f \ f QiSf; M 
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as proof of their failure: perhaps, if 

they had remained below, they could 

have saved the ancient kingdom 

from destruction. 

Today, the Aiarak dwarves are 

among the most dedicated explorers 

of the. deep realms. An Aiarak dwarf 

makes an excellent guide to the Mror 

regions of Khyber, while an Aiarak 

patron might employ characters to 

battle the Cult of the Dragon Below 

or recover a relic of the deep king¬ 

dom that lias fallen into the hands 

of the daelkyr. The Aiarak clan often 

charges its members to battle the 

forces of Khyber, Tanging from aber¬ 

rations and cultists to the Lords of 

Dust and the other fiends spawned 

by Khyber at the dawn of time. 

The ‘Uraash Tribe: Thousands 

of years ago, the dragon Vvaraak 

brought knowledge of the druidic 

mysteries to the ores of Khorvaire. 

As he taught, he discovered a tribe of 

ores that already possessed a strong 

bond to magic and nature. Vvaraak 

told the ‘Uraash that they wTere 

blessed by Eberron himself and even 

as he trained the first Gatekeepers he 

helped the ‘Uraash hone their gift of 

sorcery. The ‘Uraash ores played a 

major role in the war against Xoriat, 

and the daelkyr made a special effort 

to eradicate the line of sorcerers. 

Today, most of the people of the 

Shadow Marches believe the lords of 

madness succeeded and the 'Uraash 

are no more than legend. A few of 

the 'Uraash ores survived, however, 

and over the centuries the tribe 

has rebuilt itself in the shadows of 

the s’wamps. Today the 'Uraash ores 

remain in hiding, but their sorcerer- 

barbarians still battle the Cults of 

the Dragon Below and other forces 

of darkness. 

The Cold Wind: Khyber stretches 

beneath the planet, and the blood 

of Khyber stretches well beyond 

Khorvaire. Thousands of years ago, 

a clan of dark sorcerers ruled one 

of the provinces of Sarlona, using 

the mystical might of the Dragon 

BelowT to enforce their tyrannical 

rule. As the inspired rose to power 



in Sarlona, they systematically 

destroyed the dark sorcerers and 

all other groups that might oppose 

them. Some members of this sor¬ 

cerer clan, however, fled to the 

sea only to be shipwrecked on the 

inhospitable shores of the Demon 

Wastes, The gifts of Khyber helped 

them survive in this dangerous 

land, although madness and sav- 

agcry claimed many of them. 

Today, their descendents form hh 

one of the Carrion Tribes of 

the Demon Wastes, calling .|™f? 

themselves the Cold Wind* The JB i 

blood of Khyber runs strong 

in tliis tribe, and the Lords 1 
of Dust occasionally recruit 

powerful sorcerers of the 

Cold Wind. While sorter- 

ers found in the wastes J|Bf f 
die ms elves arc feral f ^|BHP 

savages, the rakshasa M. BK 

educate and train IP 1 I 

those they recruit m 

to function in the MWm B 
world beyond, K/jB B 

i _ with the darkness increases 

yopt ability to conjure 

fiendish creatures and work 

s pells of Iran smntation. 

Level: ist. 

Replaces: If you select this class fea¬ 

ture, pDu do notgain the normal list of 

class skills, nor do you gain a familiar 
- ■ 

Benefit: The following are your 

sorcerer class skills: Bluff Concen¬ 

tration, Craft, Intimidate, Knowledge 

(arcana), Knowledge (dungeoneer- 

ing), Profession, Spellcraft. 

Your caster level increases by i 

whenever you cast spells from the 

schools of conjuration (summoning) 

or transmutatiorL You cannot sum¬ 

mon any creature of good alignment. 

In addition, your caster level decreases 

by i (minimmn CL ist) whenever you 

cast spells from the schools of abjura¬ 

tion or divination* 

BLOOD OF S1BERYS 
You possess a deep bond to Siberys, 

the Dragon Above, which shapes your 

sorcerous powers* Many believe the 

Dragon Above is the source of all 

arcane magic, and the first dragons 

were bom from the blood that fell 

when Khyber slew Siberys. Your bond 

to the Dragon Above enhances your 

ability to channel magic, 

i Level: ist. 

I Replaces: If you select this 

class feature, you do not gain 

;^k the normal list of class skills, 

nor do you gain a familiar. 

Benefit: The fol- 

MtodBu lowing are your sor- 

cerer class skills: 

Bluff, Concentra¬ 

tion, Craft, Diplomacy, Knowledge 

(arcana), Knowledge (the planes), 

Profession, Spellcraft. 

In addition, you add +4 to your effec¬ 

tive Charisma for purposes of deter¬ 

mining bonus sorcerer spells and the 

maximum level of spell you can cast 

For example, even if your natural Cha¬ 

risma is 14, you can still cast up to 8th- 

level sorcerer spells* This bonus does 

not affect saving throw DCs, skill rolls, 

or provide any of the other benefits 

dependant on Charisma* w 

VARIANT fBPQp' 
glass 
FEATURES ^ 
The following variant class features 

represent the pinnacle of the tie 

between Eberrohs sorcerers and its 

three progenitor dragons. 

BLOOD OF EBERRON 
You possess a deep bond to Eberron, 

the Dragon Between, which shapes 

yonr sorcerous powers. Myths 

call Eberron the mother of all 

natural creatures, giving you a 

deep bond to the world of nature. 

Level: 1st. 

Replaces: If you select this class 

feature, you do not gain the normal 

list of class skills, nor do you gain 

a familiar* 

Benefit: The following are your 

sorcerer class skills: Concentration, 

Craft, Diplomacy, Handle Animal, 

Heal, Knowledge (arcana), Knowl¬ 

edge (nature), Profession, Spellcraft. 

In addition, you gain an animal 

companion, as a druid of half your 

sorcerer leveL Your druid, ranger, and 

sorcerer levels stack to determine the 

abilities of your animal companion. 

Ifyou possess the Natural Spell feat, 

its benefits apply any time that you 

are in the form of an animal, whether 

due to wild shape, polymorph, or other 

magical effects. 

BLOOD OF KHYBER 
You possess a deep bond to Khyber, 

the Dragon Below, which shapes 

your sorcerous powers. Your bond 
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The beguiler's surprise casting class 

feature (Placer's Handbook II, 7} 

states that the beguiler must “remain 

in melee with the target/1 What does 

that mean? 

The beguiler must remain adjacent 

to the target from the time he feints 

until the time he makes the attack or 

casts the spell to be affected If cither 

the beguiler or the target moves so that 

they are no longer adjacent, the beguiler 

loses the benefit of surprise casting. 

Can a duskblade (Player's Handbook 

II, 20} using arcane channeling chan¬ 

nel ranged touch spells through his 

weapon attack or is the ability limited 

to melee touch spells only? 

“Touch” spell refers to spells that 

require a melee touch attack to deliver. 

The duskblade cant use arcane chan¬ 

neling to deliver a spell that requires a 

ranged touch attack. 

When a duskblade (Player's Hand¬ 

book II, 20} uses arcane channeling 

to deliver a spell but misses with the 

weapon attack, is the spell discharged 

or can be try to deliver the spell again 

on his next turn? 

This follows the normal rule for 

touch spells; that is, a melee touch spell 

that misses its target is not discharged. 

However, when using the improved 

version of this class feature gained at 

13th level, the spell is discharged at the 

end of the round regardless of whether 

you hit or not (as described on page 20). 

How does the dusk blade's arcane chan¬ 

neling class feature (Player's Handbook 

IIt zo) work with spells that allow mul¬ 

tiple touch attacks, such as chill touch? 

Tor a spell that allows you to make 

multiple touch attacks against separate 

creatures (such as chill touch), you only 

channel one touch of the spell through 

your weapon attack, regardless of the 

number of touches allowed by the spell. 

If the spell's duration is instantaneous 

(as chill touch), its effect is expended by 

a single weapon attack, even if the spell 

would normally allow multiple simul¬ 

taneous touches. 

If the spell allowed you to make 

multiple simultaneous touch attacks 

against the same target, treat it as if you 

had targeted the enemy struck by your 

weapon with all the eligible attacks. 

The duskblade's arcane channeling class 

feature says “you can cast any touch 

spell you know as part of a full attack 

action, and the spdQ affects each target 

you hit in melee combat that round," 

If you hit the same creature more fh^n 

once during the fuD attack action, does 

the spell affect it each time you hit? 

No. The spell affects each target 

only once. 

If a i3th-level duskblade (Player's 

Handbook II, 20) applied a metamagic 

feat to the touch spell be channeled 

through bis weapon, would the feat's 

effect apply to each successful attack 

made as part of the full attack action? 

Yes. Unless somehow indicated oth¬ 

erwise by the spell or effect, the full 

effect of the spell (including metamngic 

feats and any other effects) would apply 

to each and every target hit as part of 

the full aLLack action. 

The duskblade's armored mage 

class feature (Player's Handbook II, 

20) allows you to cast spells while 

wearing a shield with no arcane spell 

failure. If the duskblade has a sword 

in one band and a shield in the other, 

can the character still cast spells? If 

not, why carry a shield? 

You need a free hand to cast a spell 

with a somatic component, and to 

cast a spell with a material or focus 

component, you need that compo¬ 

nent at hand (which usually means 

you need a free hand to manipulate 

it). The buckler and light shield both 

allow you to use your shield hand for 

such activities. 

A duskblade using a heavy shield 

and holding a weapon or other object 

in his other hand can only cast spells 

that don't include the components 

listed above, despite the fact that he 

ignores the arcane spell failure chance 

for the heavy shield. 

Does the instant daze alternative class 

feature of the wizard (Player's Handbook 

II, 70) render an attacking creature dazed 

before the attack is completed, rendering 

it incapable of finishing the attack? 

Yes. 
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Can a character with Acrobatic Strike (Player's Handbook II, 

71) claim the +4 bonus against multiple targets in the same 

round if she uses Tumble to avoid attacks of opportunity 

from more than one enemy? 

Yes, as long as the attack roll takes place before the end of" 

your current turn. 

For example, a dervish (Complete Warrior, 26) could gain 

the +4 bonus on attack rolls against each enemy that she 

attacked during a dervish dance, as long as she had success¬ 

fully used Tumble to avoid attacks of opportunity from that 

enemy during that turn. 

Can a character with the Adaptive Flanker feat (Player*s 

Handbook II, 73) and a spiked chain flank an enemy all by 

himself (since he can choose to count as occupying the 

square opposite the enemy as well as his own square)? 

No. This feat doesn't let you get around the basic rule 

of Hanking, which is that you need an ally to accomplish 

it—it just lets you pretend to occupy an extra space when 

figuring out if you're actually flanking an enemy with 

your ally. 

If a character with Arcane Thesis (Player's Handbook II, 

74) applies multiple mctamagic feats to the chosen spell, 

is the spell's slot reduced by one level, or by one level per 

metamagic feat applied? 

Arcane Thesis reduces the total spell level ofametamagic- 

affected spell by one, regardless ofthe number ofmetamagic 

feats applied. An empowered (+2 levels), still (+1 level), silent 

(+1 level)fireball would be 6th level. 

Does the Deadeye Shot feat (Player's Handbook II, 78) trig¬ 

ger when a particular ally's strike is successful or when any 

ally's strike versus the named enemy is successful? If the 

ally misses his attack, does the enemy use its normal AC? 

Your readied ranged attack is triggered by any ally striking 

the particular target. 

If the ally misses fhe attack, your readied ranged attack 

is not triggered. Since you're not making the ranged attack, 

the target’s AC against that attack is moot. 

if 1 use a reach weapon to strike someone who has acti¬ 

vated the Fiery Ki Defense feat (Player's Handbook II, 79), 

do I still take the id6 points of fire damage? 

Yes. While this feat's effect is simhar in many ways to Jire 

shield, it does not include that specific exception. 

When do I activate Mad Foam Eager (Plqy^rV Handbook U, 

So)-—before or after X know the effect that Fm delaying? 

After. Effectively, activating the feat "interrupts” the 

effect, delaying it until the end of your next turn. 

Does activating Mad Foam Eager allow me to delay roll¬ 

ing a saving throw (which might let me activate some effect 

that grants a bonus on the save)? 



SAGE ADVICE 

No, The feat doesn't delay the save, 

just the effect of the save's success 

or failure. 

If an enemy cleric casts sound burst 

next to you, you'd roll the save nor¬ 

mally, then choose whether or not to 

activate Mad Foam Rager to delay the 

effect of the spell until the end of your 

next turn. 

Does the bonus from Melee Weapon 

Mastery (Player's Handbook IT, 81) stack 

with bonuses from Weapon Focus and 

Weapon Specialization? 

Yes. A character with Weapon Focus 

(longsword), Weapon Specialization 

(longsword), and Melee Weapon Mas* 

tery (slashing) would have a +3 bonus 

on attack rolls and a +4 bonus on dam¬ 

age rolls with longs words, and a +2 

bonus on attack and damage rolls with 

all other slashing weapons. 

If a weapon deals two different types of 

damage {such as a dagger), could I take 

Melee Weapon Mastery (Player's Hand¬ 

book II, 81) for both types of damage? 

And if I did, would both bonuses apply 

when using a weapon that dealt both of 

those types of damage simultaneously 

(such as a momingstar)? 

Yes and no. f 

A character with Weapon Focus (mom¬ 

ingstar) and Weapon Specialization 

(momingstar) could take Melee Weapon 

Mastery with either bludgeoning weap¬ 

ons or piercing weapons (since the mom¬ 

ingstar deals both types of damage), or he 

could take it once for each 

The feat's bonus wouldn't stack with 

itself however, even if the weapon deals 

both types of damage simultaneously. 

Does a spear count as a melee weapon 

or a ranged weapon for the purpose 

of qualifying foT the Weapon Mastery 

feats (Player's Handbook IT, 81-82)? 

Both, actually, although you can only 

gain the benefit of one feat or the other 

at any one time, and only when using 

the weapon in the appropriate manner. 

For example, if you have Melee 

Weapon Mastery (piercing), you'd apply 

the feat's benefit only when using the 

spear in melee, not when throwing it 

The Weapon Supremacy feat (Pkryer's 

Handbook II, 85) lists Weapon Mas¬ 

tery as a prerequisite* Does this mean 

Melee Weapon Mastery or Ranged 

Weapon Mastery? 

Weapon Supremacy requires either 

Melee Weapon Mastery or Ranged 

Weapon Mastery, depending on 

whether the weapon is a melee weapon 

or ranged weapon, respectively. 

A character who wishes to select 

Weapon Supremacy (longsword) must 

have Melee Weapon Mastery (slashing); to 

take Weapon Supremacy (longbow) you'd 

need Ranged Weapon Mastery (piercing). 

If a character with the Telling Blow 

feat (Player's Handbook II, 83) scores a 

critical hit against an enemy in a situa¬ 

tion where his skirmish or sneak attack 

damage would already apply, does he 

get to add that damage twice? 

No. You only get to add your skirmish 

or sneak attack damage once, even if 

you meet more than one prerequisite 

for adding it. (For example, a rogue who 

flanks a flat-footed enemy doesn't get to 

add sneak attack damage twice.) 

Must everyone in a party belong to the 

same ^team” for the purpose of using 

the teamwork benefits (Player's Ha ad- 

book TI, 157)? 

No, As noted on page 158, “A char¬ 

acter can join an adventuring party 

without joining the team that includes 

the other members of the group/’ Of 

course, a character in the party but not 

in the “team" doesn't gain the team¬ 

work benefits. 

It’s even technically possible for an 

adventuring party to have more than 

one complete “team" within it—the 

party's barbarian and rogue might 

be on a team with the Awareness and 

Crowded Charge team benefits while 

the druid and wizard belong to a sepa¬ 

rate team with the Group Trance and 

Steadfast Resolve teamwork benefits. 

It's fairly common for a team to 

not include pets (even intelligent 

pets such as familiars and special 

mounts), due to the added burden 

of ensuring the pet meets the team 

member prerequisites* C 
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CLASS ACTS by Vaul Leach * illustrated by Veter Bergting 

Historical Ninjas 
The ninja class {from Complete Adventurer}, capable of using supernatu¬ 

ral powers to evade and dispatch foes, offers players a deadly character 

shrouded in a mixture of legend and historical fact While the real ninjas 

of Feudal japan functioned as covert killers, their methods and lore involved 

much more than weapons and stealth. The ninja masters (shumn) taught their 

pupils to perfect the skills of observation and disguise, abilities as necessary 

as weapon handling for any spy who wished to live long enough to perform 

another secret mission on behalf of his lord. You can play a better ninja by 

taking notes from history and exploring some of the new skill packages, 

equipment, and feats listed in this article. 

'The ninja's art, nmjutsu, existed as a family affair during the intrigue- 

laden assassin's golden era between the 15th and 17th centuries, ce. 

Two of Japan’s provinces, Iga and Koga, provided most of the nin¬ 

jas who aided the warring daimyos (warlords) of the period. While 

opposing leaders sometimes used ninjas to secretly murdeT each 

other (an act their honorable samurai could not perform), ddimyos 

more often employed them as spies and scouts* Entire villages of 

ninjas thrived in these provinces, appearing and functioning as 

normal communities while secretly training cadres of deadly 

spies. Mentors and apprentices (often fathers and sons) prac¬ 

ticed a regimen of acrobatic and survival skills, including 

climbing, swimming, and foraging. Combat training focused 

on the short sword, shuriken, and kusari-gama (a sickle-headed 

chain weapon)* 

The archetypical image of the ninja is the black-hooded 

killer. Ninjas reserved this outiil, however, for actual assassi¬ 

nations executed in darkness. Most of their espionage work 

required them to appear as travelers, allowing them to infil¬ 

trate a community with as little suspicion as possible. They 

often disguised themselves as minstrels and monks, as 

both journeyed frequently. The common folk of feudal 

japan rarely strayed far from their homesT and ninjas 

found it difficult to assume the role of a local. A B8fD 

ninja should not lack for choices of disguises. Even if 

limited to the adventuring classes, a ninja could pass 

as almost any of them for a short time. 

The ninja used an impressive assortment of spe¬ 

cialized equipment for breaking and entering, not 

unlike what might be found in a set of DS(D thieves’ 

tools and climbing kits. They used folding saw^s and 

other cutting and prying tools to bypass gates, pali¬ 

sades, and similar wooden obstacles. Tf they needed 

to scale a wall, clawed hand and foot attachments 

supported their natural climbing skill and 

made them harder to detect than a climber 

relying on an obvious grappling hook and 

rope. The ninjas also employed a metal tube 

listening device for monitoring noise on the 

other sides of walls and doors. 
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HISTORICAL NINJA 
CLASS SKILLS 
With DM approval, a historical-based 

ninja character may substitute Perform 

(Cha) or Profession (Wis) for Craft (Int) 

in the class shills list. A character may 

only choose to make this class skill 

substitution when he takes his first 

level in ninja. Even if the character 

does not learn bis original skills in a 

classic ninja village setting, the ability 

to adopt a wide variety of crafts and 

trades increases the ninja's versatility. 

Many ninjas find the skill Craft 

(poisonmaking}, from page 97 of Com¬ 

plete Adventurer, particularly useful. 

HISTORICAL NINJA 
EQUIPMENT 
The Player's Handbook and Dungeon 

Master’s Guide piovide ninjas with 

weapons and equipment perfect for 

combat, espionage, and evasion. Page 

144 of the Dungeon Master’s Guide lists 

a few Asian weapons appropriate for 

the ninja: the blowgun and the feusari- 

gama. As the blowgun is a simple 

weapon, all ninjas are already profi¬ 

cient with its use. The kusari-gama, a 

light exotic chain weapon that allows 

its wield er to use his Dexterity bonus 

for trip and disarm attempts, requires 

the Exotic Weapon Proficiency feat to 

use without penalty. Your DM might 

consider adding the Itusari-gama to 

the historic ninja's weapon list, consi¬ 

dering its preference by feudal Japan's 

real ninjas. 

A number of special items and kits 

should find their way into a ninja's 

repertoire of tricks and aids: caltrops, 

smoke sticks, and tindertwigs prove 

useful for creating any number of dis¬ 

tractions and diversions, A ninja might 

wish to purchase various masterwork 

tools that provide a +2 bonus on rel¬ 

evant skill checks, such as the afore¬ 

mentioned listening tube. A character 

can make her disguises more effective 

by wearing the appropriate clothing, 

carrying the right tools (smith’s ham¬ 

mer, bard’s flute, and so on), and using 

disguise kits. 

In addition, see the Arms and 

Eqidjjmeut Guide, Complete Adventurer, 

Complete Scoundrel, and "Poisonmaldng 

Guide" in Dragon #349 for more 

equipment useful to his tori cal ninjas, 

NINJA FEATS 
The following general feats benefit 

characters with high Wisdom scores, 

allowing them to apply this key abil¬ 

ity to certain checks. The following ki 

feats grant the ninja greater flexibil¬ 

ity in exchange for daily uses from 

his ki pool. A ki feat requires the fei 

power class feature and unless other¬ 

wise noted costs one daily use of the 

ninja's fei power each time the ninja 

uses it. Using a Id feat is a swift action 

and does not provoke an attack 

of opportunity. 

INTUITIVE TRAPSMITH 
[GENERAL] 
You rely on intuition instead of intel¬ 

lect when searching rooms or when 

disabling a trap. 

Prerequisite: Ki power. 

Benefit: Add your Wisdom bonus 

(rather than your Intelligence bonus) 

on all Search and Disable Device 

checks. Using this feat does not 

expend a daily use of your fei power. 

Its effects are always active. 

KARMIC HEALING [Kl] 
You may channel your ki power into 

healing and banishing weariness from 

your body. 

Prerequisite; Ki power. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily use 

of ki power to heal yourself a number 

of hit points equal to half your ninja 

level (minimum 1) multiplied by youT 

Wisdom bonus. Alternatively, you may 

instead spend one daily use to remove 

the fatigue condition or reduce the 

exhausted condition to fatigued. 

KI SMITE [Kl] 
You may channel your ki power into 

melee attacks. 

Prerequisite: Ki powder, sudden 

strike ability +zd6. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily use 

of fei power to grant yourself a bonus 

on your next melee attack roll equal 

to your Wisdom bonus. You also deal 

extra damage equal to your ninja level 

plus your current pool of fei power 

uses (not counting the ki use spent to 

activate this feat). 

ONE WITH EARTH AND WATER 
[GENERAL] 
You rely on intuition instead of 

strength when climbing or swimming. 

Prerequisite: Ki power. 

Benefit: Add your Wisdom bonus 

(rather than your Strength bonus) on 

all Climb and Swim checks. Using 

this feat does not expend a daily 

use of your fei power. Its effects are 

always active. 

SKILL ATTUNEMENT [Kl] 
You may use your fei powder to assist 

your performance of most skills. 

Prerequisite: Wis 13, ki power (ghost 

strike). 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of fei power to grant yourself a 

bonus on all skill checks equal to 

your Wisdom bonus (minimum +1} 

for a number of rounds equal to one- 

fifth your ninja level (minimum i 

round). For example, a 3rd-level ninja 

with Wisdom 13 gains a +1 bonus on 

all skill checks for 1 round, while a 

17th-level ninja with Wisdom 20 

gains a +5 bonus on all skill checks 

for 3 rounds. 

WOLF’S BITE [Kl] 
You temporarily master special 

attacks. 

Prerequisite: Ki power. 

Benefit: You can spend one daily 

use of fei power to gain access to 

Improved Disarm, Improved Feint, 

and Improved Trip for 1 round. 

ZEN FORTITUDE [GENERAL] 
Your intuitive control of your 

body allows you to withstand physi¬ 

cal hardships. 

Prerequisite: I<i powder. 

Benefit: Add your Wisdom modi¬ 

fier (instead of your Constitution 

modifier) on Fortitude saves. Using 

this feat does not expend a daily 

use of your fei power. Its effects are 

always active. 
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CLASS ACTS hy Mark A.. Hart * illustrated by Peter Berating 

Arcane 
Casting an arcane spell demands Lremendous concentration and mental 

focus. Whether an arcane speltcaster prepares spells ahead of time or 

casts spontaneously, she must keep her mind steady and dear of distrac¬ 

tion. Indeed, as long as she retains even a single spell slot, her mind holds a 

reservoir of arcane energy, A spellcaster may use that energy without expending 

spell slots through a technique known as arcane focus. 

Arcane focus works like psionic focus, as described on. page 37 of the Expanded 

Vsionks Handbook, Once an arcane spellcaster selects the Arcane Focus feat, she 

may gain arcane focus as a special use of the Concentration skill. The spellcaster 

may expend her arcane focus to activate any arcane feat she possesses. 

ARCANE FOCUS [GENERAL] 
Through concentration and preparation your mind can hold special mag¬ 

ical energy. 

Prerequisites: Ability to cast ist-Level arcane spells. 

Benefit: As long as you have at least one arcane spell slot available 

(either a prepared arcane spell or the ability to cast an arcane spell sponta¬ 

neously), you may make a DC 20 Concentration check to gain arcane focus. 

This use of Concentration requires a full-round action that provokes an 

attack of opportunity. Once you acquire arcane focus, you remain focused 

until you expend it, become unconscious, fall asleep, or cast all avail¬ 

able arcane spells. 

When you have arcane focus, you may expend your focus as 

a swift action on any single Concentration check you make 

thereafter. If you expend your focus for this purpose, treat 

your Concentration check as if you rolled a 15 (similar to 

taking 10). You may expend your arcane focus in this 

way even if you could not normally take 10 on a 

check, snclr as during combat. 

You may instead expend your arcane focus 

to activate an arcane feat you possess 

and gain one of the benefits of 

that feat. 

Special: A wizard may select 

Arcane Focus as a wizard bonus feat, 

ARCANE WATCHFULNESS [ARCANE] 
You enter a state of hyper-awrareness that brings the 

tiniest details to your attention. 

Prerequisites: Wis 13, Arcane Focus, 

Benefit: When you expend your arcane focus, you may select 

one of the following three benefits. 

Banger Sense: You gain a +4 circumstance bonus on any Spot 

check you make in the next minute. 

Empaihic Potential: You gain a +4 circumstance bonus on any 

Sense Motive check you make in the next minute. 

SpatiaJ Awareness: You gain a +4 circumstance bonus on any 

Search check you make in the next minute. 

Focus 
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Special A wizard may select Watchful 

Alertness as a wizard bonus feat. 

BODY AWARENESS 
[ARCANE] 
Your deep focus giants you a measure 

of control over youi body- 

Prerequisites; Wis 131 Arcane Focus. 

Benefit: When you expend your 

arcane focus, you may select one of the 

following lb Tee benefits. 

Overcome Distraction: You may 

ignore one of the following condi¬ 

tions for a number of rounds equal 

to your Wisdom bonus (minimum 1 

round); fatiguedr nauseated, shaken t 

or sickened. Alternatively, you may 

reduce exhausted to fatigued or 

frightened to shaken for an equal 

amount of time. 

Slowed Breathing: Your breathing 

s1qwts to imperceptible levels, allowing 

you to appear dead upon casual 

observation. Anyone examining you 

for signs of life must make a DC 20 

Heal check or mistake your condi¬ 

tion for death. In addition, you gain 

a +4 circumstance bonus on your 

Fortitude save to resist the effects of 

toxic fumes or inhaled poisons while 

your breathing is slowed, tn addition, 

holding your breath for 1 minute only 

counts as 5 rounds of breath-holding. 

Sudden Effort: You gain a +4 circum¬ 

stance bonus to Strength, Dexterity, 

or Constitution {your choice) until 

your next turn. If you use this benefit 

more than once per day, you become 

fatigued. If you use this benefit while 

fatigued, you become exhausted. 

Special: A wizard may select Body 

Awareness as a wizard bonus feat. 

DEFENSIVE MAGIC 
[ARCANE] 
In times of grave danger, you scavenge 

your spells for immediate protection. 

Prerequisite: Arcane Focus. 

Benefit: When you expend your 

arcane focus, you may select one of the 

following three benefits. 

Absorb Damage: As an immedi¬ 

ate action as part of expending your 

arcane focus, you may "lose’' a pre¬ 

pared arcane spell or an arcane 

spell slot in exchange for temporary 

damage reduction. Until just before 

your next turn, you gain damage 

reduction equal to the level of the spell 

lost in this way. Thus, if you lose a 3rd- 

level spell, you gain DR 3/— until just 

before the start of your next turn. 

Iron Magic: Each spell granting 

you an armor or shield bonus grants 

you an additional +2 armor or shield 

bonus until your next turn. 

Protective Aura; As an immediate 

action as part of expending your 

arcane focus, you may dismiss one 

spell that you cast that currently 

affects you, such as mage armor or fire 

shield. In exchange, you receive an 

enhancement bonus equal to the level 

of the spell dismissed on the next 

saving throw you attempt within the 

next minute. For example, if you dis¬ 

miss a mage armor spell you cast on 

yourself you gain a +1 bonus to your 

next saving throw7; if you dismiss fire 

shield, you gain a +4 bonus. 

Special: A wizard may select Defen¬ 

sive Magic as a wizard bonus feat, 

FOCUSED SPECIALIST 
[ARCANE] 
Your intense concentration allows you 

to enhance a spell you cast from your 

s chool o f sp e ciallzati on - 

Prerequisites: Arcane Focus, special¬ 

ist wizard level 1st. 

Benefit: When you expend your 

arcane focus, you may select one of the 

following three benefits, 

Sfrfl Boost; The next spell you cast 

from the school you specialize in in 

Lhe next round is cast at your spell- 

caster level +i. 

Spell Endowment: The next spell you 

cast from the school you specialize in 

in the next round has its saving throw 

DC increased by +1* This bonus stacks 

writh those from the Spell Focus and 

Improved Spell Focus feats. 

Sped Intensity: The next spell you 

cast from the school you specialize 

in in the next round gains a +2 bonus 

on any level check made to overcome 

spell resistance. 

Special: A wizard may select Focused 

Specialist as a wizard bonus feat. 

MAGICAL INSIGHT 
[ARCANE] 
Your clarity of mind allows you 

to study and interpret magic sur¬ 

rounding you. 

Prerequisites: Int 13, Arcane Focus. 

Benefit: When you expend your 

arcane focus, you may select one of 

the following three benefits. 

Detection Enhaneemetit: When you 

cast a divination spell that reveals 

information over the course of 

rounds of concentration (such 

as defect magict detect poisont detect 

thoughts, and so on), you can expend 

your arcane focus to gain informa¬ 

tion on every target within range as 

if you had studied the target for one 

additional round. 

Sjbell Interpretation: You gain a 

+4 insight bonus on all Spellcraft 

checks you make within a minute of 

expending your arcane focus. 

SjfeM Lore; You gain a -1-4 insight 

bonus on the next Knowledge (arcana) 

check you make within a minute of 

expending your arcane focus. 

Special: A wizard may select Magi¬ 

cal Insight as a wizard bonus feat. 

POTENT 
DWEOMERCRAFT 
[ARCANE] 
You can spot the weaknesses of 

your opponents. 

Prerequisites: Wis 13, Arcane Focus, 

ability to cast znd-level arcane spells. 

Benefit: When you expend your 

arcane focus, you may select one of 

Lhe Following three benefits. 

Damaging Spell: The next melee 

touch attack spell you cast within the 

same round you expend your arcane 

focus deals 25% more damage. 

Spell Critical: You double Lhe threat 

range (19-20) of the next melee touch 

attack spell yon cast within Lhe same 

round you expend your arcane focus. 

Weaving Strife: You gain a +2 compe¬ 

tency bonus on the next melee touch 

attack you make with a spell. You must 

cast the spell within the same round 

you expend your arcane focus. 

Special: A wizard may select Potent 

Dwreomercraft as a wizard bonus feat 
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CLASS ACTS by Amber E. Scott * Illustrated by Peter Berating 

The Cleric Guide 

Tt 
pli 

is guide employs charts, rules clarifications, suggestions of appropriate 

feats and prestige classes, and. rulebook references to enhance and ease the 

playability of cleric. 

DIVINE CASTING 
Clerics must abide by the following special rules concerning their spellcasting 

not found in other classes. 

• A cleric chooses the time of day when he prepares spells. He cannot later- 

change this time. 

• If a cleric misses the appointed time, he must prepare his spells as soon as 

possible or wait until the next day. 

• A cleric need not rest before preparing spells. 

• A cleric's domain spells count as being on his spell list for purposes of acti¬ 

vating magic items. 

Peats: All metamagic feats; Combat Casting, Greater Spell Focus, Greater Spell 

Penetration, Spell Focus, Spell Penetration (Player's Handbook); Consecrate Sped, 

Corrupt Spell, Divine Metamagic, Divine Spell Power, Domain Focus, Domain 

Spontaneity, Profane Boost, Rapid Spell, Reach Spell, Sacred Boost, Spell 

Focus (chaos, evil, good, or law) (Complete Divine). 

Prestige Classes: Hierophant (Dungeon Master's Guide); con¬ 

templative, divine oracle, radiant servant of Pelor, seeker of the 

misty isle (Complete Divine). 

TURNING AND REBUKING UNDEAD 
Tinning (and rebuking) undead has the following specific rules. 

* Must have line of sight. 

* Can turn while invisible or otherwise hidden, 

• A turn attempt counts as an attack for the 

purpose of ending invisibility. 

- Spending turn attempts to power 

divine feats or other effects might 

not count as attacks, depending on 

the effect generated 

* Temporary Charisma bonuses pro¬ 

vided by spells or similar effects increase a cleric's number 

of turn attempts per day, but multiple instances do not 

multiple turn attempts: A tern- 

poiary +4 Charisma increase (such as 

from carte's splendor) grants two extra 

turn attempts until it ends. If those turn attempts are used, 

a second +4 Charisma increase later in the same day does not 

increase the cleric's number of turn attempts (he would require a 

+6 Charisma increase in order to gain a third extra turn attempt). 

Feats: Extra Turning, Improved Turning (Player's Handbook); Disciple of 

the Sun, Empower Turning, Quicken Turning (Complete Divine). 

Prestige Classes: Radiant servant of Felor, sacred exorcist (Complete Divine); 

hunter of the dead (Complete Warrior). 
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TURNING ERRATA 

The following errata and clarifications (and more) are available on the Wizards 

of the Coast website, at wizards.com/default asp?x=dnd/rules. 

Feat 

The errata for Divine Meta magic clarifies its intent 

Divine Meta magic (Comp tele Divine); Changes benefit to “When you take 

this feat, choose a metamagic feat that you have. This feat applies only to that 

metamagic feat. As a free action, you can take the.energy from turning or rebuking 

undead and use it to apply a metamagic feat to divine spells, that you know. ,." 

Spells 

Spells sometimes require clarification as the rules of the game evolve. 

Bestow Curse, Greater {Compete Dfoine): Delete everything after "can have 

help accomplishing the task." 

Blasphemy (P/qyeris Handbook): Possesses a 40-foot range. 

Chaos Hammer (Player's Handbook): Slowed creatures are affected as by the 

sioiu spell. Disregard text describing slow effect in chaos hammer description. 

Cometfall (Complete Dtume): Deals a maximum of sod6 points of damage. 

Divine Favor (P/qyer's Handbook): Grants a maximum +3 bonus. 

Probe Thoughts {Complete Divine); Saving throw becomes* “Will negates; see text," 

Righteous Might {P/ayer's Handbook): The spell causes you to grow, doubling 

your height and multiplying your weight by S, This increase changes your size 

category to the next larger one, and you gain a +4 size bonus to Strength and a 

+2 size bonus to Constitution. You gain a +2 enhancement bonus to your natu¬ 

ral armor. You gain damage reduction 3/evil {if you normally channel positive 

energy) or damage reduction 3/good (if you normally channel negative energy). 

At 12th level, this damage reduction becomes 6/evll or 6/good, and at 15th level 

it becomes 9/evil or 9/good (the maximum). 

Righteous Wrath of the Faithful (Complete Divine): Replace “are affected as if 

they had received an aid Spell* gaining” with “gain.". 

Scrying (P/qyeris Handbook); If the subject fails the save, you can see and hear 

the subject and the subject's immediate surroundings. 

Slime Wave (Complete Divine): Delete "for every 5 feet of its face" from the last sentence. 

Turning Check: idzo + 

Charisma modifier 

• +2 against undead if you have 5 or 

more ranks in Knowledge (religion) 

Turning Most Powerful 

Check Undead Affected 

Result (Maximum Hit Dice) 

0 or lower Cleric's level - 4 

1-3 Cleric's level — 3 

4-6 Cleric's level - 2 

7-9 Cleric's level — 1 

10—12 Cleric's level 

13-15 Cleric's level +1 

16-18 Cleric's level + 2 

19-21 Cleric's level + 3 

22 or higher Cleric's level + 4 

Turning Damage: id6 + Charisma 

modifier + cleric level 

ALIGNMENT AURA 
POWER 

Cleric Level Aura Power 

1st Faint 

2nd-4th Moderate 

Sth-ioth Strong 

nth or higher Overwhelming 

CURING AND INFLICTING 
Inflict- spells follow tlie same rules of 

modification as cure spells. 

■ Converting a readied spell into a spon¬ 

taneous cure spell requires no addi¬ 

tional action beyond casting the spell, 

* Spontaneous cure spells count as 

spontaneous spells when modified 

by metamagic feats. 

* A spontaneous cure spell with a 

metamagic feat applied requires a 

full-round action (or longer) to cast, 

* A cleric cannot sacrifice a domain 

spell or a spell from a class other than 

cleric to cast a spontaneous cure spell 

- Applying the Augment Healing feat 

to any vigor spell (from 5pell Compen¬ 

dium) adds double the spell's level 

to the total healing provided. For 

example, an augmented lesser vigor 

(a ist-level sped) grants an extra 2 

points of healing in total. The sim¬ 

plest bookkeeping method is to 

allow the augmented vigor to grant 

the extra healing in the first round. 

Feats: Augment Healing, Elemental 

Healing, Profane Boost, Sacred Boost, 

Sacred Healing (Complete Divine). 

Prestige Classes: Hospitaler, radianL 

servant of Pelor (Complete Divine). 

ALIGNMENT 
Clerics have the following specific 

alignment restrictions based on 

their deities. 

* Must be within one step of deity's align - 

ment (lawfi.il/chaotic or good/evil). 

* Some deities note exceptions: St, 

Cutlibert (LN) only allows LG and 

LN clerics. 

* Cannot be neutral on both axes 

unless deity is neutral on both axes. 

- A cleric cannot cast a speli with an 

alignment descriptor opposed to 

his deity's alignment. A cleric can¬ 

not select an alignment domain 

(Chaos, Evil, Good, Law) unless he 

possesses the corresponding align¬ 

ment, even if his deity offers that 

domain as a choice. 

■ A cleric always radiates an aura of his 

deity's alignment, regardless of Ms 

actual alignment, A cleric of a philoso¬ 

phy (rather than of a deity) who selects 

an alignment domain radiates an aura 

corresponding to that domain. 

Feats: Consecrate Spell, Corrupt 

Spell, Spell Focus (chaos, evil, good, 

law), True Believer (Complete Divine), 

Prestige Classes: Alienist, elemen¬ 

tal savant (Complete Arcane); contem¬ 

plative, entropomancer, hospitaler, 

radiant servant of Pelor, sacred exor¬ 

cist, shining blade of Heironeous, 

void disciple (Complete Divine). w 
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CLASS ACTS hy Stephanie Vergamini • illustrated by Veter Bergting 

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” 

—Arthur C Clarke 

Most DfifD worlds contain 

ancient, lost civiHzatLons 

whose mins dot the land¬ 

scapes and whose artifacts and relics act 

as the inspirations of countless adven¬ 

tures. Many of these civilizations 

possessed advanced clockwork or 

technomagical inventions whose 

true purposes have disappeared. 

When new civi¬ 

lizations rise, 

antiquarians 

and adventur¬ 

ers exploring 

the ruins of the 

past recover these 

creations. Unsure of 

their true purposes, the 

newer civilizations revere such items 

as divine relics, ensconcing them 

in shrines and temples. 

Sages and monks 

contemplate the divin¬ 

ity of these items. Monks of 

the monasteries housing these 

devices sometimes achieve one¬ 

ness with the objects, incorporating 

into their disciplined bodies the pre¬ 

cision of the technomagical devices. 

These clockwork disciples, as they are 

called, bridge the gap between the lost 

civilizations and the modern societies 

currently in power. 

Any world with ancient ruins or lost 

civilizations can hold technomagical 

devices and the clockwork disciplines 

who use them. In the Forgotten 

Realms, these devices might have orig¬ 

inated in Netheril or another ancient 

culture (sec lost Empires of Faemn). The 

throw and giants of Xeridrik serve as 

the likeliest sources of forgotten tech¬ 

nomagic in Eflj-RROHi. 

TECHNOMAGICAL 
IMPLANT [GENERAL] 
You can place small pieces of technol¬ 

ogy into your body, which grant a vari¬ 

ety of results. 

Prerequisites: Con 13, character 

level 3rd. 

Benefit: You may gain technomagi¬ 

cal implants. Minor implants are 

small colored disks or chips of metal 

usually no more than a couple inches 

long, with tiny, barely visible inner 

workings of gears and springs. Minor 

implants install directly beneath the 

skin, requiring a DC 20 Spot check Lo 

notice them (implants concealed by 

clothing or amor cannot be seen in 

this way). 

A major implant is a colored disk 

or rod of metal usually no more than 

a foot long, with tiny, barely visible 

inner workings of gears and springs. 

A major implant installs into voux 

flesh (usually with some part of it pro¬ 

truding from the skin}, requiring a DC 

10 Spot check to notice it {an implant 

concealed by clothing or armor can¬ 

not be seen in this way). 

Because of its size and potency, 

a technomagical implant takes 

up a body slot as a magic item of 

the appropriate type. All implants, 

minor and major, are compatible 

with each other and their bonuses 

stack where applicable. 

The ability to create the technology 

found in implants no longer exists 

among the mortal races of the world, 

so the only way to acquire them is as 

treasure (hence their gp values). Note 

that taking this feat does not grant 

you possession of any implants. You 

must End them as a part of treasure. 

The Clockwork 
Disciple 



COMMON TECHNOMAGICAL IMPLANTS 
Implant Rower Body Slot Value 
Quickdisk Minor Necklace 1,000 gp 
Farseer Minor Eye lenses 1,350 gp 
Flesh bound Steelscales Major Vest 1,500 gp 
Shockrod Major Bracers 1,500 gp 
Cheetah's Swiftness Minor Boots 2,062 gp 
Master's Edge Minor Headband 3,000 gp 
Tremorsense Disk Major Boots 4,000 gp 
Levitation Pads Minor Boots 5.625 gp 
Force-Blast Generator Major Headband 6,450 gp 
Arcane Deflection Major Vest 17,275 gp 
Divine Body Major Bracers or boots 20,625 gp 
Divine Mind Major Headband 20,625 gp 
Shocking Field, Lesser Minor Vest 21,000 gp 
Darkeye Lenses Major Eye lenses 22,500 gp 
Shocking Field, Greater Major Vest 42,000 gp 

You may in stall as many technomag- 

ical implants as you can find, as long as 

you do not violate the rules governing 

magic item slots* 

Special: A monk may gain Tech- 

no magical Implant as her 6th-level 

monk bonus that* 

TECHNOMAGICAL 
DEVICES 
The most commonly discovered 

implants include the following. 

Arcane Deflection: Up to three 

times per day spells and magical 

effects that target you have a 25% of 

rebounding back at their caster, as a 

ring of spell turning. Value: 17,275 gp. 

Cheetah's Swiftness: Your base 

land speed increases by +5 feel. Value: 

2,062 gp. 

Darkeye Lenses: You are immune 

to blindness effects and gain a +2 

enhancement bonus on saving throws 

made to resist gaze attacks. Value: 

22,500 gp. 

Divine Body: When this tech* 

nomagical implant is discovered, roll 

id6. On a 1-2 ills attuned to Strength, 

3-4 to Dexterity, and 5-6 to Constitu¬ 

tion. You gain a +1 inherent bonus to 

the ability score to which the tech- 

nomagical implant is attuned* Value': 

20,625 gP- 

Divine Mind: When this tech- 

nomagical implant is discovered, roll 

id6. On a 1-2 it is attuned to Intel¬ 

ligence, 3-4 to Wisdom, and 5-6 to 

Charisma, You gain a inherent 

bonus to the ability score, to which the 

technomagical implant is attuned. 

Value: 20,625 SP- 

Tar seer: You gain a +-3 competence 

bonus on Spot and Search checks. 

Value: 1,350 gp. 

Fteshbound Steelscales: You gain a 

+1 enhancement bonus to your natural 

armor* Value: 1,500 gp. 

force-Blast Generator: You can cre¬ 

ate an invisible explosion of force in 

a iQ-foot-radius sphere, centered on 

you. This explosion of force makes a 

bull rush attempt against every crea¬ 

ture within 10 feet of you, with a bonus 

equal to 3 + your Charisma niodihen 

Value: 6,450 gp. 

Levitation Pads: You may levitdtet as 

the sped, at will. Value: 5,625 gp* 

Master's Edge: You gain a +2 bonus 

on a skill. When you find this kind 

of implant, the DM must determine 

which skill it offers its bonus on. 

Value: 3,000 gp. 

Quick disk: You gain a +2 bonus on 

all initiative checks. Value: 1 ,ooo gp. 

Shocking Field, Greater: Whenever a 

creature strikes you with a melee attack, 

it takes id4 points of el ectricity damage 

and must immediately make a Forti¬ 

tude save (DC equals 1/2 your charac¬ 

ter level, + your Con modifier) to avoid 

being stunned for 1 round. A creature 

that strikes with a reach weapon does 

not take this damage. You cannot have 

both a greater and lesser shocking field 

installed. Value: 42,000 gp. 

Shocking Field, Lesser: Whenever 

a creature strikes you with a melee 

attack, it Lakes id4 points of electricity 

damage. A creature that strikes with a 

reach weapon does not take this dam¬ 

age, You cannot have both a greater 

and lesser shocking held installed. 

Value: 21,000 gp. 

Shockrod: Whenever you make a 

melee touch attack or an unarmed 

strike, your attack deals an extra id6. 

points of electricity damage. You take 

half that amount in nonLethal damage. 

Value: 1,500 gp. 

Tremorsense Disk: You gain 

tremdrsense to a range of 20 feet. 

Value: 4,000 gp. 

NEW TECHNOMAGICAL 
IMPLANTS 
While characters cannot hope to cre¬ 

ate new technomagical devices used 

as implants, your DM should fed free 

to create new ones. All technomagical 

implants are priced as magic items 

with a 25% price reduction, because a 

character must take a feat to gam the 

use of one. 

Your DM might require a ritual or 

procedure for your character to gain a 

new technomagical implant. The details 

of such are left to the DM, but they 

should not cost a gold. 

VARIANT CLASS 
FEATURE 
The following dass feature reflects a 

monk who understands-—on some 

level—the powerful relies of the past. 

BANE OF THE CLOCKWORK 
Due to your knowledge of all things con¬ 

structed from metal and coils, yon are 

inlimately aware of a construct's Havre, 

Level: 3rd. 

Replaces: If you select this class fea¬ 

ture, you never gain the slow fall ability, 

nor your 6thdevel bonus feat. 

Benefit: You can deal critical hit dam¬ 

age against constructs when you attack 

with unarmed strikes (not with monk 

special weapons). Constructs are no lon¬ 

ger immune to yonr Stunning Fist or 

quivering palm attacks. Z 
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COMICS 

^ NOPWICK THE ^ 
HENCHMAN! KNOW THAT YOU 

FACE DEATH ITSELF! . 

&AZE 
UPON THE 

TRUE FORM 
OF LIFE’S 

t ENPING! J WOW. GOOD 
THING I WAS 
WEARING MY 

HELMET- 

W THE WHOLE X 
SKELETON THING WAS N 
KIND OP TRITE, AND WHAT 

WITH ALL THE SENTIENT 
RACES OF INVERTEBRATES 

AND OTHER NON-BONY 
. CREATURES... IT WAS A . 
X PROBLEM. A 

r I am now a ^ 
MORE ACCURATE 

METAPHOR FOR 
DEATH THAN YOU'RE 
s. USED TO. ^ 

anyway, I THOUGHT I’D 
TRY THE "NEW ME” ON YOU BEFORE 

YOUR CLERIC DUCT TAPES YOU 
^ BACK TO LIFE. 

EVEN CLEARED UP YOUR 
RAGWEED ALLERGIES. 

AH, GOOD. X 
r UM, WOULD IT N 

HURT YOUR FEELINGS 
IF I SAID I STILL DON’T 
GET WHY YOU CHANGED 
v HOW YOU > 
\ LOOK? 

W I HOPE X 
SHE DOESN’T 

ACCIDENTALLY 
.SWAP MY ARMS 
V AGAIN. A 

vr ■ - 

r NAH. YOU’RE ^ 
NOT REALLY THE 

TARGET 
v AUDIENCE. > 

WAKEY, 
WAKEY! 

• by Aaron Williams 
unuw.noduiick.com 

"All Ihe worW'* a ita?e..." -Stakeipeare 
r “Curiam (ail Death 

WHAT?J jr you DON’T 
'Y-1 r LOOK... HOW I 

J l V EXPECTED. 
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i WILL NOT 
BORE FRIENDS, FAMILY OR 
GAMES STORE EMPLOYEES 

WITH STORIES ABOUT 
MY CHARACTERS' 
ADVENTURES THAT 
THEY'VE PROBABLY 
HEARD A MILLION 

TIMES BEFORE, 

LIKE THIS 
KILLER DWARF 
1 HAD LAST YEAR. 

HAH! HE WAS SO... 

I WILL BELIEVE IN 
THE LAWS OF PROBABILITY 

AND THEIR NON-SELECTIVE UNIVERSALITY 
TO ALL INDIVIDUALS, USING THAT AS THE 

RATIONAL EXPLANATION FOR MY LATEST 
CHARACTER S DEATH... 

...AND 
NOT SIMPLY 

BECAUSE 
-MY DICE 
HATE ME... 

I WILL RESPECT THE POWER 
l HAVE AS A GAME MASTER, AND 

WHEN MY PLAYERS DESTROY A PERFECTLY 
GOOD DUNGEON THROUGH THEIR ILLOGICAL 

MAO HALF»BA1^cri tu Miun 
NUMtMNGl 

STUPID 
ACTIONS, 

l WILL NOT 
TAKE IT 

PERSONALLY 
AND SMITE 

THEM TO THE 
LAST GNOME 

IN PETTY, 
PETULANT 

REVENGE. 

I WILL NOT BAN THE 
MORE INTENSE GAMERS 

FROM MY STORE JUST BECAUSE 
THEY TEND TO SCARE AWAY 
NORMAL PEOPLE WHO ARE 

MORE LIKELY TO SPEND 
VAST AMOUNTS OF 
MONEY ON MAIN¬ 

STREAM GAMES. 

AND l WILL 
LEARN TO LOVE 
SURVIVING ON 

RAMEN NOODLES 
AND CANDY BARS... 

THIS YEAR I 
RESOLVE TO TAKE 

BRUTAL REVENGE ON 
ALL THE MONSTERS THAT 

TORMENT MY FIFTH LEVEL 
THIEF, ENDANGERING HIS 

LIFE AT EVERY TURN. 

IN OTHER 
WORDS, THE 
REST OF MY 

PARTY... 

WHOOPS! LOOKS 
— LIKE WE'VE RUN OUT 

OF SPACE. FOLKS! 

© 2007 SHETLAND PRODUCTIONS OOHN@KOVALIC.COM WWW.DORKTOWER.COM 
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3 5 
10 
Up 
10 
N 

I THOUGHT YOU 
DARK ELF CHICKS 

LIKED THIS SORT OF 
THING- GW! 

WHAT THE HELL? 

AAA AAA A! 
THE BRAINBEETLE 

BORED INTO MY 
HAND! IT WILL 
TUNNEL TO MY 

BRAIN! 

TAKE THIS KNIFE! QUICK! ^ 
CUT OFF MY HAND! DQ IT! 
AAAA! TOO LATE! IT'S IN 
MY FOREARM! SAW OFF MY 

^ WHY ARENT YOU DOING 
SOMETHING, LAOY?! SNAP 

OUT OF IT! CRAP! IT S IN MY 
UPPER ARM! ITS TUNNELING 
THROUGH MY BICEP! CUT OFF 

MY WHOLE ARM! NOW! 

ACKKLICKK! its in 

MY CHEST*..GOING UR! 
ITS IN MY NECK! MY*., 

aggckg! 

hackkk 
WOW, 1 COUGHED 
IT UP. LUCKY ME. 

hurrrghgh! 

akqhkkh 

THANKS FOR WATCHING 
ME ALMOST DIE, YOU 

COLD-HEARTED, SOULLESS, 

. PSYCHOTIC ABOMINATION! 
V , - _ _/ 

YOUR SUFFERING 
HAS ARROUSED MY 

LUST, HUMAN* 
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COMICS 

Orders Stic Ik 
This isn't 

ano+he r o n e o f >1||j I 
t h ose " use-act i va+ed V i0 J 
True StrikeM weapons 

again, is it? 

o: /T^Nah, I gave^ 
/tt ( up on that scam 

^".V^imonths 

^ I have a 
Feral Express 

package for Belkar 
St. Bitterfeaf? v? 

r They must ^ 
have just f inished 
crafting it...I hope 

they followed 
jkthe specs. ^0 

How do 
these guys keep 
t finding yau? j 

r So wait, you^ 
mail ordered a 
custom magic 

s. item? jd 

You know, all 
this time, I assumed ^ 

you were a haffling, but it 
turns out your lack of height 

is apparently an account of 
k being a prepubescent boy 
SlitesJ^’th hairy feet A 

r You—yau ^ 
spent 40 grand 
on an immature 
^ prank?? 

~ Behold] The ~ 
most awesome magic 

item ever made! j 

L 
U — 

Don't be 
f ridiculous. I spent 
40 grand plus shipping 

and handling on an 
k immature prank. 

The Wand of 
Dispel Clothing] F Well how 

many young boys 
have 40.000 gp to 
Suspend, huh? 

And this "\N_ 
titanic investiture ^ 

* of money and magic was 1 
preferable to you even 

considering coming to terms 
with, your own emotional 

t needs and learning to 
Ik love another sentient j§_ 

being? 

fC'mon, 
/ be great. Picture ^ 

the scene; We open 
the door and encounter 
a cabal of evil dark elf 

. priestesses with a . 
\ weird arachnid A 

fetish. 

^ I whip out ^ 
the wand, and 

BAM! Hot naked 
drow chicks 

k everywhere!^ 

I think ^ 
you need to see it in 
action to appreciate 

hw its potential What? No! 

fr Then I ^ 
bring out the 

oil and they start 
grappling each . 

»h. other... jA 

There might^H 
be an ice dragon 

nearby—I'm really 
chilly all of a 4 

Nice gift,^ss^sudden... 
BelkaH 

We're here^^S 
from Standards 

and Practices. We're 
shutting this strip 

Ik. down now. (S 

Took you 
Jong enough. 

r Hey guys! 
What's going 
S. on? > 

He's 
invisible! r Gaah!! > 

Reverse spell! 
REVERSE 

Is. SPELLI! / 
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Imposing, c&ffs mdgigantic avims 

wcwltnost sfiips awayjtoni tfte, 

nortjum coasts. 4 
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deep lOitfmtfik swamp. 
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dangerous andsjimldje avoided. 
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MmdonedBmC^ings can 

seen along tfins ishmd's coast 

0i^dont(ooXo£mm. 




